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Introduction 

 
Ill. 1: Pageant at the inauguration of Leiden University, Anonymous (1575) 

 
The inauguration of Leiden University on 8 February 1575 was a 

moment of great importance in the process of growing self-awareness in 
the Northern Netherlands. After a troublesome start, the Revolt was finally 
gaining momentum. It has often been debated whether the Dutch Revolt 
was a matter of money, government, or religion.2 The fact is that both 
nobility and the ruling class and a substantial proportion of the common 
people were not content with Philip II’s measures pertaining to all these 
areas. When Philip ascended the throne of his father Charles V in 1555, he 
faced many challenges, from both within and without the borders of his 
enormous kingdom. The wars with France in particular had been 
protracted, expensive, and inconclusive. These expensive wars meant a 
continuous shortage of money and the threat of national bankruptcy. 
Philip took several measures to tackle these problems. The most 
significant of these were more and higher taxes and a more centralized 
governmental structure. However, these measures ran counter to 
agreements made by or in the name of his father, Charles V. The 
provincial States in particular had acquired manifold rights by lending or 
paying money for the Habsburg wars.3   

                                                      
2 Van Nierop, “Alva’s Throne - Making Sense of the Revolt of the Netherlands”, 30. 
3 ‘The virtually incessant and extremely expensive wars with France obliged Charles V 
and Philip II to call on the provinces to a far greater degree than had previously been the 
case. The provincial States used their prince’s need for money as a lever to extend their 
own powers. In exchange for granting financial support they negotiated far-reaching 
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However, Philip’s problems were not merely of a financial nature. 
Protestantism spread rapidly in the northern provinces. Many reasons have 
been put forward for this success, often linked to the deplorable moral 
state of the Roman Catholic Church in the northern countries. Roles 
within the Church were generally considered to be like any other job – 
hardly any training was required, and more often than not officials were 
seen neglecting their vows of both chastity and poverty. The Church 
demanded and took much from the citizenry in terms of taxation, respect, 
and the monopoly on salvation, whilst failing to live up to its own 
standards.4 Philip was not inclined to let Protestantism fill this moral gap 
and took stringent measures: he reorganized the provinces and bishoprics 
of the Roman Catholic Church, demanded stricter observance from the 
clergy, but also waged war on Protestant heretics, especially after the 
Beeldenstorm (iconoclasm) of 1566. 

It was the combination of these measures that incensed almost all 
strata of society in the northern provinces. It is not especially clear why 
William of Orange became engaged as head of the Revolt. He was a 
Catholic himself and spent the first years of his career as a loyal servant of 
the Spanish Crown. He may have been seriously affronted by either the 
annulation of many of the nobility’s rights and privileges or the cruel 
persecution of all heretics in the northern provinces by Alva.5 He may also 
have seen a chance to promote his own esteem and honour among his 
equals. The fact is that, as soon as William of Orange took the lead of the 
Revolt, he became embroiled in it for the rest of his life, making the 
maximum sacrifices, even selling his own cutlery to pay for his soldiers.  

However, William of Orange could not have defeated the Spanish 
forces had he not had the support of the Sea Beggars (watergeuzen). This 
curious fleet of soldiers, pirates, fortune-seekers, fled nobility, and 

                                                                                                                         
control over the collection, administration and expenditure of the tax revenues. In addition, 
they also discussed all manner of business apart from fiscal matters and they demanded the 
right to meet as they wanted. In this way the States evolved from being instruments of the 
prince to become self-conscious representative bodies which could take responsibility for 
the public administration.’ Van Nierop, “Alva’s Throne”, 35; see also Israel, The Dutch 
Republic, 132–135. A book completely dedicated to the financial aspects of the Revolt is: 
Tracy, The Founding of the Dutch Republic. 
4 Israel, The Dutch Republic, 76. 
5 Israel, The Dutch Republic, 140; Duke, “From ‘Loyal Servant’ to ‘Irreconcilable 
Opponent’ of Spain: Koenraad Swart’s Interpretation of William of Orange, 1533-72.” 
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Protestant enthusiasts would become the special task force of the Revolt. 
Although the Spanish had well-trained armies, they did not have a navy 
that could compete with the Sea Beggars, who knew the waters around the 
North Sea coast well and were able to take advantage of the peculiar local 
situation, where lands could easily be flooded and used both as a defence 
and an attack mechanism. Their first success was the capture of Den Briel 
on 1 April 1572. Although Den Briel was a small town just under 
Rotterdam, it was symbolically of great importance for the Revolt that a 
Spanish stronghold could be taken and kept. It turned out that Den Briel 
could be defended well and serve as a point of departure for raids up the 
rivers. These raids show that the Sea Beggars were not only noble 
freedom fighters, but could be veritably cruel bandits as well.  

These Sea Beggars would also play a key role in the Relief of 
Leiden. In 1572 Alva managed to drive the Revolt back into Holland and 
occupy large parts of the country there. Alva wanted to conquer the rebels 
by attacking Haarlem and Leiden. If these cities were to fall, Holland 
would be divided into two small parts that were hard to defend.6 Alva did 
conquer Haarlem after a long siege, something of a pyrrhic victory. In 
October 1573 the Spanish troops laid siege 
to Leiden. The city was well defended and 
equipped to sustain the siege. However, 
when Alva’s successor led his troops away 
to the battle at the Mookerheide, the city 
was not quick enough to replenish its 
supplies or break down the Spanish 
fortifications. The upshot of this was that 
when the Spanish forces did return, the city 
was inadequately prepared for a second 
siege and the shortages were soon felt. 
William of Orange promised relief, but had 

no army available. As a last resort, he 
decided to cut the dikes along the rivers 
and inundated the lands around Leiden. 
When the wind turned and drove the water 

                                                      
6 Swart, William of Orange and the Revolt of the Netherlands, 1572-84, 62; Israel, The 
Dutch Republic, 181. 

Ill. 2: William of Orange, by 
Adriaen Thomasz. Key (ap. 
1575) 
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towards the city, the Sea Beggars were able to relieve the city on 3 
October 1574.7 It appears that Leiden was soon rewarded for her hardship 
by the Prince of Orange with the foundation of a university.8 

The importance of the inauguration of the new university was felt 
by all participants and underscored by a pageant for which Janus Dousa, 
one of its founding fathers, had written the texts.9 The pageant owed much 
to the traditions of the rhetorician chambers, where colourful display of 
allegories was a common feature. It was a living manifesto of the new 
university and showed clearly the ideals its founding fathers had in mind. 
The procession was headed by the armed guard of the city, immediately 
followed by Holy Scripture, who was accompanied by the personifications 
of the four Gospels, namely the Eagle, Lion, Bull, and Man (upper row, in 
front of the gate). After them came Iustitia, Medicina, and Minerva, each 
accompanied by four famous representatives of these disciplines. Minerva 
was accompanied by Aristotle, Plato, Cicero, and Virgil. As such, the 
pageant showed the faculties of the new university: Theology, Law, 
Medicine, and the Arts. The faculties were followed by faculty staff and 
public officials.10 The procession, impersonating the new university, was 
hailed by the pagan gods Neptune and Apollo and by the Muses. It 
rendered immediately visible the tension between the different 
expectations regarding the new academia. For although a peaceful 
coexistence between Apollo and Holy Scripture may have been readily 
conceivable in the minds of accomplished humanists, it is not hard to 
guess that many orthodox Calvinists had strong objections to these pagan 
elements.  

                                                      
7 Israel, The Dutch Republic, 180–182; Moerman, “Korte kroniek van Leiden en 
omstreken: oktober 1573 - oktober 1574”. 
8 Waarom hij [Willem van Oranje] aan Leiden dacht, is niet bekend. Algemeen 
verondersteld wordt dat het doorstane beleg van het jaar ervoor de doorslag gegeven zal 
hebben. De universiteit was dus een vorm van dank voor de dapperheid en een vergoeding 
van de schade. (Why he [William of Orange] had Leiden in mind, is unknown. It is 
generally assumed that the withstood siege of the previous year has been decisive. In that 
case, the university was a token of gratitude and a compensation for the damage.) 
Otterspeer, Het bolwerk van de vrĳheid, 62. 
9 On this pageant, see Van Dorsten, Poets, Patrons and Professors, 2–5; Heesakkers and 
Reinders, Genoeglijk bovenal zijn mij de muzen: de Leidse Neolatijnse dichter Janus 
Dousa (1545-1604), 39–43; Otterspeer, Het bolwerk van de vrĳheid, 73; Koppenol, Leids 
heelal, 126.  
10 For a complete identification of the participants in the procession, see Otterspeer, Het 
bolwerk van de vrĳheid, 12–13. 
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This tension was not only apparent in the pageant, but would 
resurface on many occasions and would remain a moot point for a 
considerable time. On the one hand, there were the orthodox Calvinists. In 
their opinion, the Revolt was a religious struggle either for religious 
freedom or, better still, for Calvinist supremacy. They felt that the new 
university was primarily founded to train preachers for the Dutch 
Reformed (Calvinist) Church. Their main concern was the intellectual and 
spiritual formation of their future preachers for whom the State College 
was to be founded, a college for bursary students in theology. On the other 
side stood Janus Dousa and Jan van Hout, two poets who were dedicated 
to the humanist ideals of the Republic of Letters and the imitation of the 
French and Italian humanist tradition in particular. In their eyes, one of the 
primary obligations of the new university was to provide its students a 
thorough humanist training.11 They are representatives of a segment of 
Dutch society that felt the Revolt was against political and financial 
oppression. It is the tension between these two visions that I describe in 
this thesis as the clash of two discourses, especially at Leiden University.  

 

Primary question 

In this thesis I analyse the coup d’état of Maurice of Orange in 1618 
in terms of a Foucauldian event, or événement, resulting from the clash of 
the two aforementioned discourses, namely the discourse of the Leiden 
humanists and the discourse of the orthodox Calvinists. I have been led to 
this description by Keith Baker. Baker links an historical event to a 
Foucauldian événement in a very convincing way. The following 
sentences in particular have been inspiring in terms of encouraging me to 
situate my research within a Foucauldian framework. Whereas the texts of 
Foucault can be difficult to adept to individual case studies, Baker 
emphasizes the importance of the individual subject as the stage of 
discursive tensions: 

 
It follows from this deconstruction of the social as a global 
ground of explanation that a Foucauldian account of the French 

                                                      
11 Otterspeer, Het bolwerk van de vrĳheid, 64–66. 
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Revolution would place it in the context of heterogeneity of 
discourses overlapping and/or competing in their constitution of a 
world, and of a political struggle over the hierarchization of these 
discourses. […] So the more a Foucauldian analysis moves in the 
direction of emphasizing heterogeneity, contingency, and 
eventuality, the more it must find a place for (historically 
constituted) individuals and groups as agents (conscious or 
unconscious) of a political transformation that could have been 
otherwise. […] Rather than simply assuming the existence of the 
acting subject, Foucault argued, we should try to account 
historically for his/her/its/their production and character. One can 
allow that the subject position occupied by any individual (or 
shared by any group of individuals) is the consequence of a 
particular discursive formation. But this is also to say that 
discourse is articulated and acted out as a form of practice in 
human lives – individually and in the aggregate. In positing that 
there will be a heterogeneity of discourses in any given situation, 
then, one must also allow that individuals become the site of the 
heterogeneous subject positions constituted by these competing 
discourses. The resulting tensions, expressing themselves both 
within and among individuals and groups, may also at times 
become so intense as to propel these latter into conscious action to 
resolve them through a politics of rehierarchization, 
recodification, or transformation of discourses.12  

 
I do not intend to focus on the event itself. I am primarily interested 

in the question of how this discursive change affected the Leiden humanist 
circle. I am firmly of the opinion that this discursive change was felt 
strongly, especially in the vicinity of Leiden University. Describing the 
changes within this cultural and literary field as taking place within the 
wider cultural frame of discursive change heading towards an événement 
could help to find plausible explanations for certain cultural phenomena 
among the Leiden humanists. Many of these phenomena can be connected 
to the person and the career of Daniel Heinsius  (1580-1655), which is 
why much attention will be paid to his work and that of his colleagues.  

                                                      
12 Baker, “A Foucauldian French Revolution?”, 193. 
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The change I describe can best be characterized by an example 
from the work of Heinsius. Although some of the poems will be discussed 
in greater detail in the following chapters, they may serve here to clarify 
the central problem of my book. In 1603, Daniel Heinsius published his 
Elegiae libri tres, which contained his Monobiblos. The last poem of this 
book had been dedicated to the Greek god Dionysus, or Bacchus. It is a 
long, ecstatic poem in which the poet expresses his dedication and 
gratefulness to the god of wine. The poem clearly imitates pagan classical, 
especially Roman, poetry. A good example is the opening sentence: 
‘Father Bacchus, here I build for Thee ever remaining altars. / Posterity 
will know me as your prophet and priest’.13 

Nowhere does the poem reveal Heinsius  as a dedicated Calvinist, 
whose family had to flee Ghent before the Spanish forces. Nor does the 
poem give any suggestion that Heinsius might become a Counter-
Remonstrant who would show his allegiance to the orthodox Calvinists by 
fulfilling an official role during the Synod of Dordt (1618-1620), where 
his former colleagues and friends would be ostracized for their views.14 In 
fact, there is no reason to suspect the poet of having any Christian 
background at all; he could have been a Roman pagan as well, as far as 
the language and contents of the poem are concerned.  

The poem poses various questions for the present reader. These 
questions are obvious and have been answered differently. Most 
interpreters, modern and pre-modern, are keen to reveal Heinsius’s true 
opinions and convictions. As Heinsius  was a refugee from the Southern 
Netherlands and later sided with the Counter-Remonstrants, the common 
view is that Heinsius must have been an orthodox Calvinist himself. But 
why would an orthodox Calvinist put so much effort into writing pagan 
poetry? It would have been interesting to find statements to the contrary, 
namely that Heinsius was a secret pagan worshipper of Dionysus, but 
evidence of such a view is not forthcoming and so I will refrain from 
proposing it here. Nonetheless, if it is taken for granted that Heinsius 
belongs among the orthodox Calvinists, it seems that his pagan poetry can 
only be interpreted either as extended exercises in the classical imitation 

                                                      
13 Bacchus pater, tibi mansuras hic sistimus aras: / Posteritas vatem me sciet esse tuum. 
Heinsius, Elegiarum Lib. III, 146. 
14 Heinsius  was secretary to the Lay Commissioners at the Synod, see Becker-Cantarino, 
Daniel Heinsius, 19–20. 
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curriculum or else as allegories. Both interpretations seem unsatisfactory 
to me. 

Heinsius wrote many poems of this kind, until the middle of the 
second decade of the seventeenth century. He then abruptly changes 
subject and writes two long Christian poems, his Hymn to Jesus Christ 
(1616)15 and his De contemptu mortis (1621).16 His Hymn has been written 
in the vernacular, De Contemptu is a Latin epideictic poem in the 
Lucretian and Virgilian tradition. These poems show the reader an 
altogether different side of the poet, a side that was hitherto invisible. 
They also complicate the already turbid situation described in relation to 
Heinsius’s pagan poetry. Are these the poems that finally show us the true 
Heinsius, then? Can we say, for the same reasons as above, that these 
Christian poems reflect Heinsius’s Counter-Remonstrant beliefs? If, 
however, we are to accept these two poems alone as reflecting the real 
Heinsius, would that not leave us with a strange imbalance? Do two 
poems serve as a sufficient counterpoise to what is an enormous oeuvre of 
Latin and vernacular pagan poetry? 

Another interpretation, offered by him and others in similar 
situations, is that (erotic) poetry belongs to the youth. Now that the poet 
has reached a certain age, it is time to start writing serious works.17 
Although there is some plausibility in this argument, it only partly 

                                                      
15 Heinsius, Bacchus en Christus. 
16 Heinsius, De verachting van de dood. De contemptu mortis. Both poems will be 
discussed extensively in the second chapter. 
17 See Grotius in the introductory letter to his brother in his Poemata: Pueros etiam 
balbutientes amamus, quia in ea aetate semen ingenii spectare satis est, frugem ab ipsa 
exigere importunum. At viro silere quam balbutire est satius. Adde, quod quae nunc est 
hominum severitas, non mala tantum poesis displicet, sed ipsa poesis ut mala: multoque 
gravius videtur et πολιτιϰοτερον, forum aleatorium calfacere, quam libera verba vinculis 
includere non necessariis. (‘We love it when we hear boys stammer, as it is sufficient to 
see the possibility of talent in that age and it is importune to expect results. For a grown 
man, on the contrary, it is better to stay silent instead of stammering. What is more, these 
days not only bad poetry is ill befitting to a man’s dignity, but any poetry at all: it is 
considered much more dignified and civilized to engage in gambling and games, rather 
than waisting time by putting free words in a metrical frame.’) De Groot, “441. 1615 Dec. 
15. Aan Willem de Groot”; De Groot, Poemata collecta, [()8v]. And Heinsius: De vruchten 
van de jeucht, de soetheyt van het minnen, / Een rechte toovery, van ons en onse sinnen, / 
Is nu met ons geweest. Ick late Venus gaen, / En met het blinde kint zijn blinde wercken 
staen. (‘The fruits of youth, the sweetness of the senses, / A true enchantment of us and our 
senses, / is past for us. I let Venus go, / And leave with the blind child its blind works 
behind.’). Heinsius, Bacchus en Christus, 199. 
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answers the questions already asked: why did Heinsius write these pagan 
poems in the first place and why does he quit writing poetry altogether 
after 1620, both pagan and Christian? After all, Heinsius wrote this 
argument as an explanation for his Christian poetry, not for abandoning 
poetry completely. Another explanation for Heinsius’s change of subject 
was that he was simply afraid and wanted to show his allegiance to the 
Counter-Remonstrant cause. Petrus Cunaeus, for example, portrays him as 
an opportunist, who simply chose the winning side and had no strong 
religious opinions: 

 
However, I think these things [i.e. the investigation against 
Cunaeus - DK] have been suggested in Dordt by the man who has 
joined a drunken hymn to Bacchus with a hymn to Christ; who 
used to visit Flandria and Brabantia yearly and used to have 
conversations with Jesuists and other pontifical satellites, and held 
a regular correspondence with them; who deleted and changed in 
the latest edition of his Poemata whatever he had previously 
written to the Pope and the Jesuit fathers; […].18 

 
The Remonstrant preacher and historian Gerard Brandt (1626-1685) sees 
Heinsius in more or less the same light. When he describes Heinsius’s 
appointment as Secretary to the Lay Commissioners, he states that the 
Remonstrants objected to this appointment, 
 

as they considered him highly antagonistic towards them; indeed, 
some of their teachers had rebuked him several times for his 
behaviour [lit.: life], and for the fact that he had, in their opinion, 
hardly any knowledge regarding theological matters, being very 
fickle on the matter of religion, twisting and turning everything, 

                                                      
18 Sed puto haec Dordracensibus suggessise eum, qui temulentum Bacchi hymnum una 
cum hymno Christi conjunxit, qui quotannis Flandriam, Brabantiamque visere solebat, ut 
cum Jesuitis, aliisque Pontificis satellitibus sermonem sereret, epistolarumque 
commercium cum illis habuit; qui in novissima Poëtarum edition delevit, mutavitque, 
quicquid in Papam, & Lojolitas patres scripserat ante; […] Cunaeus in a letter from 
August 31st, 1619 to Apollonius Scottus, in: P. Cunaei […] epistolae, 47-48, cited by Ter 
Horst, Daniel Heinsius, 80. 
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praising and rebuking to accord with the most advantageous 
position, and so as to curry favour with this group or that.19 

 
This view has been enthusiastically accepted by Heinsius’s biographer Ter 
Horst: 
 

Heinsius, who was always and everywhere looking for influential 
friends, was […] suspected of having Roman Catholic 
inclinations. However, his Protestant brothers accused him falsely. 
Although he had no principles to speak of, a semblance of Roman 
sympathies emerges from his desire to play a double game and to 
set his sail according to the wind.20 

 
In fact, Ter Horst interprets Heinsius’s Christ Hymn purely as a tactical 
move: 

 
This Christ Hymn is Heinsius’s last Dutch poem that has been 
published separately and we have to ask ourselves the question: 
did he not have any ulterior motives with it? Was he truly only 
interested in showing his dedication to his Saviour in his art? A 
German scholar has openly declared that writing this hymn 
signified nothing more than a clever move in the theological and 
political arena. […] Heinsius was, as always, keen on joining the 
strongest party […].21  

                                                      
19 Doch de Remonstranten hielden, dat hij tegens hen seer was ingenomen, omdat eenige 
van hunne Leeraren hem ter sake van sijn leven meermaelen hadden bestraft, hebbende, 
seidense, seer weinig kennisse van Theologische saecken; seer onbestendig in’t stuk van 
Religie, alles keerende en wendende, prijsende en laeckende, naar den windt der 
voorspoedt, en naar dat hij met desen of dien hoop te volgen eenigh voordeel wist te doen. 
Brandt, Historie der Reformatie. Het tweede deel, 23. 
20 Heinsius, die steeds en overal invloedrijke vrienden zocht, werd […] ervan verdacht, 
neigingen tot het Roomsch Katholicisme te koesteren. Zijn Protestantsche broeders 
beschuldigden hem echter ten onrechte. Hij bezat weliswaar allerminst een principiëelen 
geest, doch de schijn van Roomschgezind te zijn ontstond slechts door zijn verlangen, van 
twee walletjes te eten, tengevolge waarvan hij steeds bereid was, de huik naar den wind te 
hangen. Ter Horst, Daniel Heinsius, 73. 
21 Deze Lof-sanck is het laatste Nederduitsche gedicht van Heinsius, dat zelfstandig 
uitgegeven werd en we moeten ons afvragen: had hij hiermede geen bijoogmerken? Was 
het hem werkelijk alleen maar te doen om in zijn kunst te getuigen van zijn innige liefde tot 
den Heiland? Een Duitsch litterator heeft het openlijk uitgesproken, dat het schrijven van 
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Others feel that Heinsius is not portrayed fairly here, and emphasize 

that, as a refugee from the Southern Netherlands, he must have been an 
orthodox Calvinist from the very beginning. Sellin, for example, asserts 
that: 

 
The picture of religious beliefs which emerges from Heinsius’ 
career and literary work is that of a cultured and enlightened but 
consistently orthodox member of the Reformed Church.22 

 
In my eyes, none of these arguments do full justice to Heinsius’s 
authorship, both pagan and Christian, Latin and vernacular. 

If this development took only place in Heinsius’s career, it would 
have been worthwhile to describe these phenomena from the point of view 
of personal development or intellectual growth. Another popular way of 
describing an author’s career is in terms of economic and social 
advantages: how did a certain kind of poetry help a poet’s career? These 
tools are valuable for investigating poetical and other careers. However, 
they are designed for the investigation of a single poet’s career, whereas I 
have the impression that the developments described above in Heinsius’s 
creative career are not limited to his personal development, but reflect an 
important cultural process in the Dutch seventeenth century, especially in 
circles of the Leiden humanists.  

Many scholars have already illustrated in detail the developments in 
the Northern Netherlands during the second decade of the seventeenth 
century. However, few of them have emphasized sufficiently the 
enormous influence of these developments on the humanist cultural 
climate of the day. Usually the historical events as well as the effects these 
had on individual lives are presented in great detail. Yet the significance of 
these events for the intellectual atmosphere has not yet been adequately 
described. It is this lacuna that the present work will endeavour to fill. 
One exception to this rule should be mentioned, namely Somos’s book 

                                                                                                                         
deze hymne niet anders beteekende dan een mooie zet op het theologisch-politieke 
schaakbord. […] Heinsius [was], gelijk altijd, belust op een hechte aansluiting bij de 
sterkste partij […]. Ter Horst, Daniel Heinsius, 47-48. Ter Horst quotes Max, Martin 
Opitz, 82. 
22 Sellin, Daniel Heinsius, 21. 
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Secularisation and the Leiden Circle.23 Somos identifies the Leiden Circle 
as the humanists working at or around Leiden University in the years 
1575-1618, a period I take to be synchronous with the time during which 
the humanist discourse prevailed at Leiden. I concur with Somos that the 
Leiden humanists can and should be identified as a separate circle. 
Separate from other humanists, though they certainly participate in the 
international scholarly discourse, but also separate from other universities 
in the Northern Netherlands, as their intellectual mindset differed 
considerably from their colleagues. I agree with some of his conclusions; I 
find interesting and plausible his idea that the humanist scholarly 
enterprise unintentionally contributed to the process of secularization. 
However, I am not convinced by his idea that humanist scholarship was 
driven by a desire for peace. In many cases, Somos finds traces of true 
intentions on the part of his protagonists that do not always seem 
completely convincing. In the case of Heinsius’s Bacchic poetry, Somos 
comes close to making Heinsius worship Dionysus for the sake of his 
argument.24  

Nonetheless, I do agree with Somos that the literary and scholarly 
output of the Leiden humanists can and should be described as a unique 
cultural phenomenon. It turned out that the conceptual frameworks of 
Stephen Greenblatt and Michel Foucault were very helpful in terms of 
identifying and describing this particular discours as well as for the 
purposes of describing and explaining the changes it underwent. In the 
first place, Greenblatt’s ideas of cultural representations helped me to 
identify the discourses I describe. According to Greenblatt, every artifact 
can been seen as a representation of a certain (sub)culture.25 A painting, a 
note, a plate, or a letter – they all allow us to describe the cultural 
background they represent, as long as we are aware of the fact that it is 
only ever a part of that culture that can be described. Literature functions 
as a particularly strong representation, as it both reflects a certain culture 
and its values and comments upon them. Although in theory every scrap 
of paper is as good a representation as any literary work, Greenblatt 
makes an exception for great works of literature. Works of esteemed and 

                                                      
23 Somos, Secularisation and the Leiden Circle. 
24 Somos, Secularisation and the Leiden Circle, 198–199. 
25 Or, as I understand it, of a certain discourse. 
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highly valued authors have a higher representative value. The fact that 
they were esteemed by a substantial part of a given culture shows that a 
substantial part of that culture recognized itself in these works, hence their 
greater representativeness.  

I have used this premise of Greenblatt in choosing my material. It 
was impossible to use all the relevant work. In an ideal situation I would 
have read and used many more books written in the seventeenth century. I 
would have loved to include more authors and more material than I 
presently have. However, though I am sure that this book would have 
increased in length, I am convinced that it would essentially have been the 
same book with the same argumentation and the same conclusions. For 
that reason I have accepted Greenblatt and based my argumentation on a 
limited amount of representative works.  

Even before I read Foucault, I was struck by the vehement contrast 
between orthodox Calvinist and humanist irenic views. How was it 
possible that Grotius (1583-1645) actually believed he could persuade 
James I that he would win his case against the Counter-Remonstrants? 
Even before reading Foucault, I had the impression that above all else it 
was about ideas and world views opposing each other in this ongoing 
debate. A certain mindset produced certain ideas (or vice versa?) and these 
ideas became independent voices and forces in the public debate. These 
voices were probably first spoken, then written down, printed, and 
disseminated. Once released into the public arena, these forces grew out 
of control and resulted in physical clashes. Unsurprisingly, it turned out 
that Foucault had created a formidable conceptual framework that 
expressed my own vague ideas much better than I ever can or could.  

In my own archaeological excavation, to use in Foucault’s imagery, 
the best starting point was the Synod of Dordt and the coup d’état of 
Maurice of Orange in 1618. Clearly, whatever tensions had arisen in the 
discursive field during the previous period reached their climax here and 
came to a head in violent acts that included the beheading of Van 
Oldenbarnevelt and the purgation of governmental institutions. Joost van 
den Vondel’s Palamedes, another great literary work of art, confirmed my 
identification of these confrontations with Foucauldian événements.26 The 

                                                      
26 It may be noted that for the scope of this research I am employing a simplified version 
of Foucault’s elaborated ideas about changement as described in Foucault, L’archéologie 
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fact that a well-known author in the post-Synod period made this conflict 
the subject of a play shows that the event was already in its own time 
regarded as an event of major importance.  

However, working backwards from the event, it was not that easy or 
straightforward to describe or define the oppositions in the discursive 
field. It is well known that the conflict shows several oppositions that are 
related yet not always identical. There is the opposition Van 
Oldenbarnevelt vs Maurice of Orange; the opposition Remonstrants vs 
Counter-Remonstrants; Church vs State, etc. There are also other 
oppositions: using Latin vs vernacular, orientation on the Bible or (pagan) 
antiquity. I have the impression that these oppositions became more and 
more interlinked in the years between 1600 and 1620. This led me to the 
hypothesis that the événement of the coup d’état of Maurice of Orange and 
the Synod of Dordt of 1618-1620 constitute the final outcome of an 
opposition between what I call a humanist discourse and a (orthodox) 
Calvinist discourse. I will characterize these discourses briefly here and 
discuss them in detail in the following chapters.  

The humanist discourse is the discourse of the humanist scholars 
linked to Leiden University. It is connected to the discourse of the 
Republic of Letters and largely shares the same values. Great emphasis is 
placed within this discourse on knowledge of the classical world, and the 
intention and ability to imitate and emulate Roman authors in particular. 
Members of this discourse saw themselves as the legitimate inheritors of 
the classical world, as living and working in the same intellectual space 
(Republic) as Cicero and Virgil. Imitating classical authors could also 
mean writing pagan poetry, as has been shown above in Heinsius’s 
laudatory poetry to Bacchus. In my opinion, an author could within this 
discourse create a poetical persona that allowed him to write pagan, or 
any, poetry as long as it was in emulation of his classical examples, 
without being held responsible for the pagan content.  

In opposition to this humanist discourse stood the Calvinist 
discourse. I wish to make very clear here that by naming this discourse 
Calvinistic I do not intend to say that members of the humanist discourse 

                                                                                                                         
du savoir, 216–231, and Foucault, L´ordre du discours, 55–62. In my research I focus on 
the aspect of the événement being a discursive change that becomes visible in the material 
world. This concept gives the opportunity to see a given discourse as not only a possible 
reflection of a given (sub)culture but also a force that generates historical phenomena. 
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26 It may be noted that for the scope of this research I am employing a simplified version 
of Foucault’s elaborated ideas about changement as described in Foucault, L’archéologie 
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fact that a well-known author in the post-Synod period made this conflict 
the subject of a play shows that the event was already in its own time 
regarded as an event of major importance.  

However, working backwards from the event, it was not that easy or 
straightforward to describe or define the oppositions in the discursive 
field. It is well known that the conflict shows several oppositions that are 
related yet not always identical. There is the opposition Van 
Oldenbarnevelt vs Maurice of Orange; the opposition Remonstrants vs 
Counter-Remonstrants; Church vs State, etc. There are also other 
oppositions: using Latin vs vernacular, orientation on the Bible or (pagan) 
antiquity. I have the impression that these oppositions became more and 
more interlinked in the years between 1600 and 1620. This led me to the 
hypothesis that the événement of the coup d’état of Maurice of Orange and 
the Synod of Dordt of 1618-1620 constitute the final outcome of an 
opposition between what I call a humanist discourse and a (orthodox) 
Calvinist discourse. I will characterize these discourses briefly here and 
discuss them in detail in the following chapters.  

The humanist discourse is the discourse of the humanist scholars 
linked to Leiden University. It is connected to the discourse of the 
Republic of Letters and largely shares the same values. Great emphasis is 
placed within this discourse on knowledge of the classical world, and the 
intention and ability to imitate and emulate Roman authors in particular. 
Members of this discourse saw themselves as the legitimate inheritors of 
the classical world, as living and working in the same intellectual space 
(Republic) as Cicero and Virgil. Imitating classical authors could also 
mean writing pagan poetry, as has been shown above in Heinsius’s 
laudatory poetry to Bacchus. In my opinion, an author could within this 
discourse create a poetical persona that allowed him to write pagan, or 
any, poetry as long as it was in emulation of his classical examples, 
without being held responsible for the pagan content.  

In opposition to this humanist discourse stood the Calvinist 
discourse. I wish to make very clear here that by naming this discourse 
Calvinistic I do not intend to say that members of the humanist discourse 

                                                                                                                         
du savoir, 216–231, and Foucault, L´ordre du discours, 55–62. In my research I focus on 
the aspect of the événement being a discursive change that becomes visible in the material 
world. This concept gives the opportunity to see a given discourse as not only a possible 
reflection of a given (sub)culture but also a force that generates historical phenomena. 
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opposed Calvinism as such or that members of either side were more truly 
Christian than the other. Nonetheless, I have chosen the term Calvinist 
discourse, as the members of this discourse were in their writings 
primarily orientated towards the maxims of Calvinist doctrine, namely the 
text of the Bible, the Confessio Belgica and the Heidelberg Catechism. 
This discourse offered little room for poetical personae that were not in 
accordance with these religious maxims. The Calvinist discourse is more 
strongly linked to the vernacular for two reasons: firstly, this discourse is 
rooted in the religious community of the Dutch Reformed Church. As 
most of its members hardly understood any Latin, it was easier to use the 
vernacular. Secondly, the Calvinist discourse identifies itself as being, 
amongst (many) other things, in opposition to Roman Catholicism. As 
Latin was of course the language of the Roman Catholic Church, it comes 
as no surprise that Latin was not that important to the members of this 
discourse. Nonetheless, all learned members of this discourse knew and 
used Latin when necessary, especially in academic circles.  

It is my impression that in the course of the period 1575-1620 the 
humanist discourse – at least in the vicinity of Leiden, but possibly also in 
a broader context – became associated with concepts that were not 
necessarily part of the discourse of the international Republic of Letters. 
There were strong ties between the university, the patrician class of 
Holland, and the States of Holland. Patrician families were often 
represented both on the board of directors of the university and in the 
States of Holland. They were more inclined to an irenic view of religion 
and were likely to send their sons to this university where they would be 
educated in the humanist tradition envisioned by Dousa and Lipsius. 
However, when the States of Holland appointed Arminius as Professor of 
Theology, this discourse of the Leiden humanists became subject to the 
members of the Calvinist discourse, who mostly sided with Gomarus. It is 
also possible that this identification of the Leiden humanist discourse with 
irenism existed already from the days of Dousa. It is well known that Jan 
van Hout, a close friend and colleague of Dousa who played a major role 
in the early administration of the new university, strongly opposed 
religious fanaticism. Of Dousa himself, nothing certain is known about his 
religious views. 
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Method and material 

The present study describes the change in the intellectual climate 
among the Leiden humanists in the period leading up to the Synod of 
Dordt and after the Synod. My hypothesis was that the study of these 
discourses could shed some light on the use of Latin and the vernacular in 
this same period, as my research took place within the project “Dynamics 
of Neo-Latin and the Vernacular: The Role of Self-Representation, Self-
Presentation and Imaging in the Field of Cultural Transmission, 
Exemplified by the German Reception of Dutch Poets in a ‘Bilingual’ 
Context”. Within this project, my research was originally titled “Self-
Representation and Self-Presentation by Four Major Poets from the 
Netherlands” and was to focus on the strategies and conventions of self-
presentation. However, during the first year of my research, the 
impression grew that these conventions could be described well as 
representations of very particular discourses. I became increasingly 
convinced that Hugo Grotius and Daniel Heinsius and, to a certain extant, 
Jacob Cats were impressive representatives of a typical Dutch humanist 
discourse, the discourse of the Leiden humanist circle. Consequently, I 
have been looking for representatives of the other dominant discourse, 
what I call the Calvinist discourse, and I believe I have found important 
representatives who either had immediate contact with the protagonists of 
the humanist discourse or in some other way were connected to the Leiden 
humanist circle.   

The book follows the development of the intellectual climate 
among the Leiden humanists. This means that the first chapter describes 
the origin of the humanist discourse in Leiden in 1575, how it functioned 
with the international Republic of Letters, and in what aspects it differed 
from the discourse of the Republic of Letters. I describe this development 
by representative material from the work of Heinsius and Grotius. These 
cases I discuss could easily be replaced by other poems, letters, and works 
of these authors and probably many other authors. Although I have of 
course been looking for material that would support my theses, I am 
sufficiently confident that the same book could have been written with 
that other material. On the other hand, I would like to cite Greenblatt here 
again, who states that every scrap of evidence is a representation of a 
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given culture (read: discourse) and conversely, that any description of a 
given culture (discourse) remains incomplete.27  

The same text applies to the second and third chapters. The second 
chapter describes the gradual change of the humanist discourse under the 
growing pressure of the Calvinist discourse in the period 1609-1618. The 
memorial service of Arminius seemed to be a moment, as many funerals 
are, where underlying tensions and oppositions surfaced, which is why 
much attention has been paid to this occasion. It would also turn out to be 
the starting point of Grotius’s involvement in the Remonstrant cause. The 
other cases in the second chapter each exhibit the same opposition, albeit 
each in a different way. Heinsius’s hymns to Bacchus and Christ, his De 
contemptu mortis and Cats’s introductions to his Proteus each show how 
the opposition between the two discourses became visible in the work of 
separate authors, how these authors ‘become the site of the heterogeneous 
subject positions constituted by these competing discourses’.28  

The final chapter, about the period after 1620, was most difficult to 
define. I would preferably have used material from the same authors as in 
the earlier chapters, as that would probably constitute the best proof of my 
thesis. However, Heinsius wrote no more poetry after 1618, Grotius 
hardly did and had left the Republic. This meant that I was able to 
describe Heinsius’s research program after the Synod well, which is about 
half the chapter. However, to describe the literary side of this discourse, I 
had to look somewhat further and found Jacobus Revius (1586-1658) to 
be the best candidate. As he lived and worked in Deventer for a significant 
proportion of his life, his connection with the Leiden humanists is less 
apparent than it is for others. However, his connection with Heinsius and 
the Leiden Hebraists Ludovicus de Dieu (1590-1642) and Constantijn 
l’Empereur (1591-1648), as well as his dedication to Heinsius, not unlike 
Cats, made him a suitable candidate. Finally, I added Cats’s Twee en 
tachtig-jarig leven. This work was written long after the Synod and might 
seem to fall outside of the period of this particular discursive change. I 
have nonetheless included this poem for two reasons. In the first place, 
Cats’s development seems to have moved more markedly towards the 
Calvinist side of the new discourse. The poems Cats produced later on in 

                                                      
27 Gallagher and Greenblatt, Practicing New Historicism, chap. 1. 
28 Baker, “A Foucauldian French Revolution?”, 193. 
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life show him in his strongest Calvinist vein. The second reason is that 
Cats reflects in this poem on the period when he was growing up and 
studying in a profoundly humanist environment. It is also the period in 
which he, in his own words, wrote (some of) the Latin love poems of his 
Proteus.  

Conspicuously absent in this study is the Amsterdam literary circle. 
Although I would greatly have enjoyed studying these poets as well, I 
soon had the impression that the Amsterdam literary discourse differed 
considerably from that of Leiden. This impression was confirmed by 
Koppenol’s Leids heelal, in which he describes how on the one hand the 
Leiden poetical landscape was strongly influenced by the Leiden humanist 
circle and on the other hand in Amsterdam the literary scene was 
dominated by the poets of the Chambers of Rhetoric.29 As my research 
had already been defined by the key authors of our project, I have decided 
to concentrate primarily on the Leiden context. 

  

                                                      
29 Koppenol, Leids heelal, 162-168. 
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Chapter 1: The humanist discourse in the Northern 
Netherlands 

This chapter will characterize the discourse of the Leiden humanists 
in the first decade of the seventeenth century. This discourse was in many 
aspects identical to the discourse of the Republic of Letters. The first 
section will show how this humanist discourse found its place at Leiden 
University through the hands of Janus Dousa and others. This humanist 
discourse is a central point in this thesis and will be discussed and 
exemplified in the next sections (1.2 and 1.3). The following section (1.4) 
will show how the Leiden humanists, and especially the trio Heinsius, 
Scaliger, and Grotius, managed to achieve central positions within the 
Republic of Letters by pushing the conventional limits of this discourse 
even further. However, as this humanist discourse had become the voice 
of the Leiden humanists, it also became the vehicle for all sorts of 
connotations and intentions that were connected to the local political and 
cultural situation. Section 1.5 will show how these local ideals and 
expectations found their way in the poetry of Hugo Grotius and others.  

 

1.1 Janus Dousa (1545-1604) 

Before the foundation of Leiden University, the humanist tradition 
in the Northern Netherlands had particularly been located within the 
context of the Latin schools.30 It was in these schools that boys learned to 
read and write Latin, since the days of Erasmus and Hegius in accordance 
with the maxims of humanist education. When sufficiently gifted students 
wished to continue their studies after completing the curriculum of the 
Latin school at a university, they had to travel abroad. This situation 
seems to have worked well for most of the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries. Students of well-to-do parents would travel abroad to Louvain, 
Paris, Orleans, Cologne, or even further to Italy. The time spent abroad 
was seen as a valuable experience for later professional life, bringing 

                                                      
30 With the famous exception, of course, of the so-called Aduard academy, see Akkerman 
and Vanderjagt, Rodolphus Agricola Phrisius 1444-1485; Bedaux, Hegius poeta; 
Akkerman and Vanderjagt, Northern Humanism in European Context, 1469-1625; 
Akkerman, Rudolph Agricola. 
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many new contacts. For students who 
could not afford such a peregrinatio 
academica, there were other ways to visit 
these places and broaden their intellectual 
horizon, namely as a personal assistant or 
secretary, or even as tutor or governor on 
behalf of a travelling upper-class 
adolescent. 

However, William of Orange seems 
to have felt that all these young men 
leaving the Northern Netherlands to study 
abroad had a diminishing effect on the 
prestige of the Northern Netherlands. 
Besides, the now officially allowed and 
recognized Dutch Reformed Church had an 
urgent need for sufficiently trained preachers. It is probably the 
combination of these three factors, namely the exit of talented young men, 
the shortage of preachers, and the prestige of a university that made 
William of Orange decide in favour of the foundation of a university in 
Holland. Moreover, a university would probably attract talent from abroad 
and as such add to the prestige of the future Republic.31 William of 
Orange’s plan came out and the Dutch Republic became a notable centre 
of humanist learning after the foundation of Leiden University in 1575. It 
was Janus Dousa who would fulfil a major role in the process of 
institutionalizing humanist learning within the body of Leiden 
University.32 

Janus Dousa was a descendant of Dutch nobility. His family 
possessed an estate at the seaside, at Noordwijck. Dousa went abroad on 
his peregrinatio academica at the age of sixteen. First he went to Louvain 
and Douai, but the quality of education there was not satisfying to the 
young Dousa, and as many others did he travelled on to Paris. While 
studying law in Paris, he soon became involved in Neo-Latin poetry. It is 
generally assumed that it was his involvement with some of the Pléiade 

                                                      
31 Otterspeer, Het bolwerk van de vrĳheid, 62. 
32 On Janus Dousa, see: Van Dorsten, Poets, Patrons and Professors; Heesakkers, 
Praecidanea Dousana; Heesakkers and Reinders, Genoeglijk bovenal zijn mij de muzen; 
Lefèvre and Schäfer, Ianus Dousa. 

Ill. 3: Janus Dousa, by Robert 
Boissard (1595-1599) 
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poets in particular that would encourage him in his career as a Latin poet. 
Dousa seems to have taken courses with Jean Dorat, teacher of and 
inspiration for the Pléiade poets.33 It was the availability of classical 
examples at the University of Paris that prompted these poets to imitate 
and emulate these examples: 

 
The principle motor for this enthusiasm seems to have been close 
encounters with Greek and Latin poetry. New editions were 
appearing thanks to French humanists such as Henri Estienne, and 
the whole antique corpus was by now becoming available for 
study in the University of Paris through the teaching of men like 
Dorat. Pléiade poetry is a direct consequence of humanist reform 
[…].34 

 
Dousa was not only impressed by the humanist culture he 

encountered in France; he also seems to have been able to keep up with it 
and leave a profound impression on the poets he met there.35 However, 
Dousa was soon called back to Holland – his family felt he was old 
enough now to marry and take care of his estate, and he obeyed. He went 
back to Noordwijck, married, and took care of his business. Nonetheless, 
he managed in the meantime to stay in contact with the poets he had met 
in Paris and continued to write Latin poetry. 

Had Dousa lived in a peaceful era, he might have spent the rest of 
his life writing letters and poetry and inspecting his lands. But now, with 

                                                      
33 Heesakkers and Reinders, Genoeglijk bovenal zijn mij de muzen, 11; Demerson and 
Demerson, “Présence de la Pléiade dans la res publica litterarum”, 131–132. On Jean 
Dorat (1508-1588) see esp.: Demerson, Dorat et son temps; De Buzon and Girot, Jean 
Dorat: poète humaniste de la Renaissance. 
34 Kay, A Short History of French Literature, 129. 
35 For example on Guillaume des Autelz: ‘Des Autelz’ poetic career ends as it had begun 
with Latin verse. His five poems to Janotus Douza which appeared in the Delitiae 
Poetarum Gallicorum date from 1564, the year in which Douza the elder came to Paris to 
study at the age of 19. The epistles of Des Autelz show his affection and admiration for the 
Dutchman and reiterate the age-long complaint that devotion to letters has brought him no 
reward.’ Young, Guillaume des Autelz: a Study of His Life and Works, 31/32. And: ‘The 
last group of poems by Des Autelz is addressed to Jean Douza the elder who visited Paris 
from 1564 to 1566 and met Des Autelz there, if he had not already done so in Flanders. 
These verses too are of some autobiographical interest; they are full of flattery but they 
express real affection and a deep longing for the company of his friend’. Young, Guillaume 
des Autelz: a Study of His Life and Works, 182. 
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the threat of invading Sea Beggars,36 Dousa felt it was safer to move with 
his wife to a walled city, and he decided to go to Leiden. However, no 
sooner had they entered the city than it was besieged by Spanish forces.37 
When, during one of the attacks, the commander-in-chief of the defenders 
was killed, Dousa was asked to fill his shoes. It seems odd that a poet with 
no military training to speak of was asked to defend a city, but apparently 
Dousa had learned in these years of managing his estate to deal with 
complex situations. It could also be that Dousa’s noble birth gave him 
sufficient credit and authority to lead the defence of the city. In any case, 
Dousa managed to lead the defence well, and Leiden withstood the 
Spanish siege. It is probable that the fact that Leiden had withstood the 
Spanish siege gave William of Orange the idea that a university would be 
a proper reward for a loyal city.38 
 It is interesting to notice that the university was founded in 

                                                      
36 In the period 1669-1672, Sea Beggars repeatedly invaded Holland for plundering. 
Usually Roman Catholic institutions and known adherents of Alva were attacked, but also 
upper-class citizens and nobility: De Meij, De watergeuzen en de Nederlanden, 1568-
1572, 131–132.  
37 October 1573. See Heesakkers and Reinders, Genoeglijk bovenal zijn mij de muzen, 32.  
38 The foundation of Leiden University has been described in detail by Otterspeer, Het 
bolwerk van de vrĳheid. 

Ill. 4: Relief of Leiden, by Willem de Haen (1612-1614). The engraving shows 
the starving citizens of Leiden receiving food from the Sea Beggars. 
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uncertain times. Although the Revolt against Philip II of Spain certainly 
gained momentum after Leiden’s victory, the war was not yet won. 
William of Orange had a base now in Holland and West Frisia, but in 
these provinces both Amsterdam and Haarlem were still (or again) on the 
side of the King of Spain. The Prince had only recently lost a brother and 
a battle, at Mook. There was unmistakably still a long road ahead. This 
confirms the idea that the university was an important ideological beacon 
in the process of forming an identity for the future republic. For why 
would a country under siege invest time and energy in the foundation of 
something as impractical as a universtity? One reason is probably that 
William of Orange foresaw the need for sufficient trained state and 
Church officials, as mentioned in his letters.39 But the importance of the 
official installation of an independent intellectual body should not be 
underestimated.  
 It was clear from the onset that different visions existed about the 
purpose of the university. Especially in Calvinist circles the prevalent 
impression was that the primary purpose of the university was to train 
preachers for the Reformed Church in the Netherlands. This faction would 
keep contesting the views and the policy of Janus Dousa, who saw this 
foundation as a chance to plant in the Northern Netherlands a branch of 
Renaissance humanism as he had seen it among the pupils of Dorat. As 
Dousa was one of the directors of the new university and his fellow 
directors shared his ideas, he firmly cultivated the humanist character of 
the curriculum. Jan van Hout in particular should be mentioned in this 
context – he was the secretary of Leiden’s City Council and had stood at 
Dousa’s side during the siege of Leiden by Spanish forces. Immediately 
after the Relief of Leiden, Van Hout continued to support Dousa in his 
activities concerning the newborn university. Van Hout was strongly 
opposed to the orthodox Calvinists and did everything he could to support 
Dousa in the promotion of humanism in Leiden.40  

Dousa understood that it was of central importance for his young 
university to have a humanist scholar of some stature attached. After three 
years of difficulties in finding both professors and students, Dousa 
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40 On Jan van Hout, see Koppenol, Leids heelal. 
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managed to attract Justus Lipsius to Leiden.41 Dousa had met Lipsius 
before and was very impressed by the young scholar. Lipsius had been 
trained by the Jesuits of Cologne, finished his studies in Louvain, and had 
acquired a sound reputation with the publication of his commentary on 
Tacitus.42 In Lipsius the university had found not only a professor who had 
developed clearly defined ideas about a classical curriculum but also a 
scholar with an extensive network in Europe. Lipsius had been secretary 
to Cardinal De Granvelle in Rome and had travelled throughout the 
European continent. He had held an appointment at the University of Jena. 
This meant that Lipsius had contacts both in the Catholic south and in the 
Northern Protestant provinces. The arrival of Lipsius at Leiden meant the 
introduction of Leiden University into the Republic of Letters. 

The Republic of Letters was a peculiar phenomenon. It may be 
characterized as the virtual scholarly community of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries in Europe.43 The 
most conspicuous characteristic of this 
community is its internal communication 
– the Republic of Letters could only exist 
by means of intensive written 
correspondence between its various 
members. Letters were often an important 
means of self-presentation and self-
fashioning, especially introductory letters. 
When relations were established, the 
letters could become less formal and more 
a purposeful means of sharing 
knowledge. Letters were in fact the most 
important means of exchanging 
knowledge. Another important means of strengthening ties in the Republic 
of Letters was by dedicating books to distinguished scholars, or by 

                                                      
41 Van den Hoorn, “On Course for Quality: Justus Lipsius and Leiden University”, 73-74. 
42 See Otterspeer, Het bolwerk van de vrĳheid, 110-111. 
43 This means I am concentrating on the humanist respublica litteraria, instead of the 
French and / or vernacular Republic of Letters of the late seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. A good critical survey on the concept of the Republic of Letters is Jaumann, 
“Respublica Litteraria / Republic of Letters. Concept and Perspectives of Research”. Also 
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honouring a book with a liminary poem. This infrastructure is the basis of 
this community. 

At least as important as these primary characteristics are the shared 
values. All members of the Republic of Letters shared a minimum set of 
values that can be equated to the basic humanist ideals.44 This meant that 
communication was in correct classical Latin and the shared point of 
reference was the classical world as known then. Scholarship meant either 
study of classical antiquity or conducting research as if in continuation of 
antiquity. For example, when in his introduction to Aristarchus sacer, 
Daniel Heinsius,  wishes to explain the work of a textual and literary critic 
(critès), he presents himself as residing within a tradition that runs from 
Aristotle via the Alexandrian scholiasts to his own day. Ideal scholarship 
was scholarship as it had been performed in antiquity, at least in theory. 
Imitation of classical examples was also the centre of all education, 
according to the principle of imitatio and aemulatio. It was according to 
these shared values that members of the Republic of Letters measured 
each other.  

Another important feature of this learned society are the mutual 
relations and the internal hierarchy among its members. The Republic of 
Letters was a virtual society that only existed because its members wanted 
it to exist. It had no official residence or bodies of administration. This 
meant that honour and authority were bestowed upon single members by 
the other members of this community, according to the criteria of the 
shared values. To ascend within the hierarchy of the Republic of Letters, it 
was of vital importance to invest in social relations with esteemed 
scholars and to share as much high-quality scholarship with them as 
possible without running the risk of becoming plagiarized. This meant that 
both social connections and thorough knowledge had to be cultivated if a 
scholar wished to further his career. These connections and relations were 

                                                      
44 Jaumann is even more explicit on this point: ‘Speaking of the Republic of Letters, we do 
not refer specifically to something like scholarly institutions themselves (universities, 
academies, cabinets, etc.) or to habits of scholarly practice like the exchange of letters, 
writing, criticizing and publishing books, etc., i.e. to real, concrete, material installations 
and behavior. In the sense of institutional concreteness we speak of something that as such 
never existed. What we are speaking of is first of all a normative idea (or ideal) and a few 
fragmentary realizations scattered through time and space of early modern history’. 
Jaumann, “Respublica Litteraria / Republic of Letters. Concept and Perspectives of 
Research”, 16. Less explicit but stimulating is Waquet, “L’espace de la République des 
Lettres.” 
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especially important for candidate members. As they had no social 
infrastructure of their own yet, candidates relied on the network of an 
esteemed and established member. New members could be introduced by 
their intellectual patrons to other members, either by means of letters, or 
by introductions, dedications, and liminary poetry in printed works.  

However, as Van den Hoorn shows, Lipsius proved to be not only a 
good scholar and teacher but a good administrator as well.45 Soon he was 
made Rector Magnificus of Leiden University; henceforth he worked with 
all his might to build up this university to his own ideals. Lipsius’s vision 
corresponded well to that of Dousa. Lipsius placed great emphasis on a 
sound classical basis in the artes curriculum. The reading of authentic 
classical authors was particularly important to him. 

When Lipsius left, the university lost no time in finding a 
replacement. After some searching and negotiating, Joseph Justus Scaliger 
was prepared to come to Leiden.46 But Scaliger was different from 
Lipsius. On the good side, he was a better-known scholar than Lipsius had 
been. Justus Lipsius was still in an early phase of his career when he came 
to Leiden – his reputation was mostly built on his stoic work De 
constantia and an edition of Tacitus. Scaliger, by contrast, already had a 
solid reputation when he arrived in Leiden. He had a vast knowledge of 
ancient cultures and civilizations, which he had displayed in his De 
emendatione temporum, and had procured several critical editions.47 If 
there had been a triumvirate in the Republic of Letters around the turn of 
the century, it would have been occupied by Casaubon, Lipsius, and 
Scaliger.48 With Scaliger’s name associated with the university, it now 
found itself at the heart of the humanist discourse. But as is well known 
Scaliger came only because he was paid handsomely, had no lecturing 
responsibilities, and was free to choose his own students.49 Scaliger would 
not, as Lipsius had done, add value to the university by taking on 

                                                      
45 Van den Hoorn, “On Course for Quality: Justus Lipsius and Leiden University”. 
46 On Scaliger: Grafton, Joseph Scaliger, 1983 and 1993. 
47 Scaliger, De emendatione temporum. 
48 This idea stems from Charles Nisard, quoted by De Smet, Thuanus, 24–25; Heesakkers, 
“Lipsius, Dousa and Jan van Hout: Latin and the Vernacular in Leiden in the 1570s and 
1580s”, 93.On Casaubon, see: Grafton and Weinberg, “I Have Always Loved the Holy 
Tongue”. 
49 Grafton, Joseph Scaliger, 1993, chap. 3.1. 
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functions and responsibilities. The only task required from Scaliger was to 
reside in Leiden and allow his fame to radiate from the university. 

By now, around the turn of the century, Leiden University had 
found its own discourse and its own signature. In the Northern European 
Protestant lands in particular, Leiden became a popular place to study. 
Although not all members of the university were convinced Protestants, 
the university was seen as an attractive alternative to the universities in the 
Roman Catholic lands. The names of Lipsius and Scaliger attracted 
students and visitors from abroad and Leiden became a notable centre of 
learning in the Protestant lands. It is this humanist discourse as it had been 
planted and cultivated in the new university that will be discussed in the 
following sections. They will exemplify this humanist discourse and show 
how it became instrumental to the patriotic cause.  

 

1.2 The Republic of Letters in Leiden – the young Hugo 
Grotius 

One of the most characterizing features of the international 
Republic of Letters is probably the way new members could find their 
way into this discourse. The following sections will discuss how Scaliger 
helped his students to enter this discourse and by doing so render Leiden 
University part of the Republic of Letters, exemplified in the cases of 
Daniel Heinsius and Hugo Grotius. 

Grotius was born in 1583 as the son of Jan de Groot and Aeltje 
Borre van Overschie, both of them from patrician families in Delft.50 His 
father had received his magister artium in Douai and had studied law in 
Leiden, where he had become acquainted with Justus Lipsius, and even 
became a member of his collegium poeticum, an informal literary society 
devoted to humanist poetry. Jan de Groot would become curator of Leiden 
University and his brother Cornelis de Groot would be made director 
several times, as well as professor in several subjects.51 The family of 
Grotius’s father seems to have been liberal Protestant, his mother being 
said to have been Roman Catholic. Hugo de Groot received his initial 

                                                      
50All biographical information is based on Nellen, Hugo de Groot: Een leven in strijd om 
de vrede, 1583-1645. 
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education from his father and 
subsequently went to the Latin school in 
Delft. In 1594, at the age of eleven, 
Grotius matriculated at Leiden University 
to study philosophy and law. Here he 
became a student of such figures as 
Scaliger, Vulcanius,52 and Junius.53 In 
1598, Grotius accompanied Van 
Oldenbarnevelt on a diplomatic mission to 
France. During the journey, he saw the 
chance to obtain a doctoral degree in 
Orleans, in law.54  

Soon after his return, Grotius 
published his first scholarly work, the 
Martiani Capellae Satyricon.55 This late 
classical textbook had been very popular 
during the Middle Ages as an introduction to the seven liberal arts, but had 
been corrupted in its textual transmission. Already in 534 Securus Melior 
Felix complained about the poor condition of the texts he was using.56 The 
first edition had been made by Franciscus Vitalis Bodianus and was 
printed in Vicenza in 1499.57 Grotius’s edition was the seventh. In the 
words of Stahl: ‘The outstanding edition before the nineteenth century, 
that produced by the sixteen-year-old prodigy Hugo Grotius, was 

                                                      
52 On Bonaventura Vulcanius (1538-1614), see: Van Dam, “‘The Honour of Letters’: 
Bonaventura Vulcanius, Scholar and Poet”. 
53 On Franciscus Junius the Elder (1545-1602), see Venemans, Franciscus Junius en zĳn 
Eirenicum de pace ecclesiae catholicae; Rademaker, “Young Franciscus Junius: 1591-
1621”. 
54 His formal title was now doctor utriusque iuris. The story has been described in detail in 
Ridderikhoff, “De universitaire studies van Hugo de Groot”, 22–27 and Den Tex, 
Oldenbarnevelt: II. Oorlog 1588-1609, 291–321. 
55 Capella, Satyricon, in quo de nuptiis Philologiæ & Mercurij libri duo, & de septem 
artibus liberalibus libri singulares. Omnes, & emendati, & notis siue febrvis Hvg. Grotii 
illustrati. See Ter Meulen and Diermanse, Bibliographie des écrits imprimés de Hugo 
Grotius, 411. 
56 Stahl, Johnson, and Burge, Martianus Capella and the Seven Liberal Arts, 1:72. I fully 
rely on Stahl for my information on Martianus Capella and the printing of his book. 
57 Capella, Opus Martiani Capelle de nuptiis Philologie et Mercurii libri duo: de 
grammatica, de dialectica, de rhetorica, de geometrica, de arithmetica, de astronomia, de 
musica libri septem. 
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published in Leiden in 1599. […] [He] was undoubtedly assisted in his 
editing by Joseph Justus Scaliger, his mentor at Leiden. The edition is 
marred by many rash emendations, but it is greatly enhanced by the 
ingenuity of its editor or editors and by its use of one of the best 
Martianus manuscripts: Leidensis 88’.58 According to Van Dam, Grotius’s 
work is of an astonishing quality. He enhanced the understanding of 
Martianus Capella enormously with his notes on style, genre, and 
background information, sometimes agreeing with his master but often 
also differing from his views.59 

Grotius dedicates the work to Henry II of Bourbon, Prince de 
Condé, whom he had met during his visit to France.60 His dedication of 
the Satyricon to the Prince is an interesting letter, as it is one of the first 
instances entailing Grotius making himself publicly known in print to the 
international scholarly world. As Grotius is still young here and 
apparently closely watched by Scaliger, it may be assumed that the 

dedication reflects much of what Scaliger 
saw as requirements of the international 
humanist discourse. Grotius’s edition of the 
Satyricon dovetails neatly with Scaliger’s 
view of the scholarly cursus honorum. To 
make one’s way into the Republic of Letters, 
it was of central importance to be introduced 
by someone who already held a position 
within this discourse. Both in the cases of 
Grotius and Heinsius, Scaliger vouches for 
them by letting them use his name or by 
providing liminary material. However, being 

well connected was not the only necessity 
for this discourse; it was also very 
important to exhibit knowledge and 

                                                      
58 Stahl, Johnson, and Burge, Martianus Capella and the Seven Liberal Arts, 1:77. 
59 Van Dam, “Filoloog en dichter in Leiden”, 82–83. 
60 See Nellen, 2007, 52. The dedication has been printed in Grotius, Briefwisseling van 
Hugo Grotius, 17:8–13. It can be accessed at: 
http://grotius.huygens.knaw.nl/letters/0007A/receiver/bour010/. Grotius would also 
dedicate a theatre play to the Prince de Condé, in 1601, namely his Adamus exul; on this 
dedication, see: Bloemendal, “Topical Matters in Dedicatory Letters of Latin Plays in the 
Early Modern Netherlands”, 212–213. 
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dedication to the values thereof. The first step was to make a scholarly 
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61 Ridderikhoff, “De universitaire studies van Hugo de Groot”, 23–25. 
62 Praeceptum itaque hoc secuti complures imperatorum, regum, principum, eoque 
tanquam Ariadnaeo quodam filo ad adyta philosophiae scientarumque arcana deducti 
videntur. (‘Many kings and emperors seem to have followed this principle, and seem to 
have been led by it, as if by some Ariadnaean thread, to the more hidden mysteries of 
philosophy and science.’) Grotius, “To Henri II de Bourbon, Prince de Condé”. 
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Oldenbarnevelt, an intelligence beyond your age and an erudition beyond 
belief.’63  

From here Grotius continues with the actual dedicating of the work 
to the Prince and explaining what it is exactly what he is offering by 
naming the seven liberal arts. However, the most personal part of the letter 
and also the most informative aspect of Grotius is the last part, where he 
complains about the difficulties of the text. As it was such a popular 
textbook for schools, the text, in itself already barely comprehensible, had 
been heavily corrupted by ignorant schoolmasters. Nonetheless, Grotius 
had set himself the task of cleansing it, ‘led by goodwill towards the 
[classical] authors. For the [classical] authors are to be emendated before 
anything else, so we may emendate our own ignorance of them’.64 Though 
he was led not only by these authors: ‘I was compelled by the suggestions 
of J. Scaliger, who added by the splendour of his brilliance, greater than 
any admiration, ornament to my literary studies and our Leiden 
University; for me, these suggestions have the force of commandments’.65  

This letter amply serves to demonstrate some important 
characteristics of the Republic of Letters. On a primary level, the 
dedicatory letter itself is an important characteristic of the humanist 
discourse. Letters were the basic infrastructure of the Republic of Letters 
and one of the most important means of communication. Moreover, as 
letters were usually not meant to be read exclusively in private, but shared 
with family, friends, and acquaintances, letters were one of the most 
important means of self-presentation.66 The same holds true, indeed even 
more so, for dedicatory letters. The paradoxical nature of dedicatory 
letters printed in books in fact show the public, perhaps even promotional, 

                                                      
63 Vidimus nos ipsi, cum Galliam vestram in comitatu nobilissimorum amplissimorumque 
Belgii legatorum Justini Nassavii et Johannis Oldenbarneveldii peragraremus, in te et 
ingenium supra aetatem et eruditionem supra fidem. Grotius, “To Henri II de Bourbon, 
Prince de Condé”. 
64 […] benivolo erga auctores animo adducti. Emendandi enim ante omnia authores, ut 
nos ex iis inscitiam nostram emendemus; […] Grotius, “To Henri II de Bourbon, Prince de 
Condé”. 
65 Compulerunt me monita J. Scaligeri, qui et literario huic studio et nostrae Lugdunensi 
Academiae omni admiratione maius sui luminis splendore affert ornamentum, quae apud 
me imperii vim obtinent. Grotius, “To Henri II de Bourbon, Prince de Condé”. 
66 On the paradoxical nature of humanist private correspondence, see: Enenkel, “Der 
neulateinische Brief als Quelle politisch-religiöser Überzeugungen: Theoretische 
Reflexionen zur Diskursivität einer ambivalenten Gattung”. 
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nature of the humanist letter. Although the letter of Grotius to the Prince 
de Condé suggests a certain amount of intimacy, this suggestion is of 
course contradicted by the fact that it appeared in print. What this means 
is that the publicly suggested intimicy in fact only shows Grotius’s 
relationship to the Prince. The question may perhaps even be asked as to 
how much the ten-year-old boy understood the dedication.  

However, perhaps the most important characteristic is the exclusive 
classical orientation of the letter. The letter has been written in elegant 
classical Latin, spiced with some Greek je ne sais quoi, an addition of 
elegance and erudition. The language itself is an aspect of this 
characteristic, but it is the combination of the language and the content 
that makes this characteristic probably the most important of the humanist 
discourse. Almost every sentence refers to a classical text, to a setting 
either in classical Greece or in classical Rome. It was the classical world 
(as perceived by the humanists) that provided all examples, all standards. 
The Prince is compared to the rulers of the ancient world, he is supposed 
to obtain his inspiration from Plato’s concept of the philosopher-king, and 
he should study the seven liberal arts for their popularity in antiquity. It 
could not have been too difficult for Grotius to find examples for 
inspiration in a more recent, even French past. Nonetheless, these 
examples would not have the same authority as the classical past.  

The final characteristic is more difficult to grasp and has to do with 
power and authority. The first authority in this letter is the Prince, as 
Grotius thought it worthwhile to dedicate his work to him. The Prince has 
this power on account of his worldly status. Grotius explicitly mentions 
the Prince’s royal blood.67 This may very well have been inspired by 
Scaliger, who was very keen on his alleged noble descent.68 He is the 
second authority in this letter and receives the greatest praise, which 
confirms his status as triumvir in this discourse. The third authority is the 
one mentioned already, the classical world. The only person apparently 
without power is Grotius himself. However, he gains authority by his 
skillful handling of the maxims of this discourse – he shows his relation to 
Scaliger and his ability both in the Latin language, the art of letter-writing, 

                                                      
67 On the importance of nobility in 17th century France, see De Smet, Thuanus, chap. 
Introduction. 
68 Grafton, Joseph Scaliger, 1983, 102; Grafton, Joseph Scaliger, 1993, 284–285. 
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68 Grafton, Joseph Scaliger, 1983, 102; Grafton, Joseph Scaliger, 1993, 284–285. 
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and his references to the classical world. Being part of the humanist 
discourse or becoming a member of the Republic of Letters means 
automatically striving for authority by these criteria: connections, 
communications, and the exhibition of humanist skills. 

 

1.3 The young Daniel Heinsius 

Daniel Heinsius was born in Ghent on 9 June 1580 as the son of 
patrician Protestants Nicholaas Heins and Elisabeth Navegeer. His parents 
fled before the arrival of Alexander Farnese in 1583. After some travelling 
the family finally settled in Flushing (Vlissingen), where Daniel went to 
the Latin school and wrote his first Latin and Greek poetry. He enrolled at 
the University of Franeker to study law in 1596, which did not really 
capture his interest – the young Heinsius preferred reading and writing 
Greek and Latin poetry. When his studies did not proceed as might have 
been expected, his father called upon him to return home. Heinsius 
switched to Leiden University, but again he preferred classical literature to 
law. It seems that Scaliger himself convinced Heinsius Snr to allow his 
son to proceed on this path. Henceforth, Daniel Heinsius enjoyed rapid 
success. From 1603 he was allowed to lecture and in 1605 he was 
appointed extraordinary professor of Greek. For the rest of his carreer, 
Heinsius would remain connected to Leiden University, albeit often 
complaining and threatening to leave.69 Heinsius owed much of his rapid 
success to Joseph Scaliger. It is this connection in particular that will be 
discussed in relation to some of his laudatory poems. These appeared in 
the first edition of a text Heinsius prepared, the Punica of Silius Italicus 
(ca 26 – 101 AD), in combination with his commentary, the Crepundia 
Siliana.70 The text was printed at the Antwerp Plantin publishing house in 
1600 and the commentary appeared a year later, also at Plantin’s. It is 
probable that Scaliger had advised Heinsius to use the Punica as his first 
scholarly project. We may wonder why Scaliger had chosen this text, as 

                                                      
69 On Daniel Heinsius, see: Ter Horst, Daniel Heinsius (1580-1655); Becker-Cantarino, 
Daniel Heinsius; Sellin, Daniel Heinsius and Stuart England. 
70 Silius Italicus, De secundo bello Punico; Heinsius, Crepundia Siliana. Aside from the 
reason that both books often appear in one binding, I assume they were already thought of 
by Heinsius / the editors as one book, as the page numbering runs contihuously through 
both books. 
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his father had described Silius Italicus as follows: quem equidem 
postremum bonorum poetarum existimo: quin ne poetam quidem.71 The 
poem tells us the story of the Second Punic war in a heavily mythologized 
way. The work has never been very popular and seems to have been 
forgotten during the Middle Ages. A first edition was published in Rome 
in 1471.72 Scaliger may have had pedagogical reasons for selecting this 
text for Heinsius. As the text was not really in favour, few manuscripts 
had survived, which may have made the collation easier. 

The Punica has a dedicatory letter to Joseph Scaliger at the 
beginning and a poem by Scriverius at the end. The Crepundia has a 
dedicatory poem in Greek by Heinsius to Scaliger, another one in Latin, 
an introduction by Heinsius, and laudatory poems by, among others, 
Vulcanius, Bertius, Scriverius. There are no poems at the end of the book. 
What is most striking in Heinsius’s dedications is his reverence towards 
Scaliger. Heinsius writes the letter to the illustrissimo & incomparabili 
Heroi Iosepho Scaligero, he calls him 
Consul Reip. Literariae  (consul of the 
Republic of Letters), sed sine collega, sed 
perpetuo (without a second consul, and 
forever, without a fixed period of time).73 
Heinsius also makes clear (as did Grotius in 
the case of Martianus Capella) that Scaliger 
had shown him (part of) the way: 
Doctissimi igitur Modii codicem sequuti 
sumus ex authoritate tua & suasu (We have 
used according to your advice the codex of 
the most learned Modius).74 The same 
holds true for the poem at the beginning of 
the Crepundia. Daniel Heinsius  dedicates 
the poem Ad Illustrem & incomparabilem 

                                                      
71 ‘Whom I consider as the last of the good poets – actually, hardly a poet.’ Scaliger, 
Poetices libri septem, 324. Cited in: Conte, Latin Literature, 492. 
72 Conte, Latin Literature, 495. 
73 Silius Italicus, De secundo bello Punico, 3. 
74 Silius Italicus, De secundo bello Punico, 5. Franciscus Modius (1556-1597) had used an 
old Silius Italicus manuscript of the episcopal library in Cologne and published his 
findings in his Novantiquae lectiones.; however, this manuscript was lost in the middle of 
the seventeenth century. See Silius, Punica, LIV–LVI. 

Ill. 8: Daniel Heinsius, by 
Willem Isaacsz. van 
Swanenburg (1607) 
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Iosephum Scaligerum Iuli. Caes. F. (To the celebrated and incomparable 
Joseph Scaliger, son of Julius Caesar [Scaliger -DK]). Except for a short 
reference to the content of the Punica, the poem is above all a four-page-
long encomium Scaliger. 

In a modern context Heinsius could be considered to be overdoing 
his cause, but apparently he did not, for a long and intimate relationship 
evolved between the two men. According to Sellin, Heinsius had only 
recently joined the close circle of students around Scaliger, probably in 
1599, and immediately started working on the Punica.75 This work 
confirms what has already been attested in the previous case, namely that 
the mores of the Republic of Letters had become firmly rooted in Leiden. 
In order to gain access to the humanist discourse of the Republic of 
Letters, Heinsius exhibits his literary and linguistic skills in his edition 
and commentary, as Grotius had done in the Satiricon. At the same time, 
he demonstrated his connection to Scaliger by extensively naming and 
praising him.  

 

1.4 Ascending Mount Helicon 

The publication of Daniel Heinsius’s commentary on Theocritus 
can be seen as the next step in the cursus honorum that Scaliger planned 
for his pupils. Preparing a scholarly edition was an apposite means of 
demonstrating philological qualities and erudition. However, erudition 
could be shown not only in emendations but also, or perhaps even better, 
in poetry. Writing Latin poetry was the best way of showing you had 
mastered the language well, you had perfect knowledge of styles and 
registers. It also showed the extent to which you were able to rework 
themes from classical works in a new and creative way. 

The Theocritus edition of Daniel Heinsius incorporates both 
aspects: it offers a learned commentary, but it also contains some poetry at 
the back of the work. Actually we have to distinguish between two 
subsequent editions Heinsius made, one in 1603 and the other in 1604. 
Heinsius himself suggests that things had gone wrong in the printing 
process. Whatever the case may have been, in 1604 an expanded and 

                                                      
75 Sellin, Daniel Heinsius and Stuart England, 14. 
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purgated edition appears. The 1603 edition had been designed as an 
appendix to the 1596 edition of Theocritus, Mosschus, Bion, and Simmias 
by Scaliger and Casaubon and thus only comprises Heinsius’s own Notae 
and the poetry at the end. The 1604 edition has been expanded with an 
emendated Greek text, the scholia on these texts, translations in Latin 
adjacent to the text, and the 1596 emendations by Casaubon and Scaliger. 
Only then do Heinsius’s own Notae and the poems appear. The Greek 
dedication by Heinsius to Buzanval76 has been moved to the beginning of 
his own Notae, together with the dedicational poem in Latin. Instead, a 
new dedication to Buzanval in Latin appears at the beginning of the book, 
together with an Ad Lectorem. The poetry at the end of the book in both 
editions consists of Latin verse translations of some of Theocritus’s work 
by Grotius and Heinsius, two versions of Virgil’s tenth eclogue in Doric 
Greek, one by Scaliger and one by Heinsius, an Ecloga Bucolica by 
Heinsius to the honour of Janus Dousa, and the nautical eclogue Myrtilus 
by Grotius. These last four poems will be discussed here. 

Without really telling us why, Heinsius publishes in the appendix of 
his work these two translations of Virgil’s tenth eclogue in Doric Greek, 
one made by Scaliger and one by himself. Apparently in the 1603 edition 
greater importance was given to these poems, as they were advertised on 
the front page of the 1603 edition and omitted from the front page in 
1604. Both poems are line-by-line translations of Virgil’s eclogue and are 
often literal translations. There are quite a number of alterations in the 
1604 edition compared to the 1603 edition. These are small changes: 
either the word order has been changed in the sentence or a word has been 
replaced by its synonym. The poems reveal Scaliger and Heinsius to be 
not necessarily creative poets, but rather diligent students of the Greek 
dialects and the idyllic language. This brings us to the question of where 
these poems actually belong. As shown extensively by Jeroen Jansen in 
his book Imitatio, translation was a common exercise in the humanist 
curriculum, after Cicero and Pliny.77 Translating classical texts from one 
language into another was only the first step on the road to imitation. 
What makes these poems special is, of course, that they were not simply 
Greek translations of Virgil, but translations into the Doric dialect. This 

                                                      
76 Paul Choart de Buzanval (1551-1607), was French ambassador to the Netherlands. 
77 Jansen, Imitatio. 
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effect was amplified by the fact that Scaliger and Heinsius were able to 
make two different line-by-line translations of the same eclogue. 

The Latin poems are original works and as such seem to tell more 
about the motives of the poets, but here too we do not really know enough 
about the origins of these poems. What is clear about them is that they are 
situated in a Dutch setting, close to the sea. As Eyffinger has shown, the 
poems have some common features – both poems feature unhappy lovers 
complaining to their mistresses.78 In addition, they each contain a part 
where the unhappy lover, like Ovid’s Cyclops, sums up his belongings 
(Haven’t I got …, etc.). Where the Greek poems can be seen as standing at 
the beginning of the humanist Imitatio curriculum, these two poems can 
be seen as the final goal of this process. Both poems are resounding with 
references to classical examples, but neither poem can be said to be an 
imitation of one specific poet or poem. They are new poems written by 
students who had acquired the full knowledge of the pastoral tradition, 
who knew their Latin and their poetry so well that they could ‘play’ with 
the genre and the language and, for example, transpose the bucolic setting 
to Dutch shores. According to Eyffinger, both poems may very well stem 
from the period when both men were still students. 

The Doric Greek poems show how Scaliger and Heinsius are 
pushing the boundaries of the Republic of Letters back even further. It 
was common practice to imitate Latin poetry; it was, however, not that 
common to do the same with Greek poetry. If Heinsius had only been able 
to write Latin poetry well, that would have been sufficient to acquire a 
place within this discourse. Translating an eclogue into Doric Greek 
together with Joseph Scaliger was enough to acquire a central place within 
this disourse. Here the boundaries are crossed between a poet as an 
embodiment of a set of values, namely the values of the respublica 
litteraria, and the poet reflecting on these values and his culture. Through 
his translation, Heinsius affirms the values of the Republic of Letters, but 
also expands its territory to the Greek language.79 
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79 My impression that this translation is to be valued as an exceptional achievement, even 
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Fridrich Taubmann in his commentary on Virgil: ‘Hanc autem eclogam Virgilii Jos. 
Scaliger, & Dan. Heinsius Doricè etiam reddiderunt.’ (However, this eclogue of Virgil was 
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The question as to why Heinsius and Scaliger chose to translate the 
tenth eclogue remains unclear. It is a poem that moves back and forth 
between on the one hand an idealized pastoral landscape, where the rural 
deities Pan and Silvanus appear and where Gallus seeks solace for his lost 
love, and on the other hand an historical contemporary reality, where 
Gallus is a real-life person and where his military campaigns are the 
subject of discussion. It presents a longing for ‘Arcadia’, for the pastoral 
life, but also connects with present-day world. My impression is that this 
reflects an ideal or expectation on the part of Heinsius and his 
contemporaries in Leiden: on the one hand there is a yearning for an 
Arcadia, but on the other hand there is the idea that they are living in a 
time when it is possible to realize these ideals, either within the smaller 
context of a university in its formative days, or within the wider context of 
a young republic that has yet to solve questions on governance of state. 
Where Heinsius operated more within the poetical and scholarly realm, 
Grotius (for example) worked in the political realm. It is this last, local 
connection that will be investigated further in the following examples. 

 

1.5 Northern Arcadia 

The characteristics mentioned above can be found in other poems 
by Grotius as well. The poetry of Grotius shows that the humanist ideals 
and mores of the Republic of Letters had become rooted within the 
context of Leiden University. This meant that the poet on the one hand 
had to stay true to classical examples as they were transmitted, and on the 
other hand had and would wish to show his originality and ability to adapt 
the format to the present-day situation. It was in terms of this balancing 
act that the humanist poet could exhibit his virtuosity. The two marriage 
poems, or epithalamia, by Grotius that will be discussed below show the 
limits within which Grotius was operating. Grotius seems to have 
immersed himself in the language and the imagery of examples that had 
acquired an almost canonical status. He had an extraordinary talent when 
it came to imitating these examples and to varying things within the limits 
these schemes presented. As Eyffinger mentions in his commentary on 
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these poems,80 the canonical examples were the epithalamia of Statius and 
Claudianus in particular. In both poems Grotius closely imitates the 
topical scheme of his examples. The poems, as Eyffinger again has 
shown, differ considerably in terms of the magnitude of variation and 
adaption Grotius allows himself. It is not clear why Grotius makes this 
distinction. As both poems were written in 1603, it is unlikely that his 
opinions on this matter had changed radically. It can only be assumed that 
he adapted his poems to contexts where they would be read aloud. 

As Eyffinger has shown, the most important example for Grotius 
was the Epithalamion in Stellam et Violentillam of Publius Papinius 
Statius. In order to show how Grotius worked with this example, I wish to 
discuss the Statian text first and then compare both the poems by Grotius 
with this example.81 Statius starts his poem with the description of Venus 
leading a bride to her groom, accompanied by a mythical chorus of Apollo 
and the Muses. It is upon their arrival that the poet learns whose marriage 
it is, namely of the poet Stella, the groom, and his bride Violentilla. While 
the house is filling with crowds, the narrator asks the muse Erato to tell 
him how this marriage came about. Then we are told how Venus was 
laying in her bed in her palace somewhere in the Milky Way, when a troop 
of Amores entered her bedroom and pressed her for new orders. But one 
of these ‘whose deft hand ne’er sent his arrow amiss’,82 begged his mother 
for mercy with one of their earlier victims, this noble poet, who had been 
hit severely by Cupid’s arrows, while his mistress had only lightly been 
touched. Too long the poet is waiting and suffering now – even Apollo 
asks mercy for him. Venus answers with a lengthy description of the 
beauty of the beloved girl (had she been around, Theseus would have 
forsaken Ariadne and Daphne would have been safe from Phoebus, on her 
would Jupiter have descended in the form of a golden rain) and agrees to 
give her to the young man for whom Cupid asks. Venus then leaves her 
palace and travels in her chariot to the girl’s mansion (en passant it is 

                                                      
80 Grotius, De dichtwerken van Hugo Grotius, 452-453. 
81 Although a detailed comparison has been made by Eyffinger, it seemed worthwhile 
repeating that exercise partly for the poems under discussion as I wish to emphasize 
different aspects. On verbal references / reminiscences in particular, see Eyffinger in 
Grotius, De dichtwerken van Hugo Grotius, 461-481. 
82 In the words of Mozley (Statius, P. Papinius. Statius. The Loeb Classical Library, 206-
207. London: Heinemann, 1928, vol. I, 21). 
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mentioned that she has been married before). The beauty of the house is 
described. Venus holds a lengthy speech to the girl and urges her to agree 
to a marriage with Stella. And lo, already Violentilla is warming up to the 
young poet. As soon as rumour of the betrothal has spread, both Apollo 
and Bacchus start moving their choruses. The focus then returns to the 
moment where the story, inspired by Erato, began, and the narrator now 
describes the crowd in the house and the gods present to bless the 
marriage. The night has come that can only be praised in song by the 
groom himself. But the poet invites all other poets to praise this day with 
him and hints at the birth of a child in the tenth month from now. 

This poem functioned as a framework, with poets such as Grotius 
producing variations thereon, sometimes more freely, sometimes adhering 
to the Roman examples with a greater degree of fidelity. In the case of the 
epithalamia, some characteristics had been imperative. Often, the poem 
starts off on the day of the marriage and the poet asks someone, a god or a 
muse, to tell him how the marriage came about. Whether the presence of 
the gods is already real in the first lines of the poem seems to differ, but as 
soon as the poet or god or muse starts to tell of the origin of the marriage, 
we enter the mythical realm, where gods, often Cupid and Venus, would 
be engaged in arranging the marriage. The discussions between the gods 
on the marriage give way to eulogies on the beauty and chastity of the 
future bride, the often more work-related qualities of the groom 
(ingenuity, loyalty, etc.), and the excellent families from which they stem. 
Usually Cupid is sent to make the couple fall in love, the man earlier (in 
the case of Stella much earlier) and often more deeply. Somewhere in the 
poem a description is given of the journey of Venus and her retinue to a 
location in the real world, where she addresses either the bride (Statius) or 
the couple on the day of the wedding itself. The end of the poem refers in 
one way or another to the wedding night and the promise of potential 
offspring. The length would be about 300 lines in dactylic hexameters. 

Grotius’s Epithalamion Casparis Kinschotii et Mariae de 
Cantraines Dictae Brouxaux had been written on the occasion of the 
marriage of Caspar van Kinschot, General-Treasurer and Counsellor of 
Prince Maurice, and Marie de Chantraines in 1603.83 Both had been 

                                                      
83 The poem, with a commentary by Eyffinger, can be found in Grotius, De dichtwerken 
van Hugo Grotius, 440-482. 
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married before; Van Kinschot would die soon after the wedding. The 
poem is important as Grotius himself seems to have been proud of it – he 
sent a copy of the poem together with a copy of his Inauguratio Regis 
Brittanniae to the German diplomat Georg Michael Lingelsheim (1556-
1636). The poem has clearly been modelled on examples of Statius and 
Claudianus. This becomes evident in the many verbal references to their 
epithalamia, as Eyffinger has shown, as well in the metre of the poem, the 
length (somewhere near the 300 lines), and the imagery. However, Grotius 
did not merely follow his examples; in contrast to Eyffinger, I would 
contend that Grotius is not slavish in his following of these examples, but 
instead was amply capable of varying things within the limits of the genre 
as he perceived them. I would also argue that the differences in Grotius’s 
imagery are telling. 

In the Epithalamion Kinschotii, the poet asks in the first lines why 
the weather is so peaceful. The question is a rhetorical one – it is your 
wedding day, Kinschotius! Flushing, mistress of the sea and house of the 
Nereids, holds you as pronuba, she bred for you the beautiful Marie de 
Chantraines. Here we enter the mythical realm: the poet asks Triton to 
start the song about the origin of this marriage. The focus then switches to 
a locus amoenus, somewhere between Walcheren (in the province of 
Zeeland) and Brabant where the Scheldt and the Meuse meet. Here Venus 
has her (a?) palace filled with riches from all over the world. She returns 
one afternoon from her travels, espies the victorious vessels of the 
Batavians and the Spanish troops beleaguering Ostend (Hispanos ad 
moenia tuta sedentes), then enters her palace and falls asleep, while her 
troops of Amores playfully practise their shooting skills. But her sleep is 
soon disturbed by the sound of clapping and shouting, coming from 
Flushing. When Venus asks where the noise is coming from, her son 
Cupid, after a long description of his qualities, answers in mock that she 
seems to be the only one who does not know the cause of the hilarity and 
that it is his work (meus iste labor). Cupid then explains how and why he 
had arranged this marriage, which gives Grotius the opportunity to sing 
the virtues of bride and groom: their noble origin, Kinschotius’s 
professional capability and loyalty, the bride’s beauty, piety, and 
endurance. Cupid ends his speech urging his mother to hasten to the 
marriage. The goddess then quickly travels with her retinue to the 
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wedding party, where she finds the couple in the bedroom and she 
admonishes the couple to ‘play happily' (felices ludite). 

I think this poem is interesting for two reasons. The first reason is 
that it shows us Grotius’s virtuosity in the field of imitation and emulation 
of classical examples. As said above, Grotius absorbed the language and 
style of Statius and Claudianus, adhering in this poem close to the 
thematical scheme of the epithalamium, and still manages to write a new 
and original poem. This shows us that Italian humanism had arrived in the 
Northern Netherlands. But it also shows us how Grotius, even when he 
closely followed his examples, found ways of expressing his cultural or 
political views. The fact that he allowed Venus a palace near Walcheren 
seems telling. He could easily have made her come either from the stars or 
a Mediterranean locus amoenus, but apparently he finds Zeeland a 
suitable place for an ancient goddess. Here, in miniature, the specifically 
Dutch or perhaps even specifically Grotian version of the humanist 
discourse of the Republic of Letters can be found. This is even more the 
case in the next poem. 

The Epithalamium Cornelii vander Milen et Mariae ab 
Oldenbarnevelt was also written in 1603, but differs considerably from the 
Epithalamium Kinschotii.84 Here, the poet opens by referring to the hard 
times of illness and death. But now the stars are making amends with this 
marriage, which again was made in heaven (Connubia non haec mortales 
fecere manus). Batavia herself had gone to the gods to arrange this 
marriage. Batavia’s entry to the heavenly sphere gives Grotius a nice 
opportunity to describe all the Batavian heroes residing among the 
demigods, among whom is William of Orange, accompanied by Adriaen 
van der Myle, father of the groom. To Neptune's question as to why she 
has come and whether the Spanish or the British were bothering her again, 
Batavia answers that she has no complaints or fears with Van 
Oldenbarnevelt as Pensionary of the State.85 But Batavia wants the gods to 
make amends for all the hardship they have visited upon the Pensionary’s 
family. She wants a marriage for Maria, to secure future leaders for her 
country. Batavia praises the beauty and character of Maria and Van der 

                                                      
84 This poem can be found, with a commentary by Eyffinger, in Grotius, De dichtwerken 
van Hugo Grotius, 482-513. 
85 Custode quis illo / Pectore securo neget indulgere sopori (‘Who refuses to allow let 
himself to fall asleep with such a watchman?’),  r. 152-153. 
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Myle’s origins and ambition. The gods agree, especially Venus, Hymen, 
Juno, and Jupiter himself. Cupid is sent to enflame both with his arrows 
and the marriage is arranged. The final 40 lines describe Batavia visiting 
the marriage ceremony itself. She admires the riches collected from all 
over the world. Then she blesses the young couple and wishes for 
offspring and future leaders for her people. 

This poem is very interesting, as it shows us how much freedom a 
poet like Grotius could win for himself within the limits of the traditional 
genres. Although more free, this epithalamium still fits within the 
boundaries of the genre. But Grotius uses the freedom he has to convey a 
message. Here, it is not just a Venus and some cupids who bring about this 
marriage, purely for the sake of love; Grotius makes the marriage poem 
into a political text. Of course, he had good reason to do so in the present 
context as both marriage partners had families engaged in public 
administration during the Revolt. But the poem shows us the complexity 
of the humanist discourse, where the adoption and often close imitation of 
a classical example can still be used to convey an altogether different 
message to that of the example. 

In our present poem, the epithalamium is still a marriage poem set 
in a mythical context, where bride and groom are extensively praised and 
the story of their betrothal is told. But the way Grotius tells us this story 
makes it almost a manifesto of his cultural and political views. This 
becomes particularly evident at the end, where Batavia’s main argument in 
favour of the marriage seems to be the creation of capable leaders for her 
lands. But more important is the personification of the Northern 
Netherlands as a goddess called Batavia. In what is probably a rather 
arbitrary way to our modern eyes, Grotius creates a powerful common 
denominator for something that can hardly be called a unity. It is as if 
Grotius wants to show his public firstly that there is a unity – for how can 
there not be a unity if there is even a goddess to impersonate it? – and 
secondly, that they are fully entitled to revolt against Spain, for their 
uniqueness is not recognized by Spain! This message is underscored by 
the way Grotius depicts Batavia, her Minerva-like appearance, the pride 
with which she enters the heavenly sphere and addresses the gods, the 
courtesy with which the other gods address her, and, very importantly, the 
location of all significant ‘Batavian’ heroes in the heavenly sphere, from 
Civilis to William of Orange! 
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Myle’s origins and ambition. The gods agree, especially Venus, Hymen, 
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Probably it is here we reach the most important conclusion about 
this discourse. Just as humanists everywhere, Grotius and his 
contemporaries saw themselves as legitimate inheritors of the classical 
tradition. That they were legitimate inheritors shows us the fact, as we 
have seen and will see, that they were perfectly able to imitate and 
emulate their predecessors in every genre imaginable. What makes this 
discourse unique is the cultural and political connotation with which it 
becomes associated within the Dutch (Leiden) context. The language and 
style of the Republic of Letters becomes the voice expressing a national 
view, where instead a Batavian republic is the rightful inheritor of 
classical Rome, and where also the Muses have found a new home within 
this envisioned ‘Batavian’ republic, where Leiden could function as a new 
Mount Helicon or as a temple dedicated to Apollo and his Muses. 

 

1.6 Conclusion 

By now we have discussed enough examples to be able to draw 
some conclusions about the discourse of the Leiden humanists. This 
discourse largely coheres with the international discourse of the European 
humanists in the Republic of Letters. This may seem somewhat obvious, 
but it is an important fact, as this discourse had not really permeated the 
Northern Netherlands on this scale before and would not do so again. So 
what we have here is the humanist discourse, apparently imported by 
Dousa and Scaliger from France. As we have seen, this discourse 
comprised many different aspects, among them the eloquent use of 
classical Latin, an ongoing dialogue with the classical world, either Greek 
or Roman, which gives the impression that these authors saw themselves 
as partaking in the exact same discourse as their classical precursors did, 
as if they are continuously trying to bridge both the temporal and spatial 
distances between themselves and their great examples. This is a general 
and well-known characteristic of the humanist discourse. 

To this characteristic we could add the educational curriculum 
Scaliger used for his students, part of which was their introduction into the 
Republic of Letters by means of scholarly editions of classical texts. 
These were often accompanied by a laudatory liminary poem by Scaliger 
himself and poems or introductions addressed to Scaliger by the pupil. As 
the hierarchy within the Republic of Letters depended largely on the 
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esteem bestowed on its members by its members, laudatory poetry by an 
esteemed scholar was of great value. The same could be said of letter-
writing. As letters were often read aloud in public and even circulated 
among friends and acquaintances, having a letter of a well-known 
humanist automatically increased the reputation of the receiver in his (or 
her) own circle. We can recognize this mechanism at work in the careers 
of Grotius and Heinsius, especially in their early editions, but also in 
Grotius’s letters.86 

However, the humanist discourse in Leiden also had some unique 
characteristics of its own. One of them was that this discourse became 
strongly linked with the regent class of both nobility and patricians. This 
may seem rather straightforward, as (university) education was usually a 
privilege of the higher classes in society. But it was especially this higher 
segment of Dutch society that was most connected to the Remonstrant 
cause and the irenic movement. This meant that the humanist discourse in 
the Northern Netherlands too can be seen as a characteristic of the 
Remonstrants. Another characteristic of this discourse, which becomes 
especially evident in the work of Grotius, is the self-conscious 
nationalistic enthusiasm, which we have seen in his poems in the 
personification of Batavia. I think we may assume that these poems reflect 
something of the intellectual climate at Leiden University in the first 
decade of the seventeenth century. This can also be seen in the Collegium 
poeticum of Dousa, Van Hout, and others – colleagues and friends 
encouraged each other to write Latin and vernacular poetry. It may be 
realized that these unique characteristics of the intellectual climate at 
Leiden University at this time can easily be related to the circumstances 
surrounding the foundation of the university in 1575 – the university was 
part of a growing nationalist self-consciousness under William of Orange, 
probably as a reward for standing ground against the Spanish troops, 
brought into the world by a humanist nobleman, Janus Dousa. It is 
interesting to see that this cultural enthusiasm seems to precede the 
economic upsurge that would follow in the first half of the seventeenth 
century. 

  

                                                      
86 For example, Grotius’s early letters to De Thou and from Lipsius. 
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86 For example, Grotius’s early letters to De Thou and from Lipsius. 
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Chapter 2: Growing tension 

In this chapter I will analyse how the discourse of the Leiden 
humanists gradually changed under the growing pressure of the 
(orthodox) Calvinist discourse in the second decade of the seventeenth 
century. In the first section the discourse of the orthodox Calvinists will be 
discussed in connection with the opposition between Remonstrants and 
Counter-Remonstrants. The second section will discuss two memorial 
poems by Daniel Heinsius and Hugo Grotius, showing different reactions 
to the death of one of the protagonists, Jacobus Arminius, both hiding and 
revealing their positions and views in an uncertain time. The third section 
shows the reactions of Petrus Bertius and Franciscius Gomarus to the 
death of Arminius in 1609. Both of them felt no need to hide any part of 
their views on the conflict and made them overt to the reading public. 
Sections 2.5 and 2.6 focus on several poems by Daniel Heinsius that 
illustrate how Heinsius changed his poetical writing in the second half of 
this decade, shifting from Latin, Greek, and sometimes Dutch pagan 
poetry to poetry with a heavy Christian signature, in both Dutch and Latin. 
Finally the Proteus, sive Silenus Alcibiadis by Jacob Cats will be 
discussed. Cats can be considered an epigone of Heinsius in particular, 
and at the same time seems to embody the discursive change described in 
this chapter, from predominantly humanist to Calvinist. 

 

2.1 Remonstrants and Counter-Remonstrants 

As has been said, there was from the very beginning a continuous 
tension at Leiden University between the more and less orthodox factions. 
Although Janus Dousa and Jan van Hout were dedicated patriots and 
Protestants,87 they often clashed with the stricter Calvinists. Here already 
can be seen how the humanist discourse, as it functioned at this time 
within the context of Leiden University, became not only an intellectual 
discriminator but also a social and religious one. It came to be connected 
to the patrician class, with influential members in the States of Holland, 
but also on the board of directors of the university, and in local 

                                                      
87 Jan van Hout at least is known to have been Protestant, Dousa remains an uncertainty. 
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administration. As Van Deursen has shown, the Calvinist faction also had 
sympathizers in upper-class circles, but its main support base was among 
the regular churchgoing public.88 

It is important to notice that the Calvinist discourse had a 
completely different frame of reference. Central to this discourse was the 
text of the Bible and the opposition to Roman Catholicism. In the eyes of 
the orthodox Calvinists, the Revolt was a religious struggle against the 
oppressive tyranny of Spain. As one of the pillars of Protestantism is the 
use of the vernacular in the Church, it stands to reason that use of the 
vernacular is an important characteristic of this discourse. This does not 
imply that Latin was not used or known; theologians wrote and spoke 
Latin in academic and international contexts. But Latin was used as a 
means of expression when required, not as the expression of cultural, 
political, and religious ideals, as it was within the humanist discourse. 
Another important point of reference within the Calvinist discourse was, 
of course, the work of Calvin.89 Often doctoral disputations within the 
Faculty of Theology were simply defences or explications of sentences 
from Calvin’s Institutiones.90 In this chapter I wish to show how the 
humanist discourse as described in the previous chapter gradually had to 
change under pressure from the Calvinist discourse. 

Although there had been tensions between Calvinists and humanists 
in the last quarter of the sixteenth century, the conflict really erupted with 
the installation of Jacobus Arminius (1560-1609) in 1603 as second 
professor of Theology in Leiden, alongside Franciscus Gomarus (1563-
1641). These two theologians became the protagonists of the two 
discourses in the theological field. Arminius advocated a more tolerant 

                                                      
88 Van Deursen, Bavianen en Slĳkgeuzen, 241–245; Kooi, Liberty and Religion, 12. 
89 According to Rabbie, ‘[…] the authority of the Genevan patriarchs had gradually 
acquired the force of res judicata, so that resistance against it was no longer tolerated.’ De 
Groot, Ordinum pietas, 3. Den Tex: ‘Het was namelijk zó, dat confessie en catechismus 
sinds vele jaren beschouwd werden als de fundamenten des geloofs. Wel was iedereen het 
er in theorie over eens, dat beide documenten mensenwerk waren en aan revisie 
onderhevig, maar de praktijk was anders. Het kerkvolk beschouwde beide geschriften als 
onaantastbaar, [...].’ (‘As it happened, both Confession and Catechism were since many 
years regarded as the pillars of faith. In theory all agreed that both documents made by 
men and could be revised. However, in reality, the churchgoing people regarded both 
documents as sacrosanct.’ – translation DK) Oldenbarnevelt: III. Bestand 1609-1619, 71–
72.  
90 Posthumus Meyjes, “Colonius (de Coulogne), Daniël,” 60–61. 
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88 Van Deursen, Bavianen en Slĳkgeuzen, 241–245; Kooi, Liberty and Religion, 12. 
89 According to Rabbie, ‘[…] the authority of the Genevan patriarchs had gradually 
acquired the force of res judicata, so that resistance against it was no longer tolerated.’ De 
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72.  
90 Posthumus Meyjes, “Colonius (de Coulogne), Daniël,” 60–61. 
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vision on the question of predestination and the ability of mankind to 
enhance its own salvation. In the strict interpretation of Calvin’s teachings 
by Gomarus and others this was impossible. God had decided at the 
beginning of time which souls would be rescued. These souls would 
receive faith and grace and there was nothing to be done about it. All man 
could do was hope his soul was one of the elected and live accordingly.91 
This was the dominant view in Calvinist circles, as formulated in the 
Heidelberg catechism. 

In 1609 Arminius died, but his ideas were continued by such figures 
as Wtenbogaert. This preacher wrote down the five major objections of 
the ‘Arminians’ as they were called in the so-called Remonstrantie 
(Remonstrance) and presented them to the States General in 1610, thus 
asking them for intervention. Hence they were called the Remonstrants. 
The Remonstrants were asking not necessarily for general acceptance of 
their views, but rather for room for their own views within the Dutch 
Reformed Church. As it had become clear that this would not happen 
within the bodies of administration of the Church itself, the Remonstrants 
asked the government to intervene. This was not, of course, what the 
Counter-Remonstrants wanted, and much of the conflict in the following 
years would centre on the question of who had ultimate, decisive power in 
Church matters. The fact that the Remonstrants appealed to the States of 
Holland shows their connection to the government. It confirms the 
relationship between the upper-class humanist discourse and the 
preference for Remonstrant religious views. 

 

2.2 Remembering Arminius: Grotius and Heinsius 

The dynamics of the conflict and the interaction of the two 
discourses can be illustrated well by the events following the death of 
Arminius. As was more or less the custom, the memory of the deceased 
was honoured with an oration and poetry. The oration was written and 

                                                      
91 See: Nellen, Hugo de Groot: Een leven in strijd om de vrede 1583-1645, 109; De Groot, 
Ordinum pietas, chap. Introduction; White, Predestination, Policy and Polemic, chap. 2. 
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performed  by Petrus Bertius on 22 October 1609.92 Apparently Grotius 
had been asked to obtain a poem from Daniel Heinsius. Grotius therefore 
wrote him a letter and asked him to compose a poem in commemoration 
of Arminius.93 Heinsius, however, had fled the Southern Netherlands and, 
as many refugees from the South, he felt himself to be more akin to 
Gomarus and the orthodox Calvinists. What is interesting and important to 
note is, of course, that Heinsius had always been an orthodox Calvinist. 
Yet until now this had never been particularly apparent. Heinsius simply 
blended in with the discourse of the Leiden humanists, even became one 
of the central authorities therein, as was shown in the previous chapter. In 
his writings hitherto, Heinsius had been indistinguishable from any other 
Leiden humanist, Arminian or otherwise. Indeed, he had been writing 
about love and pagan gods in Arcadian settings. His highest ideal had 
been the revival of antiquity within the contemporary Dutch context. He 
had kept his Calvinistic feelings to himself or revealed them only in a 
more private context.  

Grotius had an altogether different approach to the conflict of 
predestination. For him, it was above all an obscure theological debate 
that ought to be solved at an administrative level, either within the 
Church, or else by government authorities. As many patricians he 
probably held a general Christian belief and felt reluctant to join intricate 
theological debates.94 It was only when it became his job to solve this 
conflict between the two opposing parties from a governmental angle that 
he could no longer maintain his distance and eventually had to take sides. 
Grotius sided with the Remonstrants, who were in favour of the State 
making final decisions in religious matters and held a more tolerant view 
on predestination itself, which dovetailed most neatly with Grotius’s own 
views as advocated by him later on, for example in his Ordinum pietas 
(1613).  

                                                      
92 Petrus Bertius (1565-1629) was regent of the States College; his oration was published 
as Petri Bertii oratio in obitum reuerendi & clarissimi viri d. Iacobi Arminii, ... habita post 
exsequias in auditorio theologico XXII octobr. anno MDCIX. 
93 Hugo Grotius to Daniel Heinsius. 21 October 1609. 
http://grotius.huygens.knaw.nl/letters/0176/note_947 (accessed 20 March 2013). 
94 Nellen, Hugo de Groot: Een leven in strijd om de vrede 1583-1645, 112–113. 
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In the aforementioned letter to Heinsius, Grotius praises the late 
Arminius for his erudition and moral uprightness.95 He writes about his 
own intention to compose a memorial poem for Arminius and exhorts 
Heinsius to do the same. Nonetheless, he also shows that he knows how 
Heinsius regarded Arminius and how he felt about his views.96 The 
arguments Grotius uses to counter Heinsius’s potential objections provide 
some degree of insight into the field of tension in which Heinsius found 
himself. Grotius makes clear that he thinks Arminius was both morally 
and intellectually a good man who deserved a poem by Heinsius’s hand. 
At the same time even Grotius saw that he was running the risk of being 
accused of bearing ‘false witness’ if he praised Arminius too profusely. 
Yet Heinsius, apparently, had to be even more careful – although there had 
been no animosity between him and Arminius (quem vivum nunquam 
odisti), he ran the risk of becoming either associated with the 
Remonstrants, or being accused of inconsistency for not refusing to write 
this poem. Grotius’s advice is to praise the man for his general good 
qualities and not get mired in other debates.97 Apparently a discriminating 
tension had arisen, within the compass of which it was, particularly from 
the side of the dissentientes, of vital importance not to be associated with 
the wrong party, which could easily be the case, even by virtue of a 
memorial poem. Heinsius solved the problem by writing a short and 

                                                      
95 Arminium vita excessisse intelligo, virum, ut omnes iudicant, eruditum, ut ego, probum 
et veri amantem. Hugo Grotius to Daniel Heinsius. 21 October 1609. 
http://grotius.huygens.knaw.nl/letters/0176/note_947 (accessed 20 March 2013). 
96 Scio tibi non placuisse ipsius in quibusdam capitibus aut ἑτεροδοξίαν, aut, ut dicere tu 
solebas, ἀϰαταληψίαν. 
97 Ego, etsi quartana ita premor ut necessariis rebus meis superesse vix possim, constitui 
tamen ex animi sententia viro eximio et mihi dum vixit amico, carmine aliquo, puto 
epigrammate, ut meus est mos, id praebere testimonium in quo spero me ψευδομαρτυρίας 
οὐϰ ἐμπεσεῖν δίϰην. Tu quid facturus sis apud te constitues. Puto, poteris sine ulla nota 
inconstantiae, aut invidia etiam dissentientium, mortuum laudare quem vivum nunquam 
odisti: praesertim cum multae illi laudes tribui possint extra τὰ ἀμϕισβητούμενα. 
(‘Although I have such a fever that I hardly manage to do all the necessary work, I 
nonetheles decided to compose in accordance with the feelings of my heart a poem for a 
great man, whom I considered as a friend when he was still alive, and I think I will make 
an epigram, as I usually do, which will provede  a testimony [of his character – DK] which 
hopefully will not give any cause for accusations of me being beside the truth. You should 
decide for yourself. I suppose you could praise a dead man whom you never hated when he 
was alive, without [displaying - DK] any signs of inconsistency or even [of running the 
risk of meeting with - DK] irritation from the side of the dissenters: especially as you can 
praise many sides of his character without mentioning his disputed views.’) Hugo Grotius 
to Daniel Heinsius. 21 October 1609. 
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neutral poem for the memorial service; however, the poem did not appear 
in the publication of Petrus Bertius’s funeral oration and Heinsius did not 
publish it in his own Poemata.98 

It is interesting to see which themes Heinsius chooses to address in 
his poem. Heinsius compares Arminius to the famous German leader 
Arminius, who led the uprising against the Romans in 9 BC and defeated 
Varus’s legions in the so-called Battle of the Teutoburg Forest. Both 
Arminii had defeated Rome. It is clear how the German chieftain had 
defeated the Roman legions, but how had the professor Arminius defeated 
the Romans? Apparently Heinsius regarded Arminius’s greatest virtue as 
being his opposition to the Roman Catholic Church. It is interesting to see 
how Heinsius tries to find his way out of a tight spot here. He could not 
praise Arminius for his qualities as Protestant preacher or theologian – 
that would alienate him from Gomarus. But at least Heinsius felt that 
Arminius was on the right side in a larger-scale conflict: – he was a 
Protestant and he was as such opposed to the Roman Catholic Church. 
Arminius’s name and the fact that they had a common enemy gave 
Heinsius material for his poem. In fact, Heinsius seems much more 
inclined to praise the German chieftain than the Protestant preacher! But 
at least Heinsius had fulfilled his social duty. 

Grotius wrote a different poem.99 Here, the beginning of Grotius’s 
involvement in religious questions is clearly visible.100 What seems 
remarkable after the poems discussed in the previous chapter is that 

                                                      
98 The poem appears in: Brandt, Historia vitae Jacobi Arminii, 202. (Cited by Grotius, 
“176. 1609. Oct. 21. Aan D. Heinsius.”) 
99 ‘In morten reverendi, eruditissimique viri domini Iacobi Arminii, in Academia 
Lugdunensi Divinae sapientiae Professoris Hugonis Grotii scazon’ in: Van Oosterhout, 
Hugo Grotius’ Occasional Poetry (1609-1645), 178–179.  
100 This is also the view of Van Oosterhout: ‘In retrospect, the scazontes can be 
characterized as a manifesto, since the poem was Grotius’ first public statement on 
Christian theology. In this poem, Grotius first presents a vision of peace among Christians 
that he was to repeat later on in his life.’ Van Oosterhout, Hugo Grotius’ Occasional 
Poetry, 177. The poem, and the ‘mistakes’ made by Bertius, have been discussed in detail 
by Van Oosterhout in Van Oosterhout, Hugo Grotius’ Occasional Poetry, 175–185. 
Personally, I think the poem can only be read as a manifesto insofar as it is an expression 
of his irenic views on religion. Grotius still refrains from publicly taking sides in the 
Arminian – Gomarist conflict: this may be inferred from the letter written by Vossius to 
Grotius on 2 November 1613, in which Vossius describes the frustration of many readers 
after Grotius’Grotius’s apparent volte-face with the publication of his Ordinum pietas. 
Discussed by Rabbie in: De Groot, Ordinum pietas, 61–62. Apparently the public still 
thought of Grotius as someone occupying centre ground.  
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Grotius makes almost no references to classical themes. The reason for 
this could be the fact that Arminius had been a preacher and a theologian 
and Grotius felt these themes could be seen as inappropriate as Arminius’s 
orthodoxy was already being questioned by the Calvinists. In terms of 
form and language the poem belongs to the humanist discourse. But it 
differs in terms of its content. It mirrors Grotius’s stance within the 
contemporary situation, i.e. in the early phase of the escalation. It is well 
known that he was not immediately a vehement Arminian. In fact, he tried 
for some time to stay out of the conflict as he felt, like many others, that it 
was a matter for quarrelling theologians. Only when the conflict became a 
problem in the public sphere did Grotius take sides, and there were many 
reasons for him to choose the Remonstrant side.101 

Grotius convinces the readers he does not know for sure whether or 
not Arminius was right, nor does he feel competent to judge in this matter. 
Only Arminius himself, now he has died, knows what the Truth really 
looks like.102 But Grotius is worried that obscure theological quarrels may 
destroy the unity of the Church and will ultimately weaken Christianity 
relative to other religions. The common people need a religio simplex, 
where bad is punished and good rewarded and God as a real judge will 
bend the laws if necessary. And this is what Arminius deserves praise for. 
He was a diligent student of the Bible, he was kind and forgiving to his 
adversaries, and he strove for ecclesiastical unity. The poem ends with 
Grotius’s wish that Arminius may inspire unity and concord from above. 

The poems show us two different types of reaction to the discursive 
change of the oncoming event. Both Heinsius and Grotius had been 
inhabitants of the Batavian Arcadia. Whereas Heinsius seems reluctant to 
leave this discourse, however, Grotius immediately tries to adapt. This 
seems paradoxical, as Heinsius was the orthodox Calvinist and could be 
expected to join the Calvinist discourse sooner. However, it was 
impossible for Heinsius to respond to the death of Arminius from a 
religious point of view, so he responded with a safe option from the 

                                                      
101 Among them the fact that Grotius preferred one Church in which a few basic Christian 
dogmas were formulated and individuals were free to exercise their religion as they wished 
within the confines thereof, see Rabbie, “Grotius’ denken over kerk en staat”. 
102 Tu nunc ademptus saeculo tenebroso / Et semicaecae palpitantium turbae / Claros 
beatae lucis incolis campos. (You, taken from the dark world / And the half-blind 
tampering crowd / are now living in fields, bright with blessed light.) Bertius, Oratio in 
obitum Arminii, 47. 
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neutral poem for the memorial service; however, the poem did not appear 
in the publication of Petrus Bertius’s funeral oration and Heinsius did not 
publish it in his own Poemata.98 

It is interesting to see which themes Heinsius chooses to address in 
his poem. Heinsius compares Arminius to the famous German leader 
Arminius, who led the uprising against the Romans in 9 BC and defeated 
Varus’s legions in the so-called Battle of the Teutoburg Forest. Both 
Arminii had defeated Rome. It is clear how the German chieftain had 
defeated the Roman legions, but how had the professor Arminius defeated 
the Romans? Apparently Heinsius regarded Arminius’s greatest virtue as 
being his opposition to the Roman Catholic Church. It is interesting to see 
how Heinsius tries to find his way out of a tight spot here. He could not 
praise Arminius for his qualities as Protestant preacher or theologian – 
that would alienate him from Gomarus. But at least Heinsius felt that 
Arminius was on the right side in a larger-scale conflict: – he was a 
Protestant and he was as such opposed to the Roman Catholic Church. 
Arminius’s name and the fact that they had a common enemy gave 
Heinsius material for his poem. In fact, Heinsius seems much more 
inclined to praise the German chieftain than the Protestant preacher! But 
at least Heinsius had fulfilled his social duty. 

Grotius wrote a different poem.99 Here, the beginning of Grotius’s 
involvement in religious questions is clearly visible.100 What seems 
remarkable after the poems discussed in the previous chapter is that 

                                                      
98 The poem appears in: Brandt, Historia vitae Jacobi Arminii, 202. (Cited by Grotius, 
“176. 1609. Oct. 21. Aan D. Heinsius.”) 
99 ‘In morten reverendi, eruditissimique viri domini Iacobi Arminii, in Academia 
Lugdunensi Divinae sapientiae Professoris Hugonis Grotii scazon’ in: Van Oosterhout, 
Hugo Grotius’ Occasional Poetry (1609-1645), 178–179.  
100 This is also the view of Van Oosterhout: ‘In retrospect, the scazontes can be 
characterized as a manifesto, since the poem was Grotius’ first public statement on 
Christian theology. In this poem, Grotius first presents a vision of peace among Christians 
that he was to repeat later on in his life.’ Van Oosterhout, Hugo Grotius’ Occasional 
Poetry, 177. The poem, and the ‘mistakes’ made by Bertius, have been discussed in detail 
by Van Oosterhout in Van Oosterhout, Hugo Grotius’ Occasional Poetry, 175–185. 
Personally, I think the poem can only be read as a manifesto insofar as it is an expression 
of his irenic views on religion. Grotius still refrains from publicly taking sides in the 
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humanist discourse. In fact, Heinsius would continue this discourse for 
quite some time. It was only with his publication of his Hymn of Christ 
and his De contemptu mortis that we can see the discursive change taking 
place. If anything, this reluctance to leave the Batavian Arcadia shows 
how deeply Heinsius had been rooted in this discourse – by his poetical 
talents, by his loyalty to the late Scaliger, and, of course, his job as a 
professor in the field of Classical Studies at Leiden University. By 
contrast, Grotius was, by virtue of his position, forced to react 
immediately to changes in the public sphere.103 

 

2.3 Remembering Arminius: Bertius and Gomarus 

The funeral oration in commemoration of Arminius was delivered 
by Petrus Bertius (1565-1629), former regent of the States College, the 
then professor of ethics and fervent supporter of Arminius. His oration is 
actually more a defence of Arminius’s orthodoxy than an account of 
Arminius’s life and virtues.104 As such, it is an informative text for the 
modern reader as it shows clearly where the problems were being felt. 
Bertius suggests that Arminius’s thinking was influenced by Theodore 
Beza (1519-1605), as he listened to his lectures on Paul’s Epistle to the 
Romans.105 Later on in Amsterdam Arminius would reveal his own ideas 

                                                      
103 Unfortunately, Grotius’s intention to strike a moderate chord in these explosive 
circumstances was not respected. Bertius changed (inadvertedly, he himself claimed) a 
minor word in the poem which opened up the possibility of reading the poem as 
proclamation of Arminius being the only true interpreter of the Divine World. This 
misunderstanding has been discussed in detail by Bosch, Nellen, and Van Oosterhout. For 
the purposes of the present discussion, only Grotius’s own poem is of interest. For a full 
account of the misunderstanding and subsequent corrected editions, see Van Oosterhout, 
Hugo Grotius’ Occasional Poetry (1609-1645), 175–185. 
104 On Bertius, see Bosch, “Petrus Bertius 1565-1629”. The oration has been discussed in 
some detail in Bosch, “Petrus Bertius 1565-1629”, 85–89; Nellen, Hugo de Groot: Een 
leven in strijd om de vrede 1583-1645, 114–115; Van Itterzon, “Franciscus Gomarus”, 176. 
105 Quo quum venisset, audivit Reverendum & beatae memoriae senem D. Theodorum 
Bezam explicantem epistolam ad Romanos, cum ingenti omnium hominum admiratione. 
[…] Hunc igitur sibi prae aliis omnibus sequendum atque imitandum delegit. (‘When he 
arrived there [= Geneva], he heard Beza explain to everyone’s admiration Paul’s Epistle to 
the Romans. […] And he decided to take him as his main example’.) Petri Bertii oratio in 
obitum reuerendi & clarissimi viri d. Iacobi Arminii, ... habita post exsequias in auditorio 
theologico XXII octobr. anno MDCIX, 14. Bertius leaves tacit the aspects of Beza’s 
example that Arminius chose to imitate. After all, it was Beza who had formulated that ‘the 
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about predestination in a series of lectures on Paul’s epistle.106 This would, 
of course, become the primary topic in the conflict and Bertius explains 
the case in some detail. However, it is remarkable to see that he spends at 
least as much time on clearing Arminius’s name from the allegations that 
he would have kissed the feet of the Pope while in Rome and sought 
contact with Jesuits there!107  

The funeral oration was published not only in Latin, as was 
common practice, but also in Dutch in the same year.108 By publishing the 
oration in Dutch, the oration left the discourse of the university. This 
becomes apparent in the typesetting, by the use of Gothic instead of 
humanist type font, as well as in the omission of classical imagery. As the 
oration in commemoration of a theologian was held by the regent of the 
States College, the characteristics of the humanist discourse were mostly 
limited to language and style. However, when Bertius speaks about 
Arminius’s return from Marburg to his home town Oudewater when it was 
sacked by the Spanish troops, the Latin reads: Ubi venit, nihil offendit 
praeter rudera, cives plerosque, matrem, sororem, fratres, 
consanguineous, misere interemptos, Et campos ubi Troia fuit, and later 
on the same page: Roteradamum igitur venit, quo cives plerique 
Oudevvaterani, (reliquiae Danaum atque immitis Achilleï) & fideles multi 
Amsterdamo exsules concesserant.109 The Dutch translation omits these 
references to Virgil and has for Et campos ubi Troia fuit ‘ende het lant 
altemael verwoestet’ and for reliquiae Danaum atque immitis Achilleï ‘die 
uyt de wreetheyt der Spaengiaerden overghebleven waren’.110 These 
differences may seem minor and irrelevant, but we shall see in the case of 

                                                                                                                         
decree of predestination […] was double, absolute and unconditional’. White, 
Predestination, Policy and Polemic, 16. 
106 Van Deursen, Bavianen en Slĳkgeuzen, 249. 
107 Petri Bertii oratio in obitum Arminii, 16–18. 
108 Petri Bertii Liick-Oratie over de doot vanden Eervveerdighen ... Jacobvs Arminivs ... / 
dewelcke by hem is ghedaen inde Latijnsche tale ... op den xxij. Octobris Anno 1609. Ende 
namaels door een liefhebber verduyst.  
109 ‘Upon his arrival he found only ruins, most of the citizens, his mother, his sister, his 
brothers, relatives killed, And the fields where Troy used to be. and later: Therefore he went 
to Rotterdam, where many citizens of Oudewater (the leftovers of the Greeks and the harsh 
Achilles) and many faithful exiles from Amsterdam had gone to live.’ Both references stem 
form Virgil’s Aeneis. Petri Bertii oratio in obitum Arminii, 22. 
110 ‘and the country was completely devastated’ and ‘who had escaped the cruelty of the 
Spanish’. Petri Bertii Liick-Oratie over de doot vanden Eervveerdighen ... Jacobvs 
Arminivs, [B1r]. 
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Cats that it is precisely these elements that constitute the borderline 
between the orthodox Calvinist and the humanist discourse.  

This assumption is underscored by Gomarus’s reaction to Bertius’s 
oration. Gomarus had, of course, been present at the oration, but did not 
react until it was published both in Latin and in Dutch. We cannot know 
what he would have done if Bertius had published the oration in Latin 
only, but this double affront was enough to make Gomarus publish his 
Bedencken over de Lijck-Oratie M.P. Bertii. 111 Gomarus’s Bedencken is 
helpful in finding the distinction between both discourses even in the case 
of Bertius, where characteristics of the humanist discourse are not as 
evident as in Grotius’s or Heinsius’s works. First of all, Gomarus responds 
to Bertius in Dutch, using only the Dutch version of Bertius’s oration; if 
Gomarus uses (other) Latin sources, he quotes them in Latin, followed by 
a Dutch translation. But more telling are the accusations Gomarus levels 
at Bertius and Arminius. He finds them both purposely misleading. 
Bertius in particular is accused of speaking as an ‘Orateur’:  

 
Daer toe sijn oratie gheen cleyne stoffe van nadencken en levert: 
schijnende / niet soo seere uyt de borst ghesproten / als na de 
conste der Orateuren beschreven. Dewelcke meer pleghen op de 
saecke / die sy verhooghen ende blancketten willen / acht te 
nemen / dan op den regel der waerheyt te passen. 112 

 
This passage is very important, as it not only shows us that Bertius 
belonged to the humanist discourse (according to Gomarus), but also 
adresses the main objection the orthodox Calvinists levelled at the Leiden 
humanists, many of whom were (future) Remonstrants: they were, to 

                                                      
111 Nadien het M. Petro Bertio / Regent int Collegie van de EE. Heeren Staten van 
Hollandt ende Westvrieslandt / belieft heeft / sijn Lijckoratie / in dier voege / niet alleen in 
d’Universiteyt te laten hooren / maer oock voor alle de weereldt / in Latijn ende Duytsch / 
in drucke uyt te gheven: soo achte nuttich / jae noodich te zijn / dat ick mijn cort 
bedencken daerover mededeyle. (As it has pleased M. Petrus Bertius, Regent of the States 
College, not only to hold his funeral oration in the university, but also to publish it before 
the whole world, I deem it useful and necessary to communicate in short my concerns.) 
Francisci Gomari Bedencken over de Lijck-Oratie M. P. Bertii, 41. 
112 ‘Concerning which his oration gives food for thought, as it seems not so much to have 
come forth from the heart, but has been written according to the Orators’ art. Who tend to 
pay more attention to the cause they wish to elevate and praise than to heed the rule of the 
truth.’ Bedencken, 44–45. 
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orthodox eyes, deceitful and untrustworthy. He proves this point by 
showing how Bertius had moved from strict orthodoxy to Arminianism 
and how Arminius had consequently avoided adopting an explicit 
position.113 Here, Gomarus helps us to identify Bertius as belonging to the 
humanist discourse even though Bertius did not use much classical 
imagery in his oration. But the language and the form of the oration were 
enough for Gomarus to be able to identify the oration as having been 
made in accordance with the rules of classical oratory, hence to identify 
Bertius as belonging to the humanist discourse. However, as Gomarus’s 
reactions were directed solely at the Dutch translation of the oration, he 
apparently felt he had to point out the characteristics of oratory style to his 
readers. This may be due to the fact that Gomarus thought that the 
rhetorical elements would be overlooked in a Dutch version, or, perhaps 
more likely, Gomarus assumed that a sizeable proportion of the Dutch 
readership had no or hardly any knowledge about rhetoric.  

Gomarus’s own position can best be inferred from his objections 
against Bertius and Arminius. He strongly opposes the disputations held in 
the university under Arminius and Bertius on subjects that could endanger 
the students’ orthodoxy, especially when (parts of) the Confessio Belgica 
and the Heidelberg Catechism are questioned: 

 
If only the late and now lamented upright Regent of the College 
Cuchlinus would rise: how surprised would he listen, how 
diligently would he educate and punish his son-in-law, who is 
trying to break down what his father-in-law built on several vital 
points (such as the election, the perseverance in faith) and tries to 
seduce his right-feeling disciples: and gives their parents and 
friends ground for complaints: that the once blossoming College 
is now seduced by its own Pastor, who receives the payment of 
his works when the disciples start to disagree and argue about his 
teachings: yes, when he, who should have been the Prophet of 
Truth and should have strengthened his disciple, who hides under 
his wing, in disputing in Truth, tries to tear [him] away: and who 

                                                      
113 Apparently, this was an oft-voiced complaint against Arminius, see Van Deursen, 
Bavianen en Slĳkgeuzen, 249; De Groot, Ordinum pietas, 3. 
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is punished, as was Bileam by his turning ass: and also was 
recently contradicted and refuted.114  

And: 
Surely the students still remember who induced them to doubt the 
truth of the generally accepted teaching of the Confession and the 
Catechism: and that they disputed against them and harmed 
several vital points of our religion.115 

 
He even compares Bertius to the biblical Bileam, who was called by the 
King of Moab to curse the people of Israel and who was chastised by his 
own talking ass. These elements make manifest where Gomarus sees 
himself. The community of orthodox Calvinists is the true people of 
Israel.116 The people of Israel are guided by ‘Prophets of Truth’, 
presumably the preachers, theologians, administrators belonging to this 
community. The Truth in this sense is specified in these Bedenckinge as 
the Confessio Belgica and the Heidelberg Catechism. Questioning this 
Truth is reason enough to be placed immediately outside the camp of 
Israel and to be equated with the heathen sorcerer Bileam. 

Stephen Greenblatt’s own summary of the most common 
characteristics of self-fashioning illustrates and underscores the 

                                                      
114 Stonde de trouwe Leeraer / ende nu / nu beclaechde oprechte regent van het Collegie / 
wijlen D. Cuchlinus op: hoe vreemdt soude hy toehooren / ende met wat een yver soude hy 
sijnen schoonsone beter onderrichten / ende straffen / dat hy met sulcke vermetenheydt / 
het gene sijn schoonvader wel ghebouwt heeft / in verscheyde hooftpuncten (als van de 
rechtveerdichmakinge / van de verkiesinge / van de perseverantie ofte volstandicheydt int 
gheloove) soeckt af te breken / ende sijn rechtghevoelende discipulen afvallich te maken: 
ende stoffe gheeft om te clagen aen hare ouders ende vrienden: dat het wijlen bloeyende 
Collegie / nu verleydet wordt van den Herder selve / die den loon sijner wercken ontfanght 
/ als de discipulen om sijn leere oneenich ende twistich onder malcander worden: jae als / 
die de Prophete der waerheyt behoorde te wesen / ende sijn discipel onder sijn vleugelen 
schuylende in de waerheydt te  stercken int disputeren: soeckt daer van af te trecken: ende 
gelijck Bileam van sijnen omkeerenden esel ghestraft wierdt: also oock versch van sijn 
loofweerdighen waerlievenden discipel is teghengesproken ende wederleyt. Francisci 
Gomari Bedencken over de Lijck-Oratie M. P. Bertii, 47–48.  
115 De studenten en sullen oock niet licht vergheten hebben / van wien dat het ghesproten 
is / datmen heeft begonnen onder hen te twijfelen van de waerheydt der ghemeyne leere 
der Confessie end Catechismi: ende datmen daer teghen heeft begonnen te disputeren / 
ende verscheyde hooftstucken der religie aen te tasten. Francisci Gomari Bedencken over 
de Lijck-Oratie M. P. Bertii, 48–49. 
116 See Bodian, “The Biblical ‘Jewish Republic’ and the Dutch ‘New Israel’ in 
Seventeenth-Century Dutch Thought”. 
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is punished, as was Bileam by his turning ass: and also was 
recently contradicted and refuted.114  

And: 
Surely the students still remember who induced them to doubt the 
truth of the generally accepted teaching of the Confession and the 
Catechism: and that they disputed against them and harmed 
several vital points of our religion.115 

 
He even compares Bertius to the biblical Bileam, who was called by the 
King of Moab to curse the people of Israel and who was chastised by his 
own talking ass. These elements make manifest where Gomarus sees 
himself. The community of orthodox Calvinists is the true people of 
Israel.116 The people of Israel are guided by ‘Prophets of Truth’, 
presumably the preachers, theologians, administrators belonging to this 
community. The Truth in this sense is specified in these Bedenckinge as 
the Confessio Belgica and the Heidelberg Catechism. Questioning this 
Truth is reason enough to be placed immediately outside the camp of 
Israel and to be equated with the heathen sorcerer Bileam. 

Stephen Greenblatt’s own summary of the most common 
characteristics of self-fashioning illustrates and underscores the 

                                                      
114 Stonde de trouwe Leeraer / ende nu / nu beclaechde oprechte regent van het Collegie / 
wijlen D. Cuchlinus op: hoe vreemdt soude hy toehooren / ende met wat een yver soude hy 
sijnen schoonsone beter onderrichten / ende straffen / dat hy met sulcke vermetenheydt / 
het gene sijn schoonvader wel ghebouwt heeft / in verscheyde hooftpuncten (als van de 
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116 See Bodian, “The Biblical ‘Jewish Republic’ and the Dutch ‘New Israel’ in 
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importance of the opposition discussed here. To summarize the most 
relevant parts here, according to Greenblatt: 

 
Self-fashioning […] involves submission to an absolute power or 
authority situated at least partially outside the self […]. Self-
fashioning is achieved in relation to something perceived as alien, 
strange or hostile. This threatening Other […] must be discovered 
or invented in order to be attacked and destroyed. The alien is 
perceived by the authority either as that which is unformed or 
chaotic (the absence of order) or that which is false or negative 
(the demonic parody of order). Since accounts of the former tend 
inevitably to organize and thematize it, the chaotic constantly 
slides into the demonic, and consequently the alien is always 
constructed as a distorted image of the authority. One man’s 
authority is another man’s alien.117 

 
Gomarus’s authority can be described as what he calls himself the Truth, 
and which can be characterized as the Calvinist doctrine, formulated 
especially in the Confessio Belgica and the Heidelberg Catechism. 
Gomarus believes that this authority has vested in him the power and the 
obligation to fight anyone challenging this authority. His aliens in the 
present case are Arminius and Bertius. The perception of the chaos of the 
alien in the eyes of the authority mentioned by Greenblatt is very clear 
here. Gomarus is annoyed at the fact that Arminius remained vague about 
his ideas on predestination for quite a long time. But Bertius too is 
unclear, using his oratory techniques, according to Gomarus. Besides, 
acceptance of Arminius’s views would destabilize the authority to which 
Gomarus submitted, and Gomarus believed this would cause chaos.  

The authority of the Arminians is not as easy to define, which may 
be another reason why they would become less successful. Nonetheless, it 
may be summarized as the ideals of the Leiden humanists as described in 
the previous chapter, elements of which are the authority of classical 
sources, the importance of humanist learning, the authority of the regent 
class, identification with the Batavian myth. Their alien is easier to find, 
however. Both Grotius and Bertius accuse the orthodox Calvinists of 

                                                      
117 Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning, 9. 
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creating unrest and division in Church and society. Just as for Gomarus 
the threat of chaos was situated in the challenging of basic Calvinist 
doctrine, Grotius and Bertius saw the threat of chaos as residing in the 
destabilization of the public order and the public Church. 

The next step in this exercise would be to analyse the strategies of 
self-fashioning of both Bertius and Gomarus. But here I part ways with 
Greenblatt, as I am not sure how consciously these men created their 
personas. Greenblatt speaks of ‘a sense that they [the selves] could be 
fashioned’ and ‘a calculated distance between the public persona and the 
inner self’.118 In the case of More in particular, one of Greenblatt’s case 
studies, it was the inner self that was at stake. More had to forge a persona 
to survive in a dangerous public environment.119 That is not really what is 
at stake here. However, I do think that this analysis shows very clearly 
how the literary actions of these men can be seen as temporal (and partial) 
embodiments of specific discourses, Bertius of the humanist and Gomarus 
of the orthodox Calvinist discourse. The clash of the authorities in their 
representatives can actually be seen as the collision of these discursive 
fields. Nonetheless, I do agree with Greenblatt when he says that such a 
conflict often becomes internalized and as such works as a self-destructive 
force. It is hard to say in which cases the opposition really is self-
destructive, but it seems to create in hindsight incongruency in the 
intellectual biography of the subject. In what follows, I wish to delve 
deeper into these intellectual incongruities that seem to arise under the 
effect of the stress of the oncoming event of the coup d’ état of Maurice  
and the Synod of Dordt.     

  

2.4 Heinsius’s Bacchus and Christ hymns 

The repercussions of the changing intellectual climate and the 
growing tension had a strong influence on the literary field. Humanist 
literary production would suffer under the prevailing criteria of the 
orthodox Calvinist discourse. It is my strong impression that one of the 
main problems in this field lays in the importance attached to the literary 
personae. Within the humanist discourse, a poet could very well be a 

                                                      
118 Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning, 1 and 45. 
119 See Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning , chap. 1. 
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truthful Christian in his daily life, either Protestant or Roman Catholic, 
and yet at the same time adopt a pagan persona as a poet. Within this 
discourse, it was clear to all participants that the persona belonged to a 
fictitious literary world and should not be interpreted as corresponding to 
the actual opinions and beliefs of the poet. It is, of course, impossible to 
say what the importance of these personae and poems was within the 
personal world of the members of this discourse; it is perfectly possible 
that they were experienced as some sort of temporal or psychological 
escapism. However, it was clear to all members of this discourse that the 
poet in daily life could not be judged according to the opinions and beliefs 
expressed by his persona. 

This was unacceptable in orthodox Calvinist eyes. The orthodox 
Calvinist discourse demanded that every expression of the poet, either in 
daily life or within a literary realm, should be compatible with orthodox 
belief.120 This does not mean that personae did not exist within this 
discourse, but rather that every expression, even of the poet’s persona, had 
to be in concordance with Calvinist doctrine. In fact, we shall see in the 
next chapter that poets not only had to refrain from pagan imagery, but 
also that poetry should preferably treat religious themes, e.g. the 
expression of religious feelings and beliefs, or the struggle of the persona 
in the light of certain Christian beliefs, especially the opposition of 
corporeality and spirituality, or sin and salvation.   

A good example of this change taking place in the years before the 
event of 1618-1620 are the two large hymns written by Daniel Heinsius in 
the vernacular, namely the Hymn of Bacchus (1614) and the Hymn of 
Christ (1616). The poems have been studied and edited with a 
commentary by L. Rank, J. Warners, and F. Zwaan in 1965.121 To start 

                                                      
120 See De Bruijn, Eerst de waarheid, dan de vrede, 242–243. 
121 Heinsius, Bacchus en Christus. The Hymn of Bacchus is also discussed by Somos in his 
Secularisation and the Leiden Circle, Chapter 3.6. Somos particularly emphasizes the oft-
felt relationship between Dionysus and Jesus Christ, which, according to Somos, led 
Heinsius to ‘raise some serious doubts about the persuasive potential of several cardinal 
tenets of Christianity, from the merits of faith and the saving power of grace to the unique 
attraction of Christ’s promise of immortality. […] Heinsius’s[…] Heinsius’s full utilisation 
of the possibilities offered by these rival and overlapping schematisations of divine frenzy 
[i.e. Pauline, Erasmian, and Dionysian – DK] enable him to shift several versions of 
Christian piety, including the Erasmian variety, from a benign into a suspicious epistemic 
category’. Somos, Secularisation and the Leiden Circle, 177. Although I am impressed by 
the materials and interpretations of Somos, I am not convinced of the programmatic nature 
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with the first hymn, it was written, according to the poem itself, on the 
occasion of ‘Vastenavond’, the eve of the forty-day fast before Easter. It 
was usually a feast of heavy drinking and even dressing up, and this 
provided Heinsius, the poem states, with an opportunity to sing the praise 
of Bacchus. The full title reads: Hymn or song of praise of Bacchus in 
which the uses and vices of Wine are described.122 Although it is 
introduced as a sort of joke on the occasion of ‘Vastenavond’, a closer 
look reveals that the poet has invested much time and energy in 
composing this occasional poem. It consists of 664 lines and describes the 
mythological biography of the god Bacchus / Dionysus. The text seems to 
have several intellectual ancestors, not least Ronsard, who had written a 
Hinne de Bacus in 1554, but probably more important, Nonnus 
Panopolitus’s Dionysiaca.123 As we shall see more elaborately in the next 
chapter, Heinsius had been a great admirer of Nonnus’s poetry and it 
seems that most of the mythological content stems from this lengthy epos.  

At first sight, the poem seems to fit in well within the humanist 
discourse. We saw in the previous chapter that imitatio and aemulatio in 
the vernacular was one of the characteristics of the humanist discourse 
and was intensively practiced by the poets of the Pléiade, and others. The 
poem is clearly intended for a learned audience. Although written in 
Dutch, it is brimming with learned references and would be hard to 
appreciate for anyone not conversant with classical mythology, especially 
the many names of Bacchus himself! At first sight it might seem that 
Heinsius was aware of this fact and had wanted to make the text more 
accessible by adding a commentary at the back, again in the vernacular.124 
However, the commentary is possibly even less accessible than the poem 
itself! It is more a learned counterpart to the poem than an explanation of 

                                                                                                                         
of Heinsius’s writings. As I explain in this section, I believe it is very important to 
distinguish between a poet (or a scholar, or a writer), his work, and the real person behind 
the texts, not to mention his personal convictions and beliefs. Somos ignores these literary 
boundaries and extracts serious conclusions about personal theological convictions from a 
literary text.  
122 ‘Hymnus oft Lof-sanck van Bacchus, Waer in ‘t gebruyck ende misbruyk vande Wijn 
beschreven wort.’ Heinsius, Bacchus en Christus, 97; Heinsius, Nederduytsche poemata: 
Faksimiledruck nach der Erstausgabe von 1616, [A1r.]. 
123 Becker-Cantarino reads the poem primarily as an imitation of the Pléiade, see Becker-
Cantarino, Daniel Heinsius, 42–48. 
124 Heinsius, Nederduytsche poemata: Faksimiledruck nach der Erstausgabe von 1616, 
29–65.; the edition of Rank et al. has placed the commentary under the text.  
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the more complicated passages. Nonetheless, whatever Heinsius’s 
intentions may have been, Hymn of Bacchus fits in well within the 
humanist discourse.  

However, Daniel Heinsius himself seems to have felt it necessary to 
take some precautions before publishing the work. He had sung 
Bacchus’Bacchus’s praise in Latin before and had apparently seen no 
harm in it. But as the poem had now been published in Dutch, he added an 
extensive disclaimer in the preface. This seems to be in accordance with 
the case of Bertius discussed above, where the author apparently could 
speak and write in relative freedom as long as it remained in Latin, but 
was vehemently attacked by Gomarus for the Dutch edition of his 
funerary speech. By now, in the second decade of the seventeenth century, 
it was wise to be circumspect with regard to what one wrote, especially in 
the vernacular. Heinsius acknowledges this fact and accommodates to it. 
Heinsius goes to great lengths in his preface, a letter to Scriverius, to 
prove that writing pagan poetry and especially poetry about pagan gods 
should not be read as a sign of admiration for the pagan gods, but as 
defamation! According to Heinsius, this was already a habit of the more 
enlightened under the ancient Greeks:  

 
[…] not because they knew the truth, but because they saw the 
foolishness, which was visible to anyone.125  

 
And later:  

And others [voiced their criticism - DK] more covertly, and while 
writing the praise of the Gods, also wrote openly about their 
disgraces and ugliness, as I intended to do as well. Many of them 
(which seems of greatest importance here) intended with the 
names of Vulcan, Bacchus, Venus, and others nothing else than 
fire, wine, and love and their powers, good and evil, and their use 
and abuse […].126  

                                                      
125 […] niet om dat zy de waerheyt kenden, maer de dwaesheyt sagen, die voor yeder 
openbaer was […]. Heinsius, Bacchus en Christus, 99. 
126 Ander hebben dat bedectelicker gedaen, ende schrijvende de lof vande Goden, der 
selver schanden ende leelickheden ontdect, als ick meyne dat wy oock gedaen hebben. Vele 
onder haer, (het welcke hier bysonder plaetse sal grijpen) en hebben met de name van 
Vulcanus, bacchus, Venus, ende andere namen, […] niet dan het vier, de wijn, de mine, 
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And:  

[Many have written about the nature of the wine – DK] as there is 
the Dionysiaca of Nonnus, who compiled in 48 books all that 
others had left about Bacchus: being a Christian, as can be 
understood well enough from what he wrote about the holy 
Gospel of Saint John. Which means that the same author has 
praised this one, and the true God, and wrote a hymn on both. 
That the unlearned and the fools may learn this to remain quiet, 
who find the same thing new and strange in us.127 

 
The passages cited show that Heinsius probably had already met 

with some criticism concerning his poetry, or else expected his poetry 
might be received badly. Heinsius’s line of defence can be summarized as 
follows: 1. The foolishness of the pagan gods and religion becomes more 
evident by describing it openly; 2. The pagan gods were read allegorically 
anyway by most respectable thinkers of antiquity; 3. Even Nonnus wrote 
about Bacchus, and he was a good Christian. Of these arguments, the first 
seems hardly convincing – would Heinsius, or any poet, spend so much 
time and energy on writing a mythological poem merely to highlight the 
folly of the pagan gods? The second point is more convincing and at least 
constitutes an easy answer to anyone questioning Heinsius’s orthodoxy. It 
is embraced by the editors of the 1965 edition, who read Heinsius’s 
introduction as the central key to understanding the humanist use of pagan 
imagery – it is all only allegory.128 

However, I am not convinced by this argument, especially as 
Heinsius wrote many such poems and never seems to have found it 
necessary to make this allegorical interpretation manifest, which he could 

                                                                                                                         
ende hare krachten, goet ende quaet, gebruyck ende misbruyck, willen te kennen geven. 
Heinsius, Bacchus en Christus, 101. 
127 […] ja noch sijn de Dionysiaca van Nonnus, die in achtenveertich boecken al het gene 
dat de andere van Bacchus hadden naegelaten, heeft begrepen: wesende een Christen, 
gelijck het genoech blijckt uyt het gene dat hy op het heylich Evangelie van Sint Ian heeft 
geschreven. Soo dat de selve schryver, desen ende den waren God gepresen heeft, ende 
genoechsaem eenen Hymnus van beyde gemaeckt heeft. Op dat de ongeleerde ende 
neuswijse leeren swijgen, die het selve in ons nieuw ende vreemt vinden. Heinsius, Bacchus 
en Christus, 101–102. 
128 Heinsius, Bacchus en Christus, 23–31.  
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easily have done in paratexts or the poem itself. Does this mean that 
Heinsius’s poetry expresses a personal belief in the pagan gods, as is 
offered as the only alternative by the editors? That seems unlikely; rather, 
I would say that the third strand of Heinsius’s defence, namely that 
Nonnus Panopolitus had also written about Bacchus, gives us a clue as to 
the nature of Heinsius’s poetry, and here to the hymns in particular. As 
will be discussed more extensively in the next chapter, Heinsius had been 
a great admirer of Nonnus Panopolitus. He wanted to imitate Nonnus, 
Christian or otherwise, to show how well he knew Nonnus and to see how 
far he could bend the Dutch language in imitation of the rich poetry of 
Nonnus. This was part of the humanist practice, as Heinsius also makes 
clear in the introduction when he mentions other humanists who have 
deigned to tackle the subject of Bacchus.129 This conclusion may seem to 
render this whole discussion redundant – the humanist discourse, the 
importance of imitation in Greek, Latin, and the vernacular and the use of 
classical imagery have been discussed already in the first chapter. 
However, what this introduction makes important to notice is the fact 
Heinsius feels he has to give an explanation for a well-known practice 
within the Republic of Letters! It is the apologetic character of the preface 
that shows the pressure on the humanist discourse.  

Heinsius’s youthful admiration of Nonnus (and Ronsard) may have 
inspired him to write a hymn on Bacchus. It may also have been an 
inspirational factor in the creation of his Christian hymn, the Lof-sanck 
van Iesus Christus. However, it seems that this last poem has also been 
inspired, perhaps to an even greater degree, by the changing atmosphere 
in the Dutch Republic. By now, the days of writing pagan humanist poetry 
were over. A cynical reader might say that Heinsius interpreted the signs 
of his time correctly and adjusted his course to the changing wind in a 
timely manner. Whatever the case may have been, a quick glance at the 
work immediately shows the reader that this is a completely different kind 
of poetry in comparison to what Heinsius wrote before. Already the 
dedication of the work to Jacob van Dyck gives a good impression of the 
changes. It discusses the history of bibical hymns, both in the Bible itself 
and in the early Church. However, it is not an academic discussion in 
Heinsius’s usual fashion, but a religious work in itself, full of citations 

                                                      
129 Heinsius, Bacchus en Christus, 102. 
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from Psalms and biblical hymns. The only reference to the pagan classical 
world is in an oblique remark about Synesius, ‘who, after having spent a 
significant proportion of his life reading books of the Heathens, at last 
decided to leave some excellent hymns on the Lord his Saviour for 
posterity’.130 Heinsius ends his dedication with the following sentence:  

 
[One of my purposes for writing this work has been – DK] finally 
to keep myself occupied praising, jubilating, and exalting him, 
until we will be there where he is and we shall praise him with 
perfect voices, following the new voice of the heavenly powers, 
and all the Saints, who call there continuously, Holy, holy, holy, is 
God Almighty, who was, who is, who shall be.131 

 
If, purely for the sake of argument, we compare these sentences 

with a line from the ‘young’ Heinsius, we can see the enormous 
difference: ‘Father Bacchus, here I place for you ever-remaining altars: / 
Posterity shall know that I am your prophet’.132 The hymn features the 
classical gods as well, but in an altoghether different context. When Jesus 
is born, the world has already been divided under the pagan gods: ‘The 
earthly realm has been divided: every one has his lot: / And everyone has 
left outside their God. / Neptune has full power in the sea, / His brother 
Iupiter took possession of the heavens: / Another one is in hell. The world 
is polluted / By Bacchus and Pan, and occupied everywhere. / The 
blindness cannot be told with any mouth: / They celebrate their lust, they 
pray to their vices. / For Bacchus loves the wine, the gluttony, / And Venus 
is a whore, Mercury is a thief. / The highest of all was busy all his days, / 

                                                      
130 […] die een groot deel van zijn leven in de boecken van de Heydenen versleten 
hebbende, heeft the lesten oock uytnemende Lof-sanghen op den Heere zijne Saligmaecker 
willen na laten. Heinsius, Bacchus en Christus, 197. 
131 Te lesten, om mijn selven besich te houden, met hem te loven, te prijsen, ende groot te 
maecken, tot den tijt toe dat wy komen daer hy is, ende dat wy hemt met een volmaeckte 
stemme sullen prijsen, volgende den nieuwen toon van de hemelsche heyrkrachten, ende al 
de Heyligen, die daer gestadig roepen, Heylig, heylig, heylig, is de Heere God almachtig, 
die was, die is, die wesen sal. Heinsius, Bacchus en Christus, 198. 
132 Bacche pater tibi mansuras hic sistimus aras: / Posteritas vatem me sciet esse tuum. 
Heinsius, Danielis Heinsi Gandensis Elegiarum Lib. III, 146. 
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Finding, following and chasing after women, / Full of disgraceful lust. 
[…]’.133 

As said before, I do not intend to say that Daniel Heinsius was less 
(orthodoxly) Calvinist in his younger years and later became a leading 
voice of the Gomarist faction. I think it is important to be very careful in 
making a clear difference between the persona of the poet and the person 
in daily or professional life. It is not my intention, and I think it is almost 
impossible, to say anything definite about Daniel Heinsius’s personal 
religious life. However, it is perfectly possible to say something about the 
evolution of Heinsius’s poetical persona. There is a clear hiatus in 
Heinsius’s work between both the hymns discussed here. Heinsius himself 
explains the change in a liminary poem: ‘The fruits of the youth, the 
sweetness of love, / A true form of sorcery, of ourselves and our senses, / 
Has been with us now. I let Venus go, / And with her I leave the blind 
child and its blind works. And the end: [It is] the end of my youth, the 
beginning of this year’.134 Heinsius explains here the change in his 
poetical work by relegating his earlier poetry to the realm of his youth. It 
is the same excuse Cats would use in his Sinne- en minnebeelden. And 
although the argument of love poetry belonging to the (extended?) youth 
should not completely be discarded, as it was some sort of a topos in the 
humanist discourse too, I think the timing and complete reorientation in 
Heinsius’s intellectual career are convincing arguments to place more 
emphasis on the discursive change occurring during these years.135  

                                                      
133 Het aertrijck is verdeelt: een yder heeft zijn lot: / Een yder heeft daer uyt gesloten 
zynen God. / Neptunus heeft in zee de volle macht bekomen,  / Zijn broeder Iupiter den 
hemel ingenomen: / Een ander is in d’hel. de werrelt is besmet / Met Bacchus ende Pan, en 
over al beset. / De blintheyt en is niet met monden uyt te spreken: / Zy vieren haren lust, 
aenbidden haer gebreken. / Want Bacchus heeft de wijn, de gulsigheden lief, / En Venus is 
een hoer, Mercurius een dief. / Den oppersten van al is besich gansche dagen, / Om 
vrouwen op te doen, te volgen en te jagen, / Vol schandelycke lust […] Heinsius, Bacchus 
en Christus, 249–250. 
134 De vruchten van de jeucht, de soetheyt van het minnen, / Een rechte toovery, van ons en 
onse sinnen, / Is nu met ons geweest. Ick late Venus gaen, / En met het blinde kint zijn 
blinde wercken staen.’ And: ‘Het eynde van mijn jeucht, den inganck van dit jaer. 
Heinsius, Bacchus en Christus, 199. 
135 Somos writes more boldly: ‘In L[of-sanck van] B[acchus] Heinsius drew strongly 
suggestive parallels between Bacchus and Christ, and hinted at the superiority of the pagan 
divinity. As the fortunes of the Leiden Circle were reversed, and the Calvinist reaction and 
purge began, Heinsius wrote L[of-sanck van] I[esus] C[hristus] to repair the damage that 
LB did to his image as a Calvinist’. Secularisation and the Leiden Circle, 96. 
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In conclusion, these two hymns can be seen as a turning point in the 
work of Heinsius and as a representation of the changing discourse in 
Leiden humanist circles. The first phase is the text of the Hymn of 
Bacchus itself. This poem describes the main events of Bacchus’s life in 
the tradition of classical imitation. The poet adopts a pagan persona, there 
is no sign of inconvenience or inappropriateness of dwelling in a pagan 
context. The second step or phase is the paratexts of this hymn, discussed 
above. They show an apparent need felt for justification of this pagan 
context. The poems have to be read as an allegory, meant for a festive 
occasion. Whether Heinsius himself believed in his explanation or not is 
not what is at stake here; it is the apparent need to write this justification 
down that shows a changing wind. The last phase is the Hymn of Christ, 
where Heinsius openly changes his pagan poetical persona for a 
conservative Calvinist one. Although this step can partly be explained by 
his admiration for Nonnus Panopolitus, the depreciation of the pagan 
classical world is voiced with such vehement words that it is clear that 
Heinsius makes it a definitive departure.  

It is interesting to see that the editors of the 1965 edition of the 
hymns chose to interpret them from the point of view of Heinsius’s own 
justifications. Rank, Warners, and Zwaan seem to assume that the persona 
of the poet of the Hymn of Christ is the true Heinsius.136 Both poems 
should be read as belonging to the humanist tradition where both the study 
of the Early Church and the study of classical antiquity received equal 
attention and importance.137 Study of classical sources was a way of 
following in the footsteps of the Fathers of the Church, some of whom had 
acquired great knowledge of classical sources themselves and knew how 
to appreciate these pagan fruits themselves. If understood thus, there is of 
course no other option than to interpret Heinsius’s older poetry as 

                                                      
136 See Heinsius, Bacchus en Christus, 51: De geschiedenis heeft voor de christen, zoals 
Heinsius er een was, slechts één middelpunt, […] (‘History has for a Christian as Heinsius 
was, only one centre […]’). Becker-Cantarino reads the text along the same lines, though 
emphasizes however Heinsius’s moderated stance in the Gomarist camp: ‘Heinsius’s  
presentation of Christ is based on the writings of the Church fathers and the early 
Christians. His interest in the Church fathers, while omitting more recent theologians, is 
shared by such famous Dutch contemporaries as Grotius and Vondel and reflects the 
beginnings of the ecumenical trend of the time especially in the Low Countries’. Becker-
Cantarino, Daniel Heinsius, 51. Personally, I would hesitate to place Heinsius in a proto-
ecumenical trend. 
137 Heinsius, Bacchus en Christus, 23–25; 50–52. 
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137 Heinsius, Bacchus en Christus, 23–25; 50–52. 
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allegories. However, in my view this interpretation does not do sufficient 
justice to Heinsius’s older poetry. Why would Heinsius put so much effort 
into writing endless allegories without even explaining them as allegories 
in paratexts or commentaries? And what can be the reason for the sudden 
change in the subjects of his poetry?  

What is more, the notion of a changing discourse in the Leiden 
humanist universe as a possible reason for Heinsius’s modification of his 
poetical persona, solves one of the questions raised by Rank, Warners, and 
Zwaan, the editors of this edition: 

 
Scriverius has always been known to have been a sympathizer of 
the Remonstrants; Heinsius was, as we have seen, a follower of 
the Counter-Remonstrants. Today it seems odd that a Remonstrant 
makes a commentary on a hymn to Christ, written by a Counter-
Remonstrant. Many conclusions could be drawn from this fact, 
without ever knowing which is closest to the truth. For example, 
the distance between both groups was not as considerable as is 
usually assumed, especially in the world of scholars, who took 
little or no part in actual politico-religious life. It is probable that 
the differences between Remonstrants and Counter-Remonstrants 
were not that considerable when more moderate protagonists are 
compared. It is of course also possible that Heinsius was not as 
Counter-Remonstrant as he made himself seem to be from time to 
time. However, this point of view contradicts Heinsius’s very 
upright testimony in his Christ hymn, which we would be sad to 
assume to be a piece of work without deeper worth and 
meaning.138  

                                                      
138 Scriverius heeft steeds bekend gestaan als een aanhanger van de remonstranten, 
Heinsius was, naar we zagen, een aanhanger van de contra-remonstranten. Merkwaardig 
lijkt het nu dat een remonstrant aantekeningen maakt bij een lofzang op Christus, door een 
contra-remonstrant vervaardigd. Men zou vele conclusies uit dit gegeven kunnen trekken, 
zonder te weten welke de meest juiste is. Bijvoorbeeld: het verschil tussen deze twee 
groeperingen was minder groot dan men meestal aanneemt, als men zijn blik richt op 
geleerden, die aan het actuele politiek-godsdienstige leven weinig of geen deel hadden. 
Wellicht was het verschil tussen remonstrant en contra-remonstrant niet zo groot, als men 
gematigden van beide richtingen met elkaar vergelijkt. Ook is het natuurlijk mogelijk dat 
Heinsius minder contra-remonstrant was dan hij soms deed voorkomen. Maar tegen dit 
standpunt strijdt het zeer rechtzinnig getuigenis van Heinsius in zijn hymne op Christus, 
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It is, of course, the last sentence that sheds a singular light on the edition 
and Heinsius’s poetry. If we hate to read one work of a poet as ‘a piece of 
work without deeper worth and meaning’, what about the rest of his 
oeuvre? However, I think the problem of Scriverius commentating on 
Heinsius’s Hymn of Christ can be adequately explained by seeing them 
both as members of the Leiden humanist circle. The discourse changed 
and its members changed with it. Both Heinsius and Scriverius had taken 
part in the original classical discourse. Both felt the growing pressure of 
the oncoming event and adjusted to the changing reality. In fact, 
Scriverius did not have to make as big a step as Heinsius did. Scriverius 
continued doing what humanists did best, i.e. editing and commentating 
on texts! Scriverius did not have to express his own beliefs; he only had to 
clarify Heinsius’s words.  

 

2.5 De contemptu mortis 

The Hymn of Christ is probably the work where Heinsius appears 
most adapted to the format of the orthodox Calvinist discourse. It is one of 
the two works mentioned by Revius when he refers to Heinsius as the 
greatest poet. The other poem Revius mentions is his De contemptu 
mortis, published in 1621.139 As Bloemendal shows in his introduction, De 
contemptu is a didactic poem, inspired in particular by Lucretius’s De 
rerum natura and Virgil’s Georgica, but also by more recent Renaissance 
poets.140 However, Revius’s enthusiasm was not stirred by Heinsius’s 
imitation of these examples as much as it was by the content of the poem, 
which teaches the public with the aid of Christian-Platonic doctrine not to 
fear death. Whereas in the Hymn of Christ Heinsius showed the 
transformation of his vernacular poetry from the pagan Hymn of Bacchus 
to the Hymn of Christ, in De contemptu mortis Heinsius shows a 
transformed Latin poetry. The work is all the more interesting as it is quite 

                                                                                                                         
waarvan we niet graag zouden willen aannemen dat het een werkstuk is zonder diepere 
waarde en betekenis. Heinsius, Bacchus en Christus, 11. 
139 A modern edition with a commentary has been been issued by Jan Bloemendal: 
Heinsius, De verachting van de dood. De contemptu mortis. I discuss the work in this 
chapter as I assume that most of it had been written before the ending of the synod. 
140 Heinsius, De verachting van de dood, 17–24. 
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unique amongst works of its kind. Although the content is perfectly in 
accordance with the new dominant discourse at the Leiden University, it is 
the vernacular poetry that would dominate the literary field in the second 
half of the seventeenth century. Even the reception and continuation of 
classical themes and imagery – the pastoral theme, for example – would 
particularly be in the vernacular.141 From this perspective, the Hymn of 
Christ is much more of a forerunner to the new discourse than Heinsius’s 
De contemptu mortis.  

 In his De contemptu mortis Heinsius seems to stretch the 
boundaries of the humanist discourse as far as possible in the direction of 
the orthodox Calvinist discourse, as if he wants to show its possibilities 
and acceptability to the orthodox Calvinist discourse or redefine the 
humanist discourse in such a way that it would fall within the limits of the 
orthodox Calvinist discourse. Apparently, however impressive Heinsius’s 
own poem has become, he did not succeed in this aspect, supposing he 
had such a motive. We could tentatively infer that, although the content 
had been adapted to orthodox Calvinist tastes, the form was still 
profoundly humanist and as such remained suspect or strange in orthodox 
eyes. Because although Heinsius is here clearly writing a Christian book, 
he does at times stretch the possibilities of language and metaphor to 
Calvinist limits and probably beyond.  

First of all there is, of course, the language. The poem has been 
written in Heinsius’s rich Latin style. As Bloemendal shows, Heinsius 
imitates his examples in words and style: ‘De contemptu mortis is 
Virgilian in its form, but its content is anti-Lucretian and contains 
Lucretian elements in order to counter Lucretius’s doctrine.’142 It is the 
same principle of imitatio and aemulatio, discussed in Chapter 1. As such, 
it had its place within the context of the humanist discourse and was ipso 
facto suspect in orthodox Calvinist eyes. Nonetheless, probably even more 
disquieting in orthodox Calvinist eyes are the pagan metaphors Heinsius 
uses in this poem.  

For example, when Heinsius says to the dedicatee, his brother-in-
law Janus Rutgersius, that he will look out for him, he describes the place 

                                                      
141 Smits-Veldt and Luijten, “Nederlandse pastorale poëzie in de 17de eeuw”. 
142 Heinsius, De verachting van de dood, 22. Bloemendal here cites Sacré, “Heinsius’ De 
contemptu mortis”. Sacré particularly pays attention to Virgilian and Lucretian influences, 
as well as to possible contemporary examples from the respublica litteraria. 
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where he will wait for him in almost the same fashion as had been done in 
the wedding poems discussed in Chapter 1:  

 
I will find you there, where magnificent Father Mosa runs and 
embraces Linge and Waal in one current, a place on the shore, 
surrounded by trees and plenty of grass, free from the wind and 
burning Phoebus. Here the Athenian Muses and, most dear to me, 
the great Aristocles are waiting for you and the local green 
Nymphs are preparing themselves to welcome you upon your 
return from the high North.143  

 
It is, of course, clear to any modern reader, and supposedly also to any 
contemporary reader, that the classical references in this passage are to be 
read metaphorically. I suppose no one thinks or thought that Daniel 
Heinsius really believed in a river god of the River Meuse. The same can 
be said of the burning Phoebus: it is and was an almost proverbial instance 
of metonomy for the sun. Both the use of these metaphors and the 
description of the locus amoenus are topoi of the humanist discourse. So 
far, there is no difference between this and Heinsius’s other Latin poetry.  

However, Heinsius seems to stretch the boundaries when he comes 
to the description of typical Christian doctrine – at the beginning of the 
fourth book, for example, which has been devoted to Christian doctrine in 
particular:  

 
Only beneficient faith has conquered the face of death and the 
wild recurrent fears of punishment, after she has embraced the 
immense offspring of the great Thunderer, who had been brought 
forth by the ever inward-turned and self-contained genitor of life, 
who is sublime above the temporal, like the Titan brings forth 
beams flaming high in the ether from the beautiful light.144  

                                                      
143 Ipse tibi, qua Mosa pater pulcherrimus errat, / Et Lingam et Vahalimque uno 
complectitur amni, / Arboribus cinctam et foecundo gramine ripam / Dispiciam, vento 
expertem Phoeboque furente. / Heic te Cecropides Musae et mea maxima cura, / Magnus 
Aristocles iam nunc expectat et aurae / Indigenae viridesque parant  occurrere Nymphae / 
Extremo Borea redeunti et finibus Arcti. Heinsius, De verachting van de dood, 44–46. On 
this description as locus amoenus, see Heinsius, De verachting van de dood, 295–297. 
144 Prima adeo leti faciem caecosque tumultus / Corde recursantes dubio poenamque 
trahentes / Subdidit alma fides magni complexa Tonantis / Immensam sobolem assidue, 
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I will find you there, where magnificent Father Mosa runs and 
embraces Linge and Waal in one current, a place on the shore, 
surrounded by trees and plenty of grass, free from the wind and 
burning Phoebus. Here the Athenian Muses and, most dear to me, 
the great Aristocles are waiting for you and the local green 
Nymphs are preparing themselves to welcome you upon your 
return from the high North.143  

 
It is, of course, clear to any modern reader, and supposedly also to any 
contemporary reader, that the classical references in this passage are to be 
read metaphorically. I suppose no one thinks or thought that Daniel 
Heinsius really believed in a river god of the River Meuse. The same can 
be said of the burning Phoebus: it is and was an almost proverbial instance 
of metonomy for the sun. Both the use of these metaphors and the 
description of the locus amoenus are topoi of the humanist discourse. So 
far, there is no difference between this and Heinsius’s other Latin poetry.  

However, Heinsius seems to stretch the boundaries when he comes 
to the description of typical Christian doctrine – at the beginning of the 
fourth book, for example, which has been devoted to Christian doctrine in 
particular:  

 
Only beneficient faith has conquered the face of death and the 
wild recurrent fears of punishment, after she has embraced the 
immense offspring of the great Thunderer, who had been brought 
forth by the ever inward-turned and self-contained genitor of life, 
who is sublime above the temporal, like the Titan brings forth 
beams flaming high in the ether from the beautiful light.144  

                                                      
143 Ipse tibi, qua Mosa pater pulcherrimus errat, / Et Lingam et Vahalimque uno 
complectitur amni, / Arboribus cinctam et foecundo gramine ripam / Dispiciam, vento 
expertem Phoeboque furente. / Heic te Cecropides Musae et mea maxima cura, / Magnus 
Aristocles iam nunc expectat et aurae / Indigenae viridesque parant  occurrere Nymphae / 
Extremo Borea redeunti et finibus Arcti. Heinsius, De verachting van de dood, 44–46. On 
this description as locus amoenus, see Heinsius, De verachting van de dood, 295–297. 
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The description of the sun as a Titan is of the same category as the other 
examples cited above, but calling God Tonans must have been uneasy in 
the eyes of orthodox Calvinistic readers. Of course, biblical parallels can 
be found, where God is associated with thunder, for example when the 
people of Israel receive the Law at Mount Sinai, the manifestation of God 
is accompanied with lightning and thunder. Nonetheless, the adjective 
tonans is far better known as the description of Iupiter tonans! Again, I do 
not think anyone misunderstood Heinsius in thinking that he wanted to 
equate the Christian and Roman gods, but I do think that the sheer 
association must have been discomforting to orthodox readers.  

The arguments presented in the preceding section may seem far-
fetched. There must be many examples of the use of classical imagery in 
Christian Neo-Latin poetry. On the one hand this is true, and a good 
example of this is Grotius’s religious Latin poetry. On the other hand it is 
important to see that the discursive change, which is described here, had 
not yet reached its end. In the years after the Synod of Dordt, the orthodox 
influence on the literary field would continue to grow to the point that 
even naming classical deities would be avoided by some poets as it could 
be regarded as sinning against the first commandment. The influential 
orthodox theologian Gisbertus Voetius (1589-1679) is a good example of 
this view. In his collected disputations of 1648, two disputations explicitly 
deal with the use of classical (heathen) imagery.145 Voetius is very explicit 
in his condemnation of any reference to the Greek and Roman gods, 
whether in imitation of the ancients or in a comical setting (…circa res 
divinas non est jocandum)146. He explicitly names Hugo Grotius as one of 
the authors who tried, unconvincingly in his eyes, to allow the use of 
classical and heathen imagery in poetry.147 The names of heathen gods 

                                                                                                                         
quam protulit aevi / Impatiens semperque in se conversus et haerens / Aeternus vitae 
genitor, velut aethere in alto / Flammantes  radios formoso e lumine Titan. Heinsius, De 
verachting van de dood. De contemptu mortis, 138. 
145 De gentilismo et vocatione gentium in: Gisberti Voetii selectarum disputationum 
theologicarum pars prima, 580–659, and De idololatria indirecta et participate in: 
Gisberti Voetii selectarum disputationum theologicarum pars tertia, 234–386. Both have 
been mentioned by Enny de Bruijn in her Eerst de waarheid, dan de vrede, 568, n. 264. 
146 ‘No fun should be made of subjects pertaining to religion.’ Gisberti Voetii selectarum 
disputationum theologicarum pars prima, 610. 
147 Hugo Grotius cacoethes hoc poetarum Gentilizantium excusare conatur in praefatione 
ad fratrem, poëmatum primae editioni in 8. praefixa. Sed frustra. (Hugo Grotius tried to 
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should only be mentioned to denounce them, or in a very strict 
educational setting.148 The works of Heinsius have a place in this changing 
discourse. Heinsius would to a certain degree adapt to it, but as we will 
see, this will become especially visible in his scholarly work. As far as 
Heinsius’s literary work is concerned, it seems that his Christ Hymn and 
his De contemptu mortis are a terminus.  

Thus far in this chapter I have shown how the literary discourse 
among the humanists of Leiden University was influenced by the 
changing discourse. Firstly, the poems of Grotius and Heinsius at 
Arminius’s memorial service were discussed and the funeral oration of 
Petrus Bertius, and Gomarus’ reaction on the publication of the oration in 
Dutch. Together, they give a good impression of the tensions in the 
literary field at the time of Arminius’s death. Secondly, the influence of 
this changing discourse on the literary field was discussed, exemplified in 
three longer poems by Daniel Heinsius. In the following section of this 
chapter I wish to adduce Jacob Cats and his Silenus Alcibiadis sive 
Proteus as an additional example of this process. Jacob Cats seems to 
have undergone a similar development to that of Heinsius. However, 
whereas Heinsius practically ceases to write poetry, Cats continues to 
write until he dies in 1660. This makes him an interesting example, as we 
can learn from him how the literary discourse evolves over the course of 
the seventeenth century. The other important aspect of Cats is that on the 
one hand he is a follower of and clearly admires and imitates Heinsius, 
and on the other hand he serves as an example for the poet and preacher 
Jacobus Revius. It is hardly coincidental that we have here three Counter-
Remonstrant poets, each in their own way negotiating the tension between 
their humanist examples and their more or less orthodox belief – today, at 
least, all three are usually seen as sincere Counter-Remonstrants.   

                                                                                                                         
excuse this blind age of paganizing poets in his foreword to his brother in the first octavo 
edition of his poems.) Gisberti Voetii selectarum disputationum theologicarum pars tertia, 
287. 
148 Nulla enim idola unquam sunt nominanda, […]: sed tantum cum detestation, odio, ac 
fastidio eorum, cum scil. necessitas explicationis grammaticae, aut explications scripturae, 
aut confessionis fidei, aut abjurationis errorum, aut relationis historicae, aut elenchi 
theologici id requirit. (‘No heathen gods should be mentioned […]; only with odium, hate 
and disgust of them, or when it is necessary for a grammatical explanation, a scriptural 
explanation, a confession of faith, an abjuration of sins, a historical tale, or a theological 
refutation.’) Gisberti Voetii selectarum disputationum theologicarum pars tertia, 259–260. 
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2.6 Cats as epigone 

Jacob Cats149 was born to a 
wealthy family in Brouwershaven, 
Zeeland in 1577. His mother died 
when he was still young and Jacob 
Cats was raised by his mother’s 
sister and her husband. He attended 
the Latin school in Zierikzee and 
studied Law and some Greek at 
Leiden University. In 1598 Cats 
continued his Law studies in 
Orleans, where he defended his 
thesis in Roman Law and then spent 
some time in Paris. He returned to 
Holland in the same year and started 
his career as a lawyer in The Hague. 
After some success, Cats fell quite 
ill and could not be cured by Dutch 
physicians, so he went to England in 
the hope of finding relief there. 
During his stay in England, he also had the opportunity to visit the 
universities of Oxford and Cambridge. It was apparently at Oxford that he 
became deeply influenced by Protestant Pietism. Cats, still not cured, 
returned to Zeeland, where an otherwise unknown alchemist seems to 
have found the right cure for his illness. His friends from Zeeland and 
Middelburg convinced him to stay there and give his career a new start in 
Middelburg. 

In 1605 Cats married Elisabeth van Valkenburgh, daughter of a 
wealthy Amsterdam patrician family. The marriage seems to have worked 
out well, as Cats always referred to his wife with the utmost love and 
reverence. Elisabeth van Valkenburgh was already Calvinist and Cats 
followed her in her denomination, becoming a member of the Dutch 

                                                      
149 For the purposes of this biographical introduction I have drawn on: Ten Berge, De 
hooggeleerde en zoetvloeiende dichter Jacob Cats. 

Ill. 9: Frontispiece of Cats’s Proteus, 
sive Silenus Alcibiadis, by Adriaen van 
der Venne (1618) 
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Reformed Church himself in 1607. During these years he starts making 
his fortune with land reclamation projects. Having earned enough money 
to spend some time on more leisurely pursuits, he composed his Silenus 
Alcibiadis sive Proteus, a collection of emblems. In his own words, this 
book was an edition and adaption of the love poetry he had written earlier, 
expanded upon with more moral poetry. The edition of these emblems 
marked Cats’s entry into the literary world. During his busy life, he would 
continue writing emblem collections, although only his first book was in 
both Dutch and Latin (and French, to a lesser extent). All his other books 
were written in Dutch.150 Throughout the rest of his life, Cats would 
remain quite successful in both his political life and his literary career. He 
held several high positions, such as pensionaris of the cities of 
Middelburg and Dordrecht, raadpensionaris of Holland and West 
Friesland and pensionaris of the States General. He would also lead 
several diplomatic missions to England, although he seems to have been 
less successful there. In the Dutch context he is generally described as a 
person who was very able when it came to finding compromises in 
difficult situations. He died at Zorgvliet in 1660. 

In 1618 Jacob Cats published his remarkable collection of 
emblems, Silenus Alcibiadis sive Proteus.151 The book was an immediate 
success and was reprinted numerous times during the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. Its structure was tripartite, each part related to the 
same set of engravings, but with texts from different angles. The first part 
was addressed to the youth and contained poems pertaining to the nature 
of love;the second part presented a general moralistic interpretation of the 
same engravings for married couples; and the third part provided an 
outright Calvinistic one for the elderly. Three poems accompanied the 
engraving in each part, which means that Cats wrote nine poems to 
accompany each engraving. Every engraving has in each part a poem in 
Dutch, in Latin, and a shorter French one. The three poems in each part 

                                                      
150 See Luijten, Hans, Jan Bloemendal, and Grieta Felix. “Ad nova semper hians (Steeds 
naar iets nieuws verlangend): Het Latijn in Jacob Cats’ Sinne- en minnebeelden.” De 
zeventiende eeuw 10 (1994), 292. 
151 The most recent and most elaborate study of Cats’s Silenus Alcibiadis sive Proteus is 
Hans Luijten’s Sinne- en minnebeelden; Studie-uitgave met inleiding en commentaar, The 
Hague: Constantijn Huygens Instituut, 1996. Special attention to the position of this work 
in the Dutch emblem tradition is paid in: Porteman, Inleiding tot de Nederlandse 
emblemataliteratuur, especially 91-92 and 129-133. 
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are closely interrelated, though they often differ too much to be read as 
translations of each other. The second and third parts of the book also 
feature explanations in prose, in both Latin and Dutch. Appartently, Cats 
felt that his moral and religious lessons required more explanation than his 
lessons in love.  

The seventh emblem, for example, depicts a young man in rich 
clothes against the background of a sky illuminated by lightning, holding 
the hilt of a broken sword in one hand and the scabbard of his sword in the 
other. At his feet lay the remaining parts of his sword. All three parts 
concentrate on invisible imperfections or fractions, just as lightning was 
believed to destroy hidden metal objects. The poems in the first part, 
intended for the youth, complain about wounds inflicted by love, which 

are invisible from the outside and 
cannot be healed by a regular 
doctor, but only by a maiden’s kiss. 
The second part, devoted to adults, 
explains the same engraving as a 
contrast between outward power 
and splendour and inner weakness. 
A tyrant may appear strong and 
fearsome – nonetheless he often 
has to fear for his own life. The 
Latin poem ends: ‘The boot that 
seemed excellent to the traveller, 
often turns out to hurt the foot with 
a hidden pain’.152 In the third part, 
Cats explains the engraving again 
from a completely different 
perspective – here the sword broke 
because it did not bend to the 

power of the lightning. The scabbard remained unscathed, as it was 
capable of complying. Only when we bend before the will of God do we 
stay unharmed. Humility is the first virtue a Christian should learn.153 

                                                      
152 Calceus, egregium quem judicat esse viator, / Afficit occult saepe dolore pedem. Cats, 
Silenus Alcibiadis, B4v.  
153 This emblem is discussed in greater detail in: Cats, Sinne- en minnebeelden, vol. 2, 
242–253. 

Ill. 10: Pictura from Emblem VII: Sine 
vulnere laedor, by Adriaen van der Venne 
(1618) 
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Later editions would rearrange the poems and the work would 
become famous under its Dutch title: Sinne- en minnebeelden (Book of 
Moral and Love Emblems). The Silenus has two introductions, one in 
Latin and one in Dutch. Both introductions contain Cats’s general 
pedagogical programme, namely that he tries to seduce the youth into 
reading his book, first by way of an attractive frontispiece, secondly by 
means of the beautiful engravings and the sweet subject of love. Cats 
assumes that once the youth has started reading and appreciating the first 
part of the book, they will continue reading, eager to learn more moral 
lessons. The introductions seem partly to be literal translations of each 
other. However, there are also large parts where the two are completely 
different and it is here that they seem to be most interesting for us with 
regard to the interplay of the humanist and the Calvinist discourses in this 
work. The general line of thought is as follows: 

 
a.  Address to the reader 
b.  What are emblems? 
c.  Why has the author added love emblems to moral and religious 

lessons? Tripartite division of the work. 
d.  Genesis of the first part, the love emblems as youthful sin, 

recently accidentally recovered. 
e.  Description of the ideal human development, from natural being, 

to moral, to religious character. 
f. As the youth can hardly be interested in reading moral and 

religious works, it was necessary to entice them by means of an 
inviting frontispiece. Description of the title page. 

 
This is the general line of thought that can be found in both introductions. 
But the elaborations on these thoughts are quite different in both 
introductions. The longer Dutch introduction to the Silenus Alcibiadis sive 
Proteus has many examples of parables from Scripture. The shorter Latin 
introduction contains an anecdote about Demosthenes. Noticing that his 
audience’s interest was waning, this famous Athenian orator started to tell 
a parable. However, besides using the parable as a metaphor for the case 
he was defending, it also served as a metaphor for the situation in which 
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he and his audience found themselves.154 As this parable appears at the 
end of the Latin introduction, it seems that Cats himself is also using the 
parable as a warning, to admonish his readers not only to enjoy his 
emblemata, and then perhaps his love emblems in particular, but also to 
heed the moral lessons of the emblems. That is also the reason why he 
ends his Latin introduction with the words: Non esse separandam caudam 
a capite (‘Do not separate the head from the tail!’).155 The Dutch 
introduction ends typically with a prayer: ‘We give ourselves and all that 
is ours, in a quiet and peaceful mood, to the same gracious God and 
Father, and finally we pray dearly that these, our exercises, may serve 
continuously the glory of His holy name, the amelioration of the Author, 
and the edification of the Readers’.156 

Another interesting element in both the Latin and the Dutch 
introductions is the description of the title page. It presents the reader with 
a synoptic outline of the programme underlying Cats’s work. According 
to the Latin introduction, the frontispiece (and some other pictures) 
depicts (depict) Cupid and some other figures connected to the subject of 
love emblems.157 According to the Dutch introduction, the picture shows a 

                                                      
154 Then he [Demosthenes] said: ‘Is the story about the donkey’s shadow of such interest to 
you, [but] do the serious matters not seem worthwhile?’ [… itane, inquit, narratio de asini 
umbra vobis cordi, seria audire operae pretium non videtur?] Cats, Silenus Alcibiadis, sive 
Proteus, **v. 
155 Again, this is ostensibly a warning with two objectives: first, as before, not to forget the 
moral lessons that have been hidden in the emblems; but more importantly, in this first 
edition of the Sinne- en minnebeelden, the three different interpretations of the emblems 
had been placed in three different parts. The first part contains the love emblems, the 
second part encompasses the moral interpretations of precisely the same pictures, and the 
third part presents the religious interpretations of those selfsame pictures. Separating the 
head from the tail would mean only paying attention to the love emblems and ignoring the 
second and third parts. The fact that Cats’s misgivings about his readership were not 
unfounded is something that is evident from the later editions, where he positioned the 
three different ‘readings’ of the same emblem contiguously with the relevant picture, 
ensuring the moral and Christian lessons were seen before proceeding to the next emblem. 
See Cats, Sinne- en minnebeelden, vol. 2, 12. 
156 den selven goedertieren God ende Vader geven wy ons ende al het onse over, aen-
nemende alsoo een stil ende gerust gemoet, ende den selven voor besluyt, van harten 
biddende te willen geven dat dese onse oeffeninge voort en voort mach uyt-vallen tot syns 
heyligen naems eere, beteringhe des Schrijvers, ende stichtinge des Lesers. Cats, Jacob. 
Silenus Alcibiadis, ***4v. 
157 […] curavimus frontem ipsam et imagines aliquot effigie poetici Cupidinis aliisque 
amatoriis ineptiis obduci. Cats, Silenus Alcibiadis, sive Proteus; Vitae humanae ideam, 
Emblemate trifariam variato, oculis subijciens, *4. 
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child, carrying the world, with a bow and arrow in his hand, in such a 
composition that it could be hailed as the God of Love by blind antiquity 
in earlier times or by the foolish youth in the present time; adding to it real 
courtiers that serve such a court, consisting of all sorts of young people, 
swarming around it in pairs, offering themselves and their services to their 
Lord.158 As is stated in both versions, the picture serves to mislead the 
youth and makes them think the book consists only of love emblems. As 
they are too spoiled to digest moral and religious lessons at once, they 
have to be seduced by means of the delights of Adonis and Venus in order 
to reach the more serious lessons in due course. 

Cats leads us to believe he has a clear pedagogic programme: to 
impart moral lessons to the youth by concealing them in a work that 
seems at first sight to contain only love emblems, a genre apparently 
prized by young people in particular. However, when we see a book 
written by Cats – one third of which comprises love emblems, beautifully 
adorned with pictures, translations, and citations, preceded by a 
frontispiece depicting Cupid as the God of Love, surrounded by 
seventeenth-century courtiers – the question that presents itself most 
readily is whether or not Cats’s explanation here is too quick to dispense 
with the prominent place Cupid seems to take in this work. It would 
probably be an overstatement to assert that Cats created this pedagogical 
work as a pretext for publishing his erotic poetry. Nonetheless, the work 
gives Cats an opportunity to adopt different personae, and he elegantly 
plays with the language and imagery of both the humanist and the 
Calvinist discourse.  

Cats dedicated this book, in a famous poem, to the maidens of 
Zeeland.159 It clearly elaborates on the Ovidian love theme, but within a 
nationalist Zeelandic context. Immediately in the first lines, it compares 
the maidens of Zeeland to Venus, for both sprang from the sea. After a 
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child, carrying the world, with a bow and arrow in his hand, in such a 
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long eulogy on these maidens, it mentions the Cupid from the 
frontispiece, coming to tell them ‘in the clear Zeelandic language, what is 
happening in Venus’s palace’.160 Over the following three pages (ca. 100 
lines) Cupid complains about the lack of poetry written in Zeeland, 
particularly love poetry. During the war, Zeeland was known for its 
popular songs. They were uncultivated, but still poetry. Would Venus’s 
child not be able to do what Mars can?161 It becomes clear then that, 
according to the Cupid in this poem, love poetry has a clear and distinct 
function: it should arouse lust in order to fill the land with new 
offspring!162 The angry god subsequently mentions Daniel Heinsius, Pieter 
C. Hooft, and Gerbrand A. Bredero as examples from Holland who have 
been able to fulfil their duty, but rebukes Anna Roemers Visscher, who, 
although she is the flower of the maidens, has until now failed to pay 
tribute to Cupid.163 In his anger, the god confiscates Cats’s poetry and 
takes it to the printing press. Inadvertently, however, Cupid has picked up 
more than he thought and has mistakenly also taken the moral and 
religious poems to the printing press. 

It is here in these last 40 lines that the themes of Cats’s 
introduction reappear. Again he mentions the tripartite nature of the book, 
corresponding to the different stages of man’s life and development. And 
once more Cats seems to contradict or to be willing to undo the things he 
said previously in his poem. Cats suggests that it was only by accident that 
he had left some love poetry on his table and Cupid took it against his 
will, but no harm had been done, as the love poetry will be neutralized by 
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the moral and spiritual poems that Cupid mistakenly took as well. Again, 
it ends with a warning: read either all of it or none of it at all!164 

If we accept Genette’s thesis165 that an introduction is primarily 
meant by the author to ensure his text will be read as he intended it to be, 
we can only say that Jacob Cats chose the second part of his title, Proteus, 
excellently. Just as the god Proteus can shift his appearance, Cats plays 
with various roles and various audiences, and his introductions in 
particular make it very hard to say how he wanted his text to be read. 
Probably the only thing that can be said about Cats’s intentions is that he 
wanted to be read and appreciated by different readers with different 
levels of cultural understanding and different opinions about sexuality and 
religion. 

The first group of readers Cats seems to address are the humanists. 
They are addressed in Latin, first in one of the introductions, later by the 
Latin poems and the many citations from and references to the humanist 
cultural canon. Cats’s references to the humanist discourse are recognized 
and responded to by Heinsius and Liraeus in their liminary poems.166 The 
characteristics of this discourse are, as we have seen with Heinsius and 
Grotius, implicit knowledge of the humanist canon and apparently the 
virtual absence of religion. Apparently the humanist discourse allowed 
poets to create an alter ego that was not bound by the formal rules of 
Christian conduct, but could function in a virtual classical environment. It 
allowed the poet to write erotic poetry and to write eulogies on the gods of 
the classical world. Most important in this discourse is, of course, the 
erudition of the poet. He will be judged by his fellow humanists on his 
erudition and his appliance of the rules of classical poetry to his own 
verses. In the first part of his Silenus, Cats showed that he was entitled to 
a place among the Dutch humanists. His claim was acknowledged by 
Heinsius, who honoured the work with a short poem. 

The second group of readers Cats addresses are young men and 
women. They are not necessarily addressed in Latin, although Cats refers 
to them both in his Latin and in his Dutch introduction. As upper-class 
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165 Genette, Seuils, chap. Introduction.  
166 Justus Liraeus, Joost or Josse van Liere (ca. 1578-1646), was a fellow student of 
Heinsius and one of Scaliger’s pupils. Cats, Sinne- en minnebeelden, vol. 2, 146. 
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boys were often sent to Latin schools, it could be argued that the less 
religious Latin introduction was directed at boys or men and the more 
severe and religious Dutch introduction was directed at girls and women, 
as they usually knew no Latin, but this seems otherwise hard to prove. It is 
generally thought that at least the first edition of this book had been 
directed towards an upper-class public, as the book was expensive with its 
many engravings.167 It is here that Cats appears to us as an instructor, but 
as we have seen, it is not completely clear what kind of instructor and for 
what public. It may be assumed that the readership intended comprises, as 
a minimum, those people that have to be enticed by the engravings and the 
love emblems. From the fact that Cats later complains, and here already 
warns, that the first part is not the only one that should be read, we can see 
that this particular public were indeed responsive to the love emblems! 
Probably it is this part of Cats’s readership that is being addressed in his 
dedication to the maidens of Zeeland. It is peculiar that Anna Roemers 
Visscher responds on behalf of the maidens of Zeeland, as she was from 
Amsterdam. What is more, why would Cats write a book, half of which is 
in Latin, for the maidens of Zeeland, who could not understand half of it! 
Unless Cats simply wanted to impress his readership, we should have our 
reservations about designating Anna Roemers as ideal reader. Probably it 
would be better to see her as representative of one of Cats’s designated 
readerships. 

The last group of Cats's possible readers that we can discern from 
his introductions and dedications is the group that does have a problem 
with erotic poetry and imagery. It is the more orthodox Christian 
discourse. Characteristic of this discourse seems to be the use of the Dutch 
language, in combination with many citations from and references to the 
Bible. It appears that Cats needs to justify his use of love emblems in the 
eyes of these readers and can only make them acceptable as a necessary 
step towards reaching as many young men and women as he can in order 
to lead them towards salvation. 

It is attractive for a modern reader to think Cats actually only 
wanted to write love emblems, but felt he needed to keep the Calvinists at 
bay. It could inspire ideas that Cats’s true opinions are formulated in 
Latin, and that the Dutch is only meant to deceive the less learned 
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orthodox public. But in the end it seems hard to maintain this point of 
view. First of all, it would appear that Cats had put a lot of work into the 
second and third parts of the work which would only have been made to 
deceive a proportion of his readers. More important is the fact that all of 
his later work seems to fit in better within the more conservative 
discourse. Ostensibly Cats’s work reflects the contemporary state, where 
the Calvinist discourse is becoming dominant at the cost of the humanist 
discourse. 

The Silenus Alcibiadis sive Proteus is such a great representation of 
Dutch culture in the second decade of the seventeenth century (and 
beyond), as it comprises several discourses and shows the tension between 
them. Where Heinsius apparently felt he had to choose and in one period 
adjusted to humanist discourse and in later to the Calvinist discourse, Cats 
displays the different discourses simultaneously.168 In Cats’s work, the 
dynamic between the Calvinist and the humanist discourse intersects with 
the dynamic between Latin and the vernacular in a peculiar way. In the 
introductions, the Latin seems reserved for the humanist discourse and the 
Dutch for the Calvinist discourse. However, in the poems and the prose 
explanations in the second and third parts of the book, both languages 
have been used indiscriminately, which illustrates nicely how hard it is to 
make definite statements about the connection between the languages and 
the discourse.  

 

2.7 Conclusion 

This chapter shows how various humanists from the Leiden circle 
responded to the changes in the political sphere between 1608 and 1620. 
Perhaps the first and most obvious conclusion is that the discourse 
changed. This can be concluded from the fact that the kind of poetry 
written by Scaliger, Heinsius, and Grotius and others within the context of 
Leiden University was no longer written within these walls at the same 
scale and level. This does not mean that no Neo-Latin poetry was written 

                                                      
168 It is, of course, perfectly possible that Cats had written his humanist poetry and 
introduction earlier in the seventeenth century and the Dutch parts later, i.e. closer to the 
events of 1618. In that case Cats would have undergone a process similar to that of 
Heinsius. But still, the printed work shows both discourses side by side in one book. 
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any more. However, it would never again be the expression of a 
commonly shared intellectual ideal of humanist learning and education. 
To men like Dousa, Lipsius, and Van Hout, writing poetry was an integral 
part of their enthusiasm for the humanist enterprise. To Grotius and 
Heinsius, writing humanist poetry was a self-evident part of their 
education and scholarship, as has been explained in the previous chapter. 
Part of this discourse was the possibility of writing pagan poetry. Writing 
a poem to Dionysus, singing the beauty of Aphrodite, was part of the 
imitation and emulation curriculum. While imitating poets of ancient 
times, the present-day Calvinist or Catholic or Lutheran poet could adopt 
the persona, the identity of a random classical Greek or Roman poet. As 
these poets wrote to honour their pagan gods, it was self-evident that their 
imitators could do the same. There was no confusion of identities between 
the imitating persona and the individual donning this mask. When 
questions of this nature arose, the easiest solution was to explain these 
poems allegorically. On the other hand, I am not completely convinced 
that this pagan persona did not function as a viable escape from strict 
Calvinist moral expectations. It may very well be that this was exactly the 
point that irritated the orthodox Calvinists. 

Wearing two masks was not acceptable in orthodox Calvinist eyes. 
The only proof of an upright life in their eyes was if every part of 
someone’s life was an expression, a representation of basic Calvinist 
values. It was their clearly defined authority in a Greenblattian sense of 
the word that made it easy to single out opponents and attack them.169 A 
good example of such an attack is Gomarus’s Bedencken, discussed in 2.3. 
Standing on the authority of the Bible and the Heidelberg Catechism, 
Gomarus and his companions could easily condemn the humanist 
discourse, even without the possible connection with Remonstrantism. 
The humanist discourse did not, as we have seen, have as its primary 
authority the Bible, its main examples were the great authors of the 
classical world. It is interesting to see that the orthodox Calvinists came to 
completely different conclusions than another group of fervent Christians, 
the Jesuits.170 Whereas the Jesuits embraced and disarmed the classical 

                                                      
169 Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning, 9. 
170 O’Malley, “How Humanistic is the Jesuit Tradition?: From the 1599 Ratio Studiorum 
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world, the orthodox Calvinists rejected it. It may be possible that this 
rejection was even enhanced by the very Jesuit and Roman Catholic 
appropriation of the classical world. 
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Chapter 3: A New Standard 

 
The event of the coup d’état of Maurice of Orange and the Synod of 

Dordt created a new situation among the Leiden humanists, that created a 
new discursive field that partly incorporated elements of the former 
humanist discourse, but in an entirely different orientation. Many elements 
of Foucault’s discursive theory can easily be applied to this new situation: 
concepts are rearranged in the discursive field, new authorities emerge, 
former authorities disappear from the scene or acquire a new role in the 
new setting. The new discourse was strongly coloured by the discourse of 
the orthodox Calvinists. Many 
former authorities in the 
Republic and at Leiden 
Unversity were literally 
replaced by orthodox 
Calvinists. It is clear that the 
days of the Leiden humanists 
as representatives of a special 
branch of the Republic of 
Letters were over.  

This chapter will 
discuss various representations 
of the new discursive field that 
had as its centre Leiden 
University. Daniel Heinsius 
can still be found at the centre 
of this new discourse, but he 
has acquired a new role. In my opinion, Daniel Heinsius had to adapt his 
persona to the new discourse. Perhaps in Foucauldian terms it would even 
be better to state that the discourse changed Heinsius’s persona. In what 
follows, I will first briefly summarize the historical events of Maurice of 
Orange’s coup d’état and the Synod of Dordt in 3.1. In 3.2 I will discuss 
the new role of Daniel Heinsius and his research programme. I will 
elaborate on this new programme in 3.3, with Ludovicus de Dieu trying to 
gain access to this discourse with the aid of his supervisor Heinsius. It is 
the comparison between Ludovicus de Dieu here and the young Grotius 

Ill. 11: Synod of Dordt, anonymous (1618) 
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and Heinsius in the first chapter that renders the developments in the 
scholarly discourse at Leiden University clearly visible. However, the 
Leiden humanists had not only been scholars, but also poets. The ability to 
write Latin poetry was an important skill, both in the Republic of Letters 
and among the Leiden humanists. This self-evident combination of both 
literary and scholarly qualities seems not to have survived within the new 
discursive field. The scholars of the first decades after 1620 seem 
occupied primarily with their research. However, both Jacobus Revius 
(3.4) and Jacob Cats (3.5) are important literary representatives of the new 
discourse. In section 3.6 I will tentatively show how elements of the pre-
1620 discourse of the Leiden humanists found their way into the 
curriculum of the Latin schools.   

 

3.1 Historical setting 

The growing tensions between the Remonstrants and Counter-
Remonstrants had to culminate in some sort of eruption. It is this final 
eruption that can be characterized as the materialization of the 
Foucauldian event. It was clear to all participants in the conflict that 
something had to happen and it was evident that the Counter-
Remonstrants had the strongest cards. By the end of the second decade of 
the seventeenth century, Maurice of Orange had made manifest the fact 
that he favoured the Counter-Remonstrants.171 Until 1617, Maurice had 
always been attending the lectures and services of the Remonstrant court 
preacher, Wtenbogaert. Maurice seems to have admired the preacher, but 
also been troubled by his theological opinions. In the meanwhile, conflict 
arose in The Hague regarding the use of a church building, the 
Kloosterkerk. A group of Counter-Remonstrants refused to attend public 
services as long as they were not ministered by the Counter-Remonstrant 
minister of their choice. For about a year, this group walked every Sunday 
from The Hague to the nearby village of Rijnsburg where they could hold 
their own separate services. However, after a year, on 9 July, the group 
gained access to the Kloosterkerk and claimed the right to hold their own 
services there. After escalating riots, Van Oldenbarnevelt had no choice 
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but to give in. This in itself already unfortunate situation was aggravated 
by Maurice of Orange, who on 23 July publicly attended the service of 
this community and henceforth ceased to attend the services of his court 
preacher Wtenbogaert.  

Several reasons can and have been put forward to explain this 
choice. One explanation is that Maurice and the Counter-Remonstrants 
were united in their mutual aversion to a peace treaty with Spain – the 
Counter-Remonstrants because they feared the Roman Catholic 
suppression of their Protestantism, Maurice because his popularity 
stemmed from his success in the war against Spain.172 The Remonstrants 
favoured peace with Spain, especially for economic reasons. This shows 
again the relationship between the Remonstrants and the regent class – it 
was the rich regent class of Holland that participated in the overseas trade 
and had most to gain from peace.173 This opposition had existed since as 
far back as the beginning of the Twelve Years’ Truce (1609-1621), though 
it intensified in the present political situation. Van Oldenbarnevelt had 
always felt that France was the Republic’s most important ally in the war 
against Spain. This was perfectly acceptable to the Counter-Remonstrants 
as long as France had a Protestant king, Henry IV. However, Maria de 
Medici had managed to arrange a double marriage between her children 
(Louis XIII and his sister) and the children of Philip III of Spain, the 
Spanish prince (Philip IV) and princess (Anne of Austria); this marriage 
was much deplored both by England and the Republic. When 
consequently Henry IV was killed and France under Maria de Medici took 
a friendlier stance towards Spain and Van Oldenbarnevelt still supported 
the French Crown against claims by French Protestant nobility, many 
Counter-Remonstrants felt that Van Oldenbarnevelt proved himself 
disloyal to the Protestant cause. It should be borne in mind that according 
to this section of society the Revolt had primarily been a matter of 
religion. Van Oldenbarnevelt, however, ultimately expected France to be 
the most trustworthy partner should Spain decide to wage war on the 
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172 Van Deursen maintains that the entire royal family of the Nassau’s was on the side of 
the Counter-Remonstrants and suspected the Remonstrants of loyalties to the Spanish 
Crown! See Van Deursen, Maurits van Nassau, 1567-1625, 253–255. 
173 See Van Deursen, De last van veel geluk, 179–180. 
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France was inevitable, contrary to the opinion of Maurice, who preferred 
to strengthen ties with England.  

The final accident that triggered the event and the coup d’état of 
Maurice of Orange was relatively insignificant. Van Oldenbarnevelt had 
decided that cities could raise their own special military forces, 
waardgelders, to suppress Counter-Remonstrant riots.174 When ordered by 
the States General to dismiss the waardgelders, Van Oldenbarnevelt 
refused to obey. The States General had ordered that the disbanding of 
these forces should start at Utrecht. However, the garrison commander 
seemed to stay loyal to Van Oldenbarnevelt. That was the moment that 
Maurice intervened with his army. Having assured the waardgelders of 
their pay, he entered the city with additional troops and disarmed them on 
31 July. He consequently purged the States of Utrecht, which diminished 
the Remonstrant stronghold to merely the States of Holland solely. By 
now, Grotius and Van Oldenbarnevelt saw that further opposition was 
useless and tried to win as much as they could by cooperating with 
Maurice of Orange. Maurice, however, felt that it was time to finish this 
conflict once and for all and advanced on the primary Remonstrants: first 
Van Oldenbarnevelt and Grotius were arrested, then Maurice removed all 
Remonstrant members of the city councils.  

The course of the legal process is well known and documented.175 
Grotius was put in prison and Van Oldenbarnevelt beheaded. In the 
meanwhile, the Synod of Dordt took place. It had long been decided that 
this Synod needed to be held, but hitherto the Arminians had endeavoured 
to ensure they had some sort of protection in the Synod, as they knew they 
would be outnumbered by the Gomarists. However, no one felt the wishes 
of the Arminians had to be protected any more and the Synod proceeded 
with equal voting rights for all members. This meant that Remonstrants 
were ostracized by the Counter-Remonstrant majority and declared to be 
heretical. The Remonstrants could either repent or leave the Dutch 

                                                      
174 The so-called Scherpe Resolutie. See Den Tex, Oldenbarnevelt: III. Bestand 1609-
1619, chap. L; Nellen, Hugo de Groot: Een leven in strijd om de vrede 1583-1645, 218–
225; Israel, The Dutch Republic, 241–249. 
175 Israel, The Dutch Republic, chap. 19–21; Van Deursen, Maurits van Nassau, 1567-
1625, chap. 14–15; Nellen, Hugo de Groot: Een leven in strijd om de vrede 1583-1645, 
218–251; Rademaker, Life and Work of Gerardus Joannes Vossius (1577-1649), chap. II.4; 
Den Tex, Oldenbarnevelt: III. Bestand 1609-1619, chap. LI–LVI. 
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Reformed Church. Many of them were banished, some would try to 
constitute a new Remonstrant Church in the Republic.176 

These events signified an outright victory for the Counter-
Remonstrants. From now on, their view was the only official view in 
religious matters. One of the most important measures taken is probably 
the rule that henceforth every government official had to be a member of 
the Dutch Reformed Church. This meant not only members of the States 
and city councils, but also university professors. Understandably, Leiden 
University in particular was quickly purged of all Remonstrant elements. 
Bertius, Vossius (1577-1649), and Barlaeus (1584-1648) had to leave. As 
Vossius had kept his voice low in public during the controversies, it was 
possible for him to be re-established as Professor of Rhetoric and History 
in 1622. Vacant positions were filled with orthodox Calvinists of 
undisputed reputation.177 This meant that a completely different 
constellation of scholars appeared in the Leiden firmament. These 
Calvinist scholars enforced the pre-existing Calvinist discourse. As we 
have seen, the central point of reference in the Calvinist discourse is the 
Bible and it was the Bible that was now the central point of reference at 

                                                      
176 Nellen, Hugo de Groot: Een leven in strijd om de vrede 1583-1645, 248; Bangs, 
“Regents and Remonstrants in Amsterdam”. 
177 De Leidse universiteit kreeg haar schop op de nationale synode die op 13 november 
1618 te Dordrecht geopend werd. Daar werd niet alleen de kerk gezuiverd, daar werd ook, 
op de honderddrieënzestigste sessie, de grondslag gelegd voor een blijvende kerkelijke 
controle op bestuur en onderwijs aan de Leidse universiteit. Bepaald werd dat curatoren 
voortaan op hun aanhankelijkheid aan de Dordtse leerregels geselecteerd werden. Het 
college moest naast politieke ook kerkelijke bestuurders omvatten, en de benoeming van 
professoren in de theologie en van bestuurders in het Staten College werd in handen van 
de synode gelegd. Bij de benoeming van andere professoren, met name die uit de artes, 
moest de godsdienstige overtuiging zorgvuldig nagegaan worden. Bij zijn aantreden moest 
elke professor de geloofsbelijdenis onderschrijven. De professoren van de artes dienden 
zich verre te houden van hetgeen tot de theologie behoorde. (The University of Leiden 
received a major blow at the National Synod, which was opened in Dordrecht on 13 
November 1618. There, not only was the Church purged, but also the foundations were 
laid for continuing control on the part of the Church over direction and education at Leiden 
University. It was decided at the 163rd meeting that directors henceforth had to be selected 
on the basis of their allegiance to the rules of faith that had been decided upon at the 
Synod. The board had to have both political and ecclesiastical members, and the 
appointment of professors in Theology and directors of the States College was placed in 
the hands of the Synod. Concerning the appointment of other professors, especially in the 
artes, special attention was to be paid to religious convictions. Every professor had to sign 
before being appointed to the Confessio Belgica. Professors of the artes had to keep ample 
distance from anything belonging to the field of theology. – transl. DK) Otterspeer, Het 
bolwerk van de vrĳheid, 255. 
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Leiden University as far as the humanities are concerned. Among the 
newly appointed scholars at the university was the orthodox theologian 
Constantijn L’Empereur (Eastern Languages). Together with L’Empereur 
and the preacher Ludovicus de Dieu, Daniel Heinsius would create a new 
discursive centre at Leiden University in the same fashion as Dousa, Van 
Hout, and Lipsius had at the end of the sixteenth century and Scaliger, 
Grotius, and Heinsius had in the early seventeenth century. But they 
functioned in an altogether different discourse. This discursive change is 
nicely illustrated by the different angles Heinsius took to approach the 
works of Nonnus Panopolitus. 
 

3.2 Heinsius’s Aristarchus sacer 

The Aristarchus sacer, sive ad Nonni in Iohannem metaphrasin 
exercitationes (1627) is a commentary on the paraphrase of St John’s 
Gospel, made by Nonnus Panopolitus somewhere in the fifth century AD. 
We hardly know anything for sure about Nonnus, except for the fact that 
he also wrote the Dionysiaca, an enormous epic on the god Dionysus in 
48 books, and that he lived in Egypt. Nonnus’s Paraphrase or Metabole is 
a rephrasing of the Gospel of St John in dactylic hexameters. In his youth 
Daniel Heinsius was a great admirer of Nonnus’s work. But when he met 
Scaliger, Heinsius had to revise his opinion on Nonnus. Scaliger was not 
among Nonnus’s admirers and somehow Daniel Heinsius felt he had to 
agree with his teacher or perhaps he really was convinced by Scaliger’s 
arguments. In any case, in 1610 Heinsius makes manifest his new opinion 
on Nonnus in his Dissertatio de Nonni Dionysiacis, et eiusdem 
Paraphrasi, forming part of Petrus Cunaeus’s Animadversionum liber in 
Nonni Dionysiaca.178 From a fervent admirer of Nonnus, Heinsius had 
changed into one of Nonnus’s most outspoken critics. Or, as Meter puts it: 
‘In 1610 he [Heinsius – DK] disavowed his old predilection for this work 
[i.e. the Dionysiaca – DK] as an intoxication of the indiscrete and 
thoughtless years of his youth. He makes it seem as if the rational insight 

                                                      
178 His Dissertatio de Nonni Dionysiacis, et eiusdem Paraphrasi in Petrus Cunaeus’s  
Animadversionum liber in Nonni Dionysiaca. Lugduni Batavorum: Ex officina Ludovici 
Elzeviri, 1610, 175 ff. Both Heinsius’s and Cunaeus’s comments are based on the first 
edition of Nonnus’s Dionysiaca: Nonnou Panopolitou Dionusiaka, 1569. 
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of more mature years enabled him to distance himself from his own 
spontaneous preference for baroque exuberance and melodrama. […] 
Nonetheless, there is a touch of an imbalanced tenacity in the absoluteness 
with which he rejects the Dionysiaca after the unbridled admiration of the 
past’.179 

We may wonder why Heinsius started to demonstrate his criticism, 
or Scaliger’s criticism, within a year of Scaliger’s death. If we wish to 
provide a cynical interpretation, we might think Heinsius felt free to use 
Scaliger's notes and opinions as his own, as he was inheritor of Scaliger's 
unpublished work and was authorized to do with it as he saw fit. Heinsius 
has often been accused of plagiarizing his teacher’s work.180 But perhaps a 
better and at least friendlier interpretation 
would be that Heinsius wanted to keep 
Scaliger’s memory alive and tried to live 
up to Scaliger’s opinions and expectations.  

Heinsius’s criticism of Nonnus was 
been discussed by Meter in 1984, and 
more extensively by Gärtner in 2008. She 
showed that Heinsius often criticizes 
Nonnus on the same points: linguistic and 
grammatical errors, formation of words, 
choice of words, incorrect metaphors, 
false relations or syllepsis, bad invention, 
factual errors, and general bad taste.181 
These errors/faults are not presented in a 
categorized way and often seem to relate 
to Heinsius’s personal taste.182 She also 

                                                      
179 Meter, The Literary Theories of Daniel Heinsius, 131. 
180 Sellin, Daniel Heinsius and Stuart England, 43. 
181 Was Nonnos bringt, sei spitzfindig (sophistice u.ä.) und vor allem unpassend. Bei den 
15 Beispielen, die in der Reihenfolge ihres Erscheinungsorts angeführt werden, nennt 
Heinsius folgende Kritikpunkte: sprachlich- grammatikalische Fehler, fehlerhafte 
Wortbildung, fehler Wortwahl, falsch gewählte Metaphern, falsche Beziehungen bzw. 
allgemein Zeugma, schlechte Erfindung, sachliche Fehler sowie überhaupt 
Geschmacklosigkeit (des Inhalts oder des Ausdrucks). Gärtner, “Vom Rausch des ‘praeco 
immodicus’”, 66–67. 
182 Hier ist besonders greifbar, wie er versucht, Kriterien für sein iudicium zu finden. 
Diese werden jedoch nicht kategorisiert und sind fast ausschließlich subjektiv-ästhetischer 
Natur. Gärtner, “Vom Rausch des ‘praeco immodicus’”, 66. 

Ill. 12: Daniel Heinsius, by Jonas 
Suyderhoef (1647 – 1665) 
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showed that Heinsius’s whole exercise in the work of Nonnus seems to be 
founded on the opinions Scaliger vented as early as 1599.183 The last part 
of the Dissertatio de Nonni Dionysiacis had been dedicated as a kind of 
afterthought to Nonnus’s Paraphrase. Gärtner distinguishes the same 
categories here, but with more emphasis on the theological content.  

When we look at the text of Heinsius’s commentary on the 
Aristarchus sacer, it seems that Heinsius was not completely satisfied 
with his first Dissertatio on Nonnus and that he felt he could make more 
of it. He writes the same kind of commentary with the same kind of 
criticism as he used in the Dissertatio, but now on a much larger scale. He 
pasted the text he wrote on the Paraphrase in his Dissertatio unaltered 
into the third chapter of his Aristarchus sacer. The main line of thought is 
Nonnus did not understand St John at all, he did not have an accurate 
understanding of the particular language or dialect of the New Testament, 
his Greek was erratic and he wrote bad poetry.  

The nucleus of Heinsius’s critique is that Nonnus had no adequate 
understanding of the special character of the New Testament world and 
New Testament Greek in particular. The theory that Heinsius proposes is 
based on the assumption that much or most of classical civilization had 
been inherited from the Orient. In the first chapter of his notes to the 
Aristarchus sacer, Heinsius tries to prove this point by means of 
etymological and mythological examples taken from  the Dionysiaca. As 
he states, although the story of Bacchus is ‘fabulosum’, the amount of 
ancient erudition, especially from the Orient, can hardly be overestimated: 

 
Indeed, the work on Bacchus seems, as it is, a fantasy; however, it 
can hardly be emphasized sufficiently how much knowledge 
about the ancient world and especially about the Orient can be 
gleaned from this story, particularly because he also described in 
it the arrival of Cadmus in Greece. Whence all matters human and 
divine, both the language itself and the arts, which the Greeks 
illegitimately appropriated, have taken their origin.184  

                                                      
183 Gärtner, “Vom Rausch des ‘praeco immodicus’”, 60. 
184 Ipsum enim Bacchicorum opus, quanvis fabulosum, ut est, esse videatur; dici tamen vix 
potest, quantum eruditionis ex antiquitate, & inprimis Oriente, argumentum hoc admittat. 
Cum in eo primum quoque Cadmi in Graeciam descripserit adventum. A quo res humanae 
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Heinsius reads the myth of Cadmus’s migration to Greece as a 
mythological representation of a large cultural migration. Apparently, he 
sees the hero Cadmus as a prototype of migrants from the Orient, who 
brought with them their (more) advanced culture. The cradle of this 
civilization was to be found in Phoenicia: 
 

Truly, no one should doubt that the whole story of Bacchus has 
been derived from Phoenicia, together with its people. Neither 
should anyone doubt that traces of that very language are to be 
found everywhere in the actual words.185 

 
 The story of the migration of Cadmus represents a cultural transfer from 
the Near East to Greece. Heinsius sees remnants of this cultural migration 
in many words and phrases, for example the name of Cadmus, which he 
relates to the Hebrew word kadmon, meaning ‘ancient’: 
 

Everybody knows that Cadmus was the first to come to Boeotia, 
an event that resulted in nigh on all place names either retaining 
their origin, or being readily reducible to their origin by an 
experienced scholar. No one who knows the meaning of the 
[Hebrew] words Cedem and Cadmon can doubt these facts.186  

 
It is interesting to see that Heinsius does not really make clear what he 
means by the word ‘Oriens’, or Orient. It seems to comprise at least the 
Hebrew language and the scriptures of the Old Testament, but extends to 
rabbinical literature, Aramaic and Syriac language and literature, and 
Egyptian culture, which enables him to merge Cadmus, Adonis, and Osiris 
into one and the same person. Whatever the concept Orient consisted of in 

                                                                                                                         
omnes ac divinae, ipsa lingua pariter & disciplinae, quas non recte vindicare sibi solent 
Graeci, ortum ac natales acceperunt. Heinsius, Aristarchus sacer, 6. 
185 Nemo enim dubitare debet, totam Bacchi fabulam, cum universa ejus gente, e 
Phoenicia deductam esse: nemo dubitare debet, quin ejusdem linguae in ipsis quoque 
vocibus ubique ductus vestigia remanserint. Heinsius, Aristarchus sacer, 6. 
186 Cadmum in Boeotiam venisse primum, nemo est qui nescit. A quo omnia propemodum 
locorum nomina, originem vel conservarunt, vel ad eam facile a perito revocari possunt. 
Nam de isto dubitare nemo potest, qui quid Cedem sit & Cadmon non ignorant. Heinsius, 
Aristarchus sacer, 7. 
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Heinsius’s mind, it predated Greek culture, it had been highly influential 
on Greek culture, and continued to exist after the Hellenization of the 
Near East. The Greek language used in the Near East, what we tend to call 
koine, was, according to Heinsius, no more than a veneer. Underneath, the 
ancient oriental culture simply continued to exist, even in expressions and 
syntactical constructions, albeit now with the use of Greek words. 
According to Heinsius, Nonnus should have paid more attention to the 
peculiar situation in which he found himself. As he had been born in the 
Orient and lived there, he was perfectly placed to clarify the oriental 
origins of Hellenized Greek.187 

This concept of a Greek dialect with an underlying Hebrew / 
Semitic structure was not an altogether new idea on the part of Heinsius, 
but came from Scaliger. Scaliger had coined the term ‘dialectus 
Hellenistica’. By ‘Hellenistae’ he meant Jews, and only Jews, who had 
assimilated with their Greek-speaking surroundings to such an extent that 
they had forgotten Hebrew and Aramaic and only understood Greek. But 
under the surface, these Jews used the imageries and syntax of the Semitic 
languages. The dialectus Hellenistica was the language of these 
Hellenized Jews. As such, it was not the same as our koine or the Greek of 
the whole Hellenized world.188 

We may wonder why Daniel Heinsius wrote this commentary. It is 
hard to maintain that he wrote it in order to clarify the text of Nonnus. If 
that were the case, Heinsius would not have put so much effort into 
rebuking Nonnus. He could simply have provided examples of the 
difficult words and phrases and perhaps some theological and historical 
background information. But that is clearly not what Heinsius is doing. He 
leaves out many difficult words and phrases, and instead seems to focus 
on words that give him the opportunity to criticize Nonnus, to point out 
his faults.  

                                                      
187 Illud ergo deplorandum, hominem ex Oriente oriundum, cum historiam easque res 
susciperet, quas multi e Graecorum gente sic tractassent, ut vix quicquam nobis praeter 
fabulas ac tenebras dedissent, ita eas descripsisse, ut originem ac veritatem, quae ex solo 
Oriente, ubi haec omnia nata sunt, petenda fuit, nec levissime attigisse videatur. Heinsius, 
Aristarchus sacer, 6. 
188 De Jonge, De bestudering van het Nieuwe Testament aan de Noordnederlandse 
universiteiten en het Remonstrants Seminarie, chap. III; Grafton, Joseph Scaliger, 1993, 
415–418. 
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For example, in the King James Version, John 1:6-8 reads: ‘There 
was a man sent from God, whose name was John. The same came for a 
witness, to bear witness of the Light, that all men through him might 
believe. He was not that Light, but he was sent to bear witness of that 
Light’.189 The paraphrase of Nonnus reads: ‘In the bee-feeding thicket was 
a mountain-dwelling citizen of the deserted rock, herald of the first 
baptism: his name was Divine John, arouser of his people. He stood up 
among them as a trustworthy herald to speak his testimony of the light, so 
that all could have through the cry of one herald the right faith, infinite 
mother of the world. Not he was the intelligent light, but that he might 
open his godspeaking mouth open to all, and appear as waybearer of the 
unproclaimed light, by speaking his public testimony to a God-receiving 
crowd’.190 In his Exercitationes sacrae, or comments, Heinsius is annoyed 
about the use of the word ‘world’ in the sentence ‘infinite mother of the 
world’. According to Heinsius, Nonnus should never have linked the word 
‘world’ to the concept of ‘faith’: ‘If you accept the word ‘kosmos’ as 
describing the whole human race, it is a bad choice, as many of them are 
infidels. You could better follow St John, who uses the word in a sense 
common to the Hebrews, i.e., by opposing ‘believers’ and ‘the world’. 
Heinsius continues by quoting some passages from John and from 
Augustine that prove his point about the negative connotation of the word 
‘world’. He continues: ‘You can see what has to be thought about this 
apposition and how it has not been chosen in accordance with the habit of 
the author. And we did not speak yet about his crude hypallage. For what 
he wanted to say, is: ‘mother of the infinite world’. Those who think 
otherwise, are wrong’191.  

                                                      
189 The Official King James Bible Online. Authorized Version (KJV). Accessed 25 
September 2015. www.kingjamesbibleonline.org. 
190 ‘[…] μελισσοβότῳ δ’ ἐνὶ λόχμῃ / ἔσκε τις οὐρεσίφοιτος ἐρημάδος ἀστὸς ἐρίπνης, / κήρυξ 
ἀρχεγόνου βαπτισματος· οὔνομα δ’ αὐτῷ / θεῖος Ἰωάννης λαοσσόος· Οὗτος ἐπέστη / ἄγγελος 
ἐμπεδόμυθος, ὅπως περὶ φωτὸς ἐνίψῃ / μαρτυρίην, ἵνα πάντες ἑνὸς κήρυκος ἰωῇ / ὀρθὴν 
πίστιν ἔχοιεν, ἀτέρμονα μητέρα κόσμου· / Οὐ μὴν κεῖνος ἔην νοερὸν φάος, ἀλλ' ἵνα μοῦνον / 
πᾶσιν ἀναπτύξειε θεηγόρον ἀνθερεῶνα, / καὶ φάεος προκέλευθος ἀκηρύκτοιο φανείη, / 
ξυνὴν μαρτυρίην ἐνέπων θεοδέγμονι λαῷ. Heinsius, Aristarchus sacer, 2. The translation is 
mine; a more inspired translation is Prost’s: Nonnus Panopolitanus, Paraphrase of the 
Gospel of St. John, 59-60. 
191 Sive enim vocem κόσμου, proprie de toto genere hominum accipias, male id dicitur, 
cum plures sint eo ἄπιστοι, ac infideles, sive, ut Iohannes more Hebraeis usitato ea voce 
utitur, ὁ κόσμος καὶ οἱ πιστοὶ opponuntur. […] Vides ergo quid de hoc apposito sit 
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Heinsius’s mind, it predated Greek culture, it had been highly influential 
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187 Illud ergo deplorandum, hominem ex Oriente oriundum, cum historiam easque res 
susciperet, quas multi e Graecorum gente sic tractassent, ut vix quicquam nobis praeter 
fabulas ac tenebras dedissent, ita eas descripsisse, ut originem ac veritatem, quae ex solo 
Oriente, ubi haec omnia nata sunt, petenda fuit, nec levissime attigisse videatur. Heinsius, 
Aristarchus sacer, 6. 
188 De Jonge, De bestudering van het Nieuwe Testament aan de Noordnederlandse 
universiteiten en het Remonstrants Seminarie, chap. III; Grafton, Joseph Scaliger, 1993, 
415–418. 
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This seems to our eyes a peculiar way of commenting on a text, so 
the next question is: ‘Was this simply Heinsius’s way of commenting on a 
text? Was for Heinsius the “ars critica” simply synonymous with 
criticizing the author and his text?’ I think the answer to this question 
should be in the negative. If we were to compare the Aristarchus sacer to 
Heinsius’s other commentaries, we would still find that his commentary 
on Nonnus differs from the others. If we take, for example, his 
commentary on Silius Italicus (1600)192 or his commentary on Horace 
(1612),193 we still find that they differ from our present commentaries. 
Most of these commentaries are de facto textual emendations. The 
principal goal of Heinsius’s earlier commentaries was to eliminate 
difficulties in the text by making emendations and discussing emendations 
made by others. I dare say that in none of his other commentaries does 
Heinsius show the same negative attitude towards the author and his text. 

So why did Heinsius write the Aristarchus sacer? I think we can 
safely say that it was not intended as a commentary on Nonnus per se. 
Heinsius uses the text of Nonnus as a point of departure to show how he 
believes the text of the New Testament should be approached. We may 
assume that Heinsius felt that after the Synod of Dordt, with the changed 
intellectual climate in the Netherlands, the best way to put his linguistic 
and literary talents to use was in the field of New Testament studies. 
Probably he felt his expertise in this field might be questioned or criticized 
and so, instead of immediately writing a commentary on the New 
Testament itself, or on the Gospel of Saint John, he writes a commentary 
on a literary paraphrase of the Gospel of Saint John.  

Heinsius’s choice is admirable for several reasons. First of all, it 
was a safe choice. Heinsius knew Greek very well and was internationally 
renowned for it and for his knowledge of classical poetry and poetical 
theory. He could be sure no one would question him if he wrote a 
commentary on a text by Nonnus. But while writing a commentary on 
Nonnus, Heinsius actually used the occasion to expose his ideas on New 
Testament criticism. This becomes clear as early on as the prologue, 

                                                                                                                         
sentiendum, et quam non ex consuetudine autoris sit petitum. Ut hypallagen, insuavem sine 
dubio, omittam. Nam ἀτέρμονος μητέρα κόσμου volebat. Neque recte sentiunt, qui aliter 
distinguunt. Heinsius, Aristarchus sacer, 78. 
192 Silius Italicus, De secundo bello Punico. 
193 Quintus Horatius Flaccus, Q. Horati Flacci opera. 
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where he shows that already in Ancient Greece the Kritès was entitled to 
speak on any theoretical subject and that theology was indeed part of the 
critic’s work. In fact, Heinsius is not writing a commentary on Nonnus’s 
Paraphrase, delivering instead a polemic against Nonnus, as if Nonnus 
were a competing commentator on the Gospel of St John and he, Heinsius, 
is defending the text against the views of Nonnus.  

This is interesting from the perspective of self-presentation – 
Heinsius has introduced Nonnus to us as someone from the Orient, who 
lived under the conditions most favourable to interpreting the Hellenistic 
world. But now Heinsius presents himself an interpreter who understands 
the Hellenistic world even better than the Hellenistic scholar himself! In 
every lemma he shows us how much better he understands the world of St 
John than Nonnus. If he understands the New Testament better than a 
citizen of the late antique world, wouldn’t he then be the scholar best 
equipped to write a commentary on the New Testament? And that is 
exactly what happens: Daniel Heinsius receives an appointment by the 
States of Holland and West -Frisia to write a commentary. It will turn out 
to be his magnum opus, in which he will elaborate on his theory of the 
Hellenistic dialect and for which he will be greatly rewarded. However, it 
would also draw him into a heavy conflict with Claude Saumaise. 

In conclusion we can say that the Aristarchus sacer shows us at 
least two interesting things. In the first place it shows how a commentary 
can be used for purposes other than simply commenting on a text – it can 
serve as a vehicle either to promote new ideas or new steps in a career. 
Secondly, the work seems to show us both how the changed intellectual 
climate influenced Heinsius and how at the same time he contributed to 
this change. We may assume he felt that the best prospects for a Greek 
scholar lay in the field of New Testament studies. At the same time, by 
stepping into this field as Professor of Greek, he emphasized the 
importance of this field in contrast to the classical authors.  
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3.3 Ludovicus de Dieu 

One of Heinsius’s new friends was Ludovicus de Dieu (1590-
1642).194 De Dieu Jr was the son of Daniel de Dieu, a Protestant preacher 
in Brussels who had moved to Flushing under pressure of Spanish 
repression in the Southern Netherlands, and Sarah Colonius. After Daniel 
de Dieu died, both Ludovicus and his mother were cared for by his uncle, 
Daniel Colonius.195 De Dieu Jr studied at the Walloon College in Leiden 
under the supervision of Daniel Colonius, who was director of this 
college. De Dieu Jr seems to have been an excellent student as Prince 
Maurice asked him in 1612 to become preacher at the Court. De Dieu 
declined and became preacher in Middelburg and Flushing in both the 
Walloon and the Dutch Reformed 
Church. In 1619 Ludovicus 
became preacher of the Walloon 
Church in Leiden, eventually 
following in his uncle’s steps and 
becoming director of the Walloon 
College in 1636. It was only in 
1619 that he matriculated at Leiden 
University to study theology. Apart 
from theology, Ludovicus spent 
much time learning oriental 
languages under Erpenius and 
Golius. It was the combination of 
these two areas of interest that 
would stimulate his friendship with 
Heinsius. As we have seen above, it 
was the interpretation of Scripture 
with the aid of knowledge of the Semitic languages in particular that 
interested Heinsius when it came to the interpretation of the New 
Testament. However, it seems that there was a personal connection 

                                                      
194 On Ludovicus de Dieu, see Nauta, Biografisch lexicon voor de geschiedenis van het 
Nederlandse protestantisme. Vol. 2, 167–168; Posthumus Meyjes, Geschiedenis van het 
Waalse College te Leiden, 1606-1699, chap. V. 
195 On Daniel Colonius, see Posthumus Meyjes, Geschiedenis van het Waalse College te 
Leiden,, 1606-1699, chap. IV. 

Ill. 13: Ludovicus de Dieu, by Jonas 
Suyderhoef (1642 - 1686) 
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between the families as well – it is probable that Protestant refugees from 
the Southern Netherlands kept some sort connection – or else both 
families may have functioned in the same social sphere in the province of 
Zeeland. What is more, both families had lived in Ghent for a while. 
Whatever the case, Daniel Heinsius felt it was a good choice to dedicate 
his Aristarchus sacer to Daniel Colonius in 1627 and mentions a long-
standing relationship, going back to the friendship between his father, 
Nicholaas Heinsius and the addressee, Daniel Colonius.196 And although 
Ludovicus de Dieu was no student of Heinsius, it is tempting to envision 
the elder, well-known Heinsius coaching a younger friend of the family in 
his academic career. 

This impression is reinforced by De Dieu’s edition of the Syriac 
version of the Apocalypse of St John, which he dedicates to Daniel 
Heinsius and in which he shows his allegiance to the great scholar.197 
Immediately in the first lines of the dedication De Dieu refers to the 
mutual friendship between the families.198 He then mentions how their 
friendship had grown due to their common interest in Oriental 
languages.199 However, this is merely a stepping stone to a lengthy 
encomium on Heinsius’s progression in his new field of interest: ‘How 
much you love them [i.e. these oriental languages – DK] shows the 
incredible progress you have made in these within a few years; which was 
well known to us, who had easy access to you; but others will know as 
well, when they have seen your Exercitationes sacrae in Nonnum [= 
Aristarchus sacer – DK], a work that cannot be sufficiently praised either 

                                                      
196 Amicitiam, quam a Parente optimo probissimoque haereditariam accepi, annos 
plurimos sanctissime inter nos tuemur. [‘I keep up most respectfully for many years the 
relationship between us that I inherited from my excellent and most upright father’.] 
Heinsius, Danielis Heinsii Aristarchus, *3v. 
197 De Dieu, Apocalypsis Sancti Iohannis. 
198 Vir Amplissime, quem piae memoriae parens meus Daniel de Dieu semper fecit maximi, 
eum ut in pretio non habeam, nefas duco. Quique vicissim parentem meum, ut tuum, 
coluisti semper, eum ut non colam, impetrare a me non possum. [‘Honourable Sir, it would 
seem unheard of to me not to honour the man whom my father of blessed memory, Daniel 
de Dieu, held in high esteem. And I could not be brought to neglect my relationship with 
you, who has honoured my father as your own’.]. De Dieu, Apocalypsis Sancti Iohannis, 
*2r. 
199 Haereditaria nobis est amicitia: magna itaque & constans: atque, ut ad rem veniam, 
multum aucta, communi harum literarum amore, studioque communi. De Dieu, 
Apocalypsis Sancti Iohannis, *2r. 
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for its utility or its erudition’.200 De Dieu continues by mentioning how 
Heinsius spurred him on: ‘Your love ignited mine. As soon as you laid 
your eyes on my tiny Grammaticae Hebraeae compendium, you urged me 
to write a comparative grammar of Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac. I 
immediately obeyed, as I cannot deny you anything. I would have 
published the book, as you told me to after you had read it, were it not that 
you mentioned this present book to me. You said that there was in the 
manuscript collection of the famous Josephus Scaliger, which he had left 
to our Academia, a copy of the Syriac version of the Apocalypse. You 
demanded that I would copy the Syriac, transcribe it in Hebrew 
characters, with vocalization, translate it into Latin, juxtapose it to the 
Greek version, and make it all ready for the press’.201 

The work is very interesting for various reasons. We saw in the first 
chapter how Grotius and Heinsius made their entrée in the Republic of 
Letters by publishing a classical text. Grotius made an edition of 
Martianus Capella’s Satyricon, Heinsius published Silius Italicus. We saw 
that two factors were decisive in acquiring a position in the implicit 
hierarchy of the international Republic of Letters. First of all, a display of 
an outstanding knowledge of the classical languages, especially Latin, and 
of the classical world was needed. The second factor was the importance 
of being introduced by a respected member of the Republic of Letters. The 
present work shows how, at least in the Leiden humanist environment in 
Leiden, these vital elements of the Republic of Letters were reinterpreted 
and modified. The format is still very recognizable: a student is presented 

                                                      
200 Quam enim tu eas ames, docet incredibilis ille quem paucis annis in iis fecisti 
progressus: quem nos quidem novimus pridem, quibus facilis ad te accessus datur: at non 
aeque norunt alii: ignorabit autem deinceps nemo, qui sacras tuas in Nonnum 
exercitationes viderit, opus nunquam erudition, utilitate nunquam laudatum satis: […] De 
Dieu, Apocalysis Sancti Iohannis, *2r–*2v. 
201 Excitavit hic tuus amor meum. Simulac enim leviculum illud Grammaticae Hebraeae 
compendium a me editum vidisses, e vestigio mones, ut linguarum Hebraicae, Chaldaicae 
& Syriacae grammaticalem collationem instituere aggrediar. Monenti pareo, qui tanto viro 
denegare nihil possum. Paratum opus ubi vides & legis, instare non desistis, ut edam. 
Paruissem jam & ibi, nisi hujus libelli mentio a te incidisset. Ais, inter libros, a magno illo 
literarum omnium lumine Iosepho Scaligero Academiae huic nostrae legatos, latere 
manuscriptum exemplar Syriacae versionis Apocalypseos. […] Exhibes amico scriptum, 
sed simul amico injungis laborem. Postulas Syriaca a me transcribe, vis eadem literis 
Hebraicis adjectis vocalibus exprimi, latinam a me ex Syriaco versionem cupis addi, 
textum Graecum vis conjungi, atque ita simul omnia prelo committi. De Dieu, Apocalysis 
Sancti Iohannis, *2v–*3r. 
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for its utility or its erudition’.200 De Dieu continues by mentioning how 
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with a manuscript and instructed to make, as a masterpiece, a scholarly 
edition of the received text. The assignment enables the student first of all 
to exhibit his knowledge and abilities, and also provides room to show the 
connection between protector and protégée.  

These elements retain their value in the present case: Heinsius 
presents a manuscript to De Dieu, De Dieu makes a scholarly edition, 
which enables him to show the learned world both his skills and his 
connection with Daniel Heinsius. However, where in the cases of Heinsius 
and Grotius the reference to the classical world was of central importance, 
here all references are made to the new discourse at the Leiden University, 
or, in modern words, to Heinsius’s new research programme. Already the 
opening of the dedication shows the reader the new situation of the Leiden 
discourse. Immediately after the To Mr Daniel Heinsius, etc. etc., De Dieu 
opens with the Paulinian words: Ludovicus de Dieu, Flissinganus, salutem 
ac pacem precatur a Deo Patre & Domino nostro Iesu Christo.202 It is 
underscored by the choice of the subject, the Book of Revelation of the 
New Testament, and by the fact that it is the Syriac version of the Book of 
Revelation. It is clear that both Heinsius and De Dieu present themselves 
here as protagonists of a new discourse, where it is important to show that 
they are working within a Christian framework and the text of the New 
Testament is the primary focus, especially in relation to the Semitic 
languages.  

After his edition of Revelation, De Dieu publishes his Grammatica 
linguarum orientalium in 1628, which he had already mentioned in the 
introduction to his Apocalypsis Sancti Iohannis. Again, De Dieu mentions 
Heinsius’s supportive role in the dedication of his Grammatica linguarum 
orientalium to the magistrates of Leiden: ‘I must confess that I would 
never have set my mind to this task, if not the well-renowned Daniel 
Heinsius, ornament of your city and light of the Academy, had urged me, 
to whom I could not refuse anything, neither here and now, nor 
elsewhere’.203 Heinsius confirms his relationship with De Dieu by writing 
a Greek liminary poem for this book.  

                                                      
202 ‘Ludovicus de Dieu from Flushing prays to God the Father and our Lord Jesus Christ 
for peace and prosperity [for Daniel Heinsius]’. De Dieu, Apocalysis Sancti Iohannis, *2r. 
203 ad quod tamen, ut quod res est, fatear, nunquam animum meum applicuissem, nisi 
impulisset Clarissimus Daniel Heinsius, urbis vestrae ornamentum & Academiae lumen, 
cui nec hic, nec alibi denegare quicquam potui. De Dieu, Diqduq lešonot ha-qedem, *3r. 
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Although this book can be seen simply as the next step on the same 
road, the dedication and the preface of the Grammatica linguarum 
orientalium by De Dieu are instructive, as they tell us why De Dieu 
thought it was important to study these languages. Where in his 
Apocalypsis he only speaks of the inspiration of Erpenius and Heinsius, 
here De Dieu provides better insight into his motivations. The first reason 
is a general intellectual one: some people travel and bring riches from the 
Far Orient; others travel with their mind and collect their riches from the 
cultural heritage of other peoples. This is a prerequisite for ‘intellectual 
sublimity’.204 Of course, this would have been a convincing argument in a 
time when the Dutch East India Company (the VOC) was harvesting the 
riches of the East. Many magistrates themselves participated in the VOC. 
But where the reader could expect De Dieu to confess he had an interest in 
the languages and cultures of the Far East, he makes a turn and writes that 
not all languages and cultures can be studied by everybody and every 
student has his own predilection. His personal choice fell to Hebrew, 
Aramaic, and Syriac, because: ‘I selected for myself the Oriental peoples 
[as they were - DK] the first inhabitants of the earth, originators of every 
wisdom and knowledge, from whom emanated whatever divine and 
salvation-bringing knowledge the other peoples held; from whom even the 
source of their impious superstition can be traced. It is in their languages 
in particular that I find delight. I like to treat their history and institutions, 
and as I think that it would be most profitable for both Church and State 
when these matters are studied by others as well, I explain here three of 
their quite similar languages, Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac’.205 These 
words bring us back to Heinsius’s Aristarchus sacer. Although not as 
explicitly stated as there, De Dieu clearly refers to Heinsius’s ideas about 
the origin of Western culture and the importance of the study of these 
origins for a good understanding of the classical and Hellenistic world.  

                                                      
204 Nemo mentis est sublimioris, qui intra suam gentem animum concludat & contineat. De 
Dieu, Diqduq lešonot ha-qedem, *2r.  
205 Ego Orientales mihi populos selegi, primos terrae habitatores, primos doctrinae omnis 
& eruditionis parentes, a quibus, quicquid reliqui populi habent divinae ac salutiferae 
scientiae, dimanavit: a quibus etiam quicquid habent impiae superstitionis originem traxit. 
horum linguis apprime delector, horum res libenter tracto, & quia ab aliis quoque easdem 
tractari Ecclesiae Reipublicaeque utilissimum arbitror, tres hic eorum linguas, non multum 
sibi absimiles exhibeo, Hebraicam, Chaldaicam, & Syriacam. De Dieu, Diqduq lešonot 
ha-qedem, *2v. 
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However, De Dieu feels he has to explain his choice in greater 
detail to his public, with what to the modern reader will seem like a 
degree of defensiveness: ‘I am sure that no one will disapprove of my 
undertaking once he has taken notice of my motivations’.206 The reason 
for including Hebrew is that it is the first of all languages and superior to 
any other language, as old as Adam himself, learned from God. It is the 
language of the prophets and the only interpres of the Old Testament’s 
divine revelations.207 Aramaic deserves attention as the books of Daniel 
and Esra were (largely) written in it, but more importantly because the (in 
De Dieu’s view) noble and eternally praiseworthy Aramaic translations of 
the Old Testament, the targumim, were written in Aramaic.208 ‘They are 
followed by Syriac, the language that has been sanctified not only by the 
mouth of our Saviour, Jesus Christ, but also of our Apostles, who had no 
other vernacular than this one, which is attested by many traces and 
documents in the New Testament.’209  

De Dieu continues this line of thought in his introduction (Ad 
lectorem), giving the following reasons why he thinks it worthwhile to 
study these languages: ‘First man was created in the Orient, the Church 
first came into existence in the Orient and spread out from there. It was 
that region that first held men, religion and piety, erudition. Just as 
mankind spread from there, so too did learning. Greece owes its wisdom 
and fame to the Orient and it admits to having received its alphabet from 
Cadmus, who came from Phoenicia that neighbours Syria. Say only 
ἄλφα, βήθα, γάμμα, δέλτα and already you speak Aramaic. You are 
most ungrateful if you refuse to learn the rest of these languages, from 
which you simply received for free the names of the letters when you 

                                                      
206 Quod quidem institutum meum a nemine improbatum iri confido, cui vitae meae ratio 
perspecta est. De Dieu, Diqduq lešonot ha-qedem, *2v. 
207 Prima harum prima quoque est omnium & praestantissima linguarum, primo nostro 
parenti Adamo coaeva, cum ipso nata aut creata potius, non ab homine sed ab ipso Deo 
edocta. Prophetarum ea lingua est, & divinorum veteris foederis unica nuncia & interpres. 
De Dieu, Diqduq lešonot ha-qedem, *2v. 
208 Comitatur eam lingua Chaldaica, quam in captivitate Babylonica didicerunt Iudaei, & 
exinde Daniel & Esdras in sacris suis scriptis exhibuerunt, quaque antiqua illa, & nobilis, 
& aeterna laude digna veteris Testamenti parpaphrasis, quae Targum dicitur, conscripta 
est. De Dieu, Diqduq lešonot ha-qedem, *2v. 
209 Syriaca sequitur, ipsius servatoris nostri Iesv Christi ore, nec non Apostolorum 
sanctificata, qui non aliam quam hanc vernaculam habuerunt, cujus multa in N. 
Testamento vestigia extant & documenta. De Dieu, Diqduq lešonot ha-qedem, *2v. 
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speak Greek. Read De Diis Syris by John Selden, read the first chapter of 
Daniel Heinsius’s Aristarchus sacer, and you will admit that almost all 
religion of the Greeks, the Egyptians, and the Romans has come from the 
Orient and that even the names of the Gods can only be understood when 
related to their oriental origin’.210 

He then again refers more extensively to the different targumim, 
apparently dating at least the Targum Onkelos and Targum Jonathan to 
Old Testament times and the already acknowledged importance of the 
targumim for the interpretation of Scripture. But more important at the 
present juncture is what De Dieu writes about Syriac. After some well-
known examples from the New Testament, such as thalita kumi and 
maranatha, he writes:  

 
It is clear from these examples that the vernacular for Christ, the 
Apostles, and the Evangelists was Syriac and the only possible 
interpretation of these examples can be found in the Syriac. 
However, more importantly, wherever direct speech is found in 
the New Testament, the interpretation of these sentences can only 
be made with the help of the Syriac language. No Athenian citizen 
would have called the language of the Evangelists and the 
Apostles Greek. It is probably easier for Europeans to imitate 
Plato and Aristotle, than it is for Plato and Aristotle to interpret the 
New Testament to us. Why? Because the holy men thought in 
Syriac what they wrote in Greek, and they transferred the natural 
expression of their vernacular to foreign words, which means not 
only that the subject matter originates from Prophetical Scripture, 

                                                      
210 In Oriente creati primi homines, In Oriente nata primum & exculta Ecclesia. Illa 
primum regio homines, illa religionem & pietatem, illa eruditionem prima tenuit. Inde 
sicut alio propagati homines, ita & eruditio. Orienti doctrinam ac famam suam debet 
Graecia, quae a Cadmo Phaenicio Syriae vicino literas se habere fatetur. Dic ἄλφα, 
βήθα, γάμμα, δέλτα, jam Chaldaice loqueris. Ingratus, ingratissimus, si reliqua istius 
linguae addiscere non digneris, a qua, quum Graecam discis, ipsa elementorum nomina 
dono habes. Lege doctissimum Clariss. viri Iohannis Sildeni De Diis Syris Tractatum, lege 
primum in Sacro Aristarcho magni Danielis Heinsii caput, multa eruditione refertum, 
fateberis omnem fere Graecorum, Aegyptiorum & Latinorum religionem ex Oriente 
fluxisse, & ne Deorum quidem nomina aliunde quam ex Oriente intelligi posse. De Dieu, 
Diqduq lešonot ha-qedem, [*4r/v]. 
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but also that its formulation and power and energy are present in 
the New Testament.211  
 

It is important here to notice the significance of these examples. 
The examples of Heinsius and De Dieu clearly show how the discourse at 
Leiden University, at least among its humanists, changed in the course of 
early seventeenth century. The format of the Republic of Letters remained 
unchanged, but the values expressed within this format changed 
significantly. Part of the format was the method of research, which 
remained largely the same, text-centric, almost word-centric. Whether 
commenting on Silius Italicus, Nonnus Panopolitus, or the New 
Testament, the method of writing notae and adnotationes remained largely 
the same. In this we can see a continuation of the humanist format. 
However, the content and the referential landmarks had altered 
considerably. As said before, the Bible and Calvinist values had 
supplanted classical antiquity as the central point of orientation in research 
and writing. Within this new discourse the concept of the dialectus 
Hellenistica assumes a special place, becoming the central theme in 
Heinsius’s research programme, the lens through which he will continue 
his scholarly work and stimulate others. This new theme probably also 
helped Heinsius to consolidate his position in the scholarly world after the 
unrest of 1618-1620. As can be learned from the work of De Dieu and 
others, it is Heinsius who by now holds the position once held by Scaliger 
and others, namely that of central personality within the learned 
community, whose introduction is needed and requested by debutants.  

I want to emphasize here again, that it is not exactly clear whether 
the discursive change in Leiden was the effect of the political change, or 
the Synod of Dordt, or the purgation at the University, or simply the new 
personal setting. It is my strong impression that all these factors played a 

                                                      
211 Ex quibus liquido constat, vernaculum Christo, Apostolis & Evangelistis linguam fuisse 
Syriacam, & non nisi ex ea eorum quae diximus peti posse interpretationem. Sed majus 
est, quod ipsarum phrasium, quae passim in N.T. adhibentur, verus sensus non aliunde 
quam ex Syriaco sit petendus. Phrasim enim Evangelistarum & Apostolorum Graecam 
esse nemo Atticus dixerit. Facilius Europaeis foret, Platonis Aristotelisque elegantiam 
imitari, quam Platoni Aristotelive N.T. nobis interpretari. Quid ita? Quia sancti viri 
Syriace conceperunt, quae Graece scripserunt, & linguae vernaculae emphasim peregrinis 
verbis indiderunt, ut Scripturae Propheticae non res tantum, sed & phrasis, virtus atque 
energia in N.T. exhiberentur. De Dieu, Diqduq lešonot ha-qedem, **r/v. 
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role within this discursive change and that all factors should be seen as 
manifestations of this discursive change. Or to return to Greenblatt’s 
introduction of Renaissance Self-Fashioning, the individual personalities 
are influenced by their surroundings and these influences become 
manifest in the various modes of expression of these individuals, but these 
personalities also become influencing factors on their surroundings.212 In 
our context what this means is that Daniel Heinsius is influenced by all 
the aforementioned factors, but is himself also an important determining 
factor in the cultural discourse of his time, as he holds a central position 
among the Leiden humanists.  

 
 

3.4 Jacobus Revius (1586-1658) as example of the new 
standard 

The third example of the new discourse I wish to introduce is the 
second edition of Jacobus Revius’s Over-ysselsche sangen en gedichten.213 
Revius was born in Deventer and grew up in Amsterdam. He studied 
theology in Leiden and Franeker and made a peregrinatio to France, 
where he seems to have been impressed by the local fruits of Renaissance 
poetry. His main post after his return would be in Deventer, until the year 
of 1642, when he was asked to direct the States College in Leiden. During 
his early student years, Revius was impressed by Arminius, but soon 
decided that he could not agree with his theological views, and became a 
vehement voice of the Counter-Remonstrant faction. Revius was 
particularly involved in the publication of an authorized translation of the 
Bible, De Statenvertaling. This project was an outcome of the Synod of 
Dordt, where it had been decided that an authorized translation of the 
Bible in Dutch was needed. A group of learned and, in particular, 
undisputed orthodox theologians worked on this project between 1626 and 
1637. Academic linguists were only consulted. Revius acted as one of the 

                                                      
212 Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning, 4. 
213 On Revius, see: De Bruijn, Eerst de waarheid, dan de vrede. On Revius’s poetry and 
his Over-ijsselsche sangen, see esp. De Bruijn, Eerst de waarheid, dan de vrede, chap. IV; 
Stronks, Stichten of schitteren, chap. 6.  
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212 Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning, 4. 
213 On Revius, see: De Bruijn, Eerst de waarheid, dan de vrede. On Revius’s poetry and 
his Over-ijsselsche sangen, see esp. De Bruijn, Eerst de waarheid, dan de vrede, chap. IV; 
Stronks, Stichten of schitteren, chap. 6.  
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revisors of the translation of the Old Testament and as secretary of the 
project.214 

 Although Revius spent much of his life in his home town Deventer 
and as such would hardly qualify as belonging to the circle of Leiden 
humanists, I would still like to introduce him here, as he has some 
important connections to the literary environment of the Leiden 
humanists. The most important is his connection with Daniel Heinsius, but 
he was also acquainted with Ludovicus de Dieu, Constantijn l’Empereur, 
and others. Furthermore, he had, after all, studied in Leiden and would 
spend the last seventeen years of his career as director of the Leiden States 
College. The reason for including Revius in this chapter is that he seems 
the embodiment of the final stage of the discursive change. The process 
described in all earlier cases finds 
its temporary ending in the literary 
work of Jacobus Revius. As 
mentioned earlier, the later works of 
Cats can be named in this context as 
well, but Revius wrote his poetry 
earlier than Cats wrote his more 
Calvinistically inspired works.  

Revius wrote the poems of 
his Over-ysselsche sangen en 
gedichten between 1616 and 1630. 
It is immediately clear from the first 
page of the book that he wishes to 
be associated with Heinsius. The 
book starts with an address to Daniel 
Heinsius, in which Revius states that 
the main reason for issuing a second 
and expanded edition of his poems was Heinsius’s favourable judgment of 
them. He concludes the address with the following words: ‘This being 
also to others a token of our continuing friendship, if that is what can be 
named the connection of hearts between an insignificant person as myself 

                                                      
214 De Bruijn, Eerst de waarheid, dan de vrede, 293–306. 

Ill. 14: Jacobus Revius, by Jonas 
Suyderhoef (1641 – 1686) 
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and someone as excellent as the great Heinsius is’.215 It is interesting to 
see that he explicitly specifies the reason for his dedicational letter: he 
wants both his connection with Heinsius and Heinsius’s approbation to be 
clearly visible to the world! This approbation confirms what we already 
saw in the case of Ludovicus de Dieu, namely that Heinsius was seen as 
central authority within this reformed local branch of the Republic of 
Letters. However, the books of De Dieu still had a strong resemblance 
with the dedications of Heinsius and Grotius themselves to Scaliger. What 
was different in the case of De Dieu was that referential topics had 
changed, but the format survived. In Revius’s dedications the format itself 
had found its final stage – from the humanist Latin letter, teeming with 
learned references to the classical world, we find ourselves in a Dutch 
Calvinist setting.  

It is worthwhile investigating this phenomenon somewhat further. 
The fact that Revius wrote in Dutch is not surprising – he was a vehement 
Counter Remonstrant preacher with a taste for poetry. He wrote religious 
poetry for an orthodox Calvinist audience. Both Revius’s career and his 
works make him a central authority within the orthodox Calvinist 
discourse. What is peculiar about his dedication is that he dedicated this 
poetical work to Heinsius, whose poetry to a considerable extent does not 
fit in within this orthodox Calvinist discourse. Apparently, that did not 
really matter. Heinsius had been the centre of the Leiden humanist 
discourse before the events of 1618-1620, he had managed to adapt 
himself to the discursive change, had been an influential factor in the 
discursive change, and had emerged as central authority of the purified 
Dutch Republic of Letters. He was now classified as an exemplary 
authority in orthodox Calvinist circles.  

How Revius managed to invoke Heinsius within this discourse can 
be learned from his dedicational poem Wien geef ick dit papier?216 First of 
all, it is worth mentioning that in the title of his poem Revius calls 

                                                      
215 Zijnde oock by anderen een bewijs, van onse bestendighe vrientschap, indien alsoo 
ghenoemt mach worden de verknopinge der gemoeden, tusschen soo geringen persoon als 
ick my kenne, ende so uytnemenden als den grooten Heinsius is. Revius, Over-ysselsche 
sangen en dichten Iacobi Revii, [A2r]. 
216 Revius, Over-ysselsche sangen en dichten Iacobi Revii, [A4r]. 
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Heinsius the ‘most important poet of our time’.217 As said above, this may 
seem peculiar in the light of all the pagan poetry Heinsius had written. 
However, it turns out that Revius simply ignores all of Heinius’s pagan 
work and only mentions his two major Christian poems: his De contemptu 
mortis and his Lofsanck van Christus! Revius connects his own work with 
the Lofsanck in particular: ‘Through which, o great poet, through the 
Netherlands flew / The immeasurable praise of Christ’s being God and 
man: / The same I wish to show gratefully as well. / Even if you despise 
the verses, you have to praise their theme’.218 Heinsius is stripped of his 
pagan elements and appropriated by the orthodox Calvinist discourse. 
Again, it is not clear how much of this process was a conscious choice. 
We do not know whether Heinsius had written the De contemptu mortis 
and the Lofsanck with a clear vision of the changing discourse in mind. 
We can assume that Revius in particular approved of these works of 
Heinsius and less of his pagan works. However, what remains peculiar is 
that Revius calls Heinsius simply the greatest poet of his time and ignores 
most of his poetical work! 

The liminary poem of Hendrick van Heijdendal shows some further 
aspects of the way Revius was perceived as a poet. Playing with the title 
of the work, Van Heijdendal opens by saying that finally the River IJssel 
has its own poet, after the Rhine, the Amstel, and the Meuse: ‘The Rhine 
has its Heinsius, the Amstel has Hooft, / The Meuse has its Cats, every 
watercourse / has someone to praise it; your time has come now / O 
famous IJssel god, as Revius silences [all classical examples]’.219 Revius 
is apparently associated with the great Dutch Renaissance poets. The poet 
elaborates on this theme in the first lines of the second strophe: ‘He plays 

                                                      
217 ‘Aen myn Heere. Mijn Heere Danielem Heinsium, […], voornaemste poeet van onsen 
tijt.’  
218 [Ghy hebt een gladde pijl uyt uwen tros getogen /] Waer mee, o groot poeet, door 
Neerlant is gevlogen / Den ongemeten lof van Christo God en mensch: / Dien selven soeck 
ik oock my danckbaer te bewijsen. / Soo ghy de veersen laeckt, de stoffe moetty prijsen. 
Revius, Over-ysselsche sangen en dichten Iacobi Revii, [A4r]. 
219 Den Rijn heeft zijnen Heyns, den Amstel heeft zijn Hooft, / De Maes heeft zijnen Cats, 
elck een der waterstromen / Heeft jemant die hem viert; u beurt is mee gecomen / O claren 
Ysselgodt, want Reves die verdooft, / Als hy zijn snaren roert, het quelen der Sirenen, / Den 
Roomschen Lierman, en ’t gevley van den Toscaen. / De Harp van Orpheus, en het treuren 
vande Swaen, / Ia de Thebaense Luyt verroerster van de stenen. Revius, Over-ysselsche 
sangen en dichten Iacobi Revii, A3r. 
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for you in Dutch (Duyts), French, Greek, and Latin […]’. 220 Writing 
poems in multiple languages was, of course, a topic in Renaissance poetry, 
either to imitate the classical examples, or to imitate other imitators, for 
example the poets of the Pléiade. However, the poet then continues by 
mentioning the subject of Revius’s poetry: ‘The fame and deeds of those 
valiant heroes / Who risked their lives for the Netherlands. / [… ]What’s 
more, he shall sing sweetly for you / God’s eternal praise and glory, so 
ardently expressed’.221 This liminary poem confirms the previously stated 
impression: Revius was seen and wanted to be seen as a poet standing in 
the tradition of the Renaissance poets. However, the similarity stops short 
when it comes to the content of his poetry – Revius particularly writes 
either about the Revolt or God.222 It is also worth mentioning that the 
multilingual character of the work is strictly speaking true, but still about 
99 percent of the work has been written in Dutch. It is only a handful of 
poems that have been written in Greek, French, or Latin; most noteworthy 
of these are the Anacreonticum at the beginning of the book and the 
Laurus rediviva.223 

Of these, the Anacreonticum is the most conspicuous, as it is the 
first poem to appear in the collection. The poem has been discussed in 
detail by Ad Leerintvelt, who has shown that this poem is a close imitation 
of Anacreonta no. 23.224 Estienne had placed the poem first in his editio 
princeps of these poems. In the original poem, the poet says he wanted to 
sing heroic epic songs, but that his lyre refused and instead only wanted to 
play love songs. Revius copies the format of the poem and closely follows 
the original. However, where the original aimed to sing epic poetry, 
Revius complains that he only wished to sing about the goddess Pallas 
Athena (τὴν Ἀθήνην) and about the Muse (τὴν Μοῦσαν). And his lyre 
only wishes to sing the praise of God and Christ. What is interesting about 

                                                      
220 Hy speelt u op goet Duyts, op Frans, Griecx en Latijn […]. Revius, Over-ysselsche 
sangen en dichten Iacobi Revii, A3r. 
221 De daden en den roem der onverschrocken Helden / Die voor het Nederlant haer in de 
waegschael stelden. Revius, Over-ysselsche sangen en dichten Iacobi Revii, A3r. 
222 Els Stronks has devoted an interesting chapter on the use of classical imagery by 
Calvinist preacher-poets in her dissertation: Stronks, Stichten of schitteren, chap. 9. She 
adduces Heinsius as an example of maximum freedom in this area. However, no attention 
is paid to the discursive change of the 1610s. 
223 Revius, Over-ysselsche sangen en dichten Iacobi Revii, [A4]v and 327-330. 
224 Leerintveld, “Adonis en Christus, mythologie en christendom bij Revius”. 
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the poem is that at first glance it seems to closely copy Heinsius’s 
imitations of Greek examples. Daniel Heinsius was well known for his 
Latin poetry, but no less for his Greek poetry. We have seen in the first 
chapter how Heinsius seemed to enforce the discourse of the Republic of 
Letters, imitating Virgil and Theocrites by translating Latin poetry into 
Doric Greek. The Anacreonticum of Revius shows how far Revius could 
go in imitating and emulating his great example Heinsius. Revius clearly 
refers to the humanist discourse of the Republic of Letters, if only by 
dedicating the work to Daniel Heinsius and imitating the great Heinsius in 
the field for which he was most famous. However, he can only do so by 
overtly renouncing the referential world of the humanist discourse and 
replacing it with Christian imagery. Within the context of orthodox 
Calvinism even imitating a heathen poet was suspect. Why would a 
Christian poet imitate a heathen Greek? The only way Revius could do so, 
was by changing the referential context.225  

As Schenkeveld–van der Dussen has shown in her Dutch Literature 
in the Age of Rembrandt, Revius had explicitly formulated this 
programme of Calvinist appropriation in his poem Pagan Marriage: 
‘comparable to the old Israelites, who were allowed to keep foreign 
women if they cut off their hair and nails, the poet admonishes his readers 
to cleanse the Roman and Greek Muses of their voluptuousness, idolatry, 
and sophisms. Only then can they safely be embraced and will bring forth 
offspring that will keep your memory alive!’ 226 The poem underlines 
some of the themes that were discussed in the previous chapter. First of 
all, there is the identification with the old people of Israel, especially on 
their wandering through the desert, when it was to Calvinist eyes the 

                                                      
225 See Stronks, Stichten of schitteren, 286–287. 
226 ‘Whoever in the war had caught a woman fair / Wife to some infidel, that he would fain 
retain, / Had to pare short her nails, cut off all of her hair, / Then alter her attire and wed 
her only then. / O poets, if you want to enjoy in the arms / Of a Pierian muse, her Greek 
and Roman charms, / Pare off all that she has of sumptuous wantonness, / Of dull idolatry 
and subtle scornfulness. / Embrace her only then, she’ll bear you children fast / That 
through all ages shall cause your renown to last.’ (Soo wie een schone vrou van grieck of 
ander heyden / Vinck inden oorloch, en daer van niet wil scheyden / Haer nagels corten 
most, afsnyden al haer haar, / Veranderen haer cleet, en trouwense daer near: / O dichters, 
wildy u vermaken inde minne / Vande Romeynsche of de griecsche Piërinne / Snoeyt af al 
watse heeft van weytse dertelheyt, / Van domme afgody, en spitse schamperheyt, / 
Omhelsetse daer na, sy sal u kinders geven / Die u gedachtenis in eeuwicheyt doen leven.) 
Schenkeveld-van der Dussen, Dutch Literature in the Age of Rembrandt, 47–48. 
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perfect example of a theocratic nation, led by God through the mouth of 
his minister. But more importantly, it shows again the deep distrust of the 
Calvinists regarding the Greek and Roman cultures of classical antiquity. 
They are compared with Canaanite and Moabite women! Marriage and 
sexual congress between the Israelites and women of the surrounding 
tribes is always suspect in the Old Testament, as they tend to occasion 
various forms of idolatry. Famous examples the Bible are the Heresy of 
Peor, and King Ahab’s wife Jezebel.227 It is especially this context of 
sexual and religious impurity that Revius evokes in connection with 
classical imagery.  

As a possible exception to this rule the poems of the Laurus 
rediviva could be mentioned. These poems show us Revius in a humanist 
disguise. Actually, the Laurus rediviva is one poem, but Revius wrote the 
same poem in four different languages: Greek, Latin, French, and Dutch. 
The poems were written in honour of the inauguration of Henricus 
Reyner, who had been appointed as a professor of philosophy and lector in 
the artes liberales at the Deventer gymnasium on 8 November 1630. The 
poem stands out in the collection of Revius, as it is one of the few poems 
with not a single reference to a Christian context. There is no explicit 
reference to any pagan context either, however, and the use of the 
humanist format and the choice of the laurel, which can be seen as a 
covert reference to the god Apollo, make these poems exceptional. As we 
shall see later, this poem also shows the context in which this humanist 
imitation still had some value in the eyes of Revius and the orthodox 
Calvinists, namely the schools. Largely thanks to Calvin himself, the 
humanist discourse would have some sort of Nachleben in the context of 
the Latin schools and later the Dutch grammar schools (gymnasia). It was 
in this context that the maxims of imitatio and emulatio would be 
cultivated for a relatively long time (until the end of the nineteenth 
century).228 

The case of Revius demonstrates nicely how the discursive field 
was reshaped by the événement of 1618-1620. Heinsius remains a central 
authority in the literary field; however, the content of his authority has 
changed, as he is still considered the greatest poet, but his quality as 

                                                      
227 See Numbers 25:1-15 and 1 Kings 16:31. 
228 Gordon, Calvin, 299–300; Lewis, “The Geneva Academy”, 41–43.  
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former heathen poet is ignored and instead he has become the champion 
of Christian poetry. Imitation of the classical poets had become highly 
suspect and was no longer focal point of the literary discourse. 
Coincidental or not, with his Laurus rediviva Revius also points to the 
corner of the discursive field to which classical imitation was relegated: 
the Latin schools.  

 

3.5 The old Cats 

Cats's Twee en tachtig-jarig leven 
 
The last work I wish to discuss is the autobiography of Jacob Cats, 

written in roughly 3,000 verses. It seems that towards the end of his life 
Cats drew on older materials and shaped them into a new poem with more 
recent material added to it. The poem was not published until 1700, when 
it appeared in the second edition of his collected works.229 The reason for 
discussing this work here is twofold. First, the book is Cats’s last work 
and as such can be seen as an endpoint in the discursive change of the 
poets discussed in the present thesis. A second reason is, that Cats 
commentates upon his own youth and the time of both the humanist and 
the Calvinist discourse. It is understood that the work has to be read as 
being written by an orthodox Calvinist, awaiting his heavenly judgement, 
who wants to fulfil the role he knew so well one last time: that of 
praeceptor iuventutis, the eternal schoolmaster.230 Nonetheless, it is 

                                                      
229 Cats, Alle de Wercken; Ten Berge, De hooggeleerde en zoetvloeiende dichter Jacob 
Cats, 192. 
230 Or in the words of Karel Bostoen: Cats ziet op zijn oude dag zijn leven aan zich 
voorbijtrekken als een illustratie van de calvinistische predestinatie. Hij wordt niet moe te 
herhalen dat alles in zijn leven door God is voorbeschikt en vervalt daarbij regelmatig tot, 
wat Busken Huet heeft genoemd: “leuterlievende vroomheid en keutelachtige poësie”. De 
angst voor het hiernamaals was de grijsaard op Zorgvliet dermate naar de keel gevlogen 
dat vele passages eerder ouderdamszwakte en hersenverweking openbaren dan vroomheid. 
[sic] (‘Cats sees his past life before his eyes as an example of Calvinist predestination. He 
never tires of repeating that everything in his life has been preordained by God and he 
regularly lapses into, what Busken Huet called, “garrulous piety and silly poetry”. Anxiety 
regarding the afterlife brought the old man at Zorgvliet in such a state of fear, that many 
passages reveal rather infirmity of the old age and a softening of his brain rather than 
piety’). Bostoen, “De autobiografie van Jacob Cats”, 91–92. 
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interesting to see how Cats himself looks back upon his youth and the 
time when the humanist discourse was still dominant within the Dutch 
Republic and more specifically in the circles of Leiden University.  

Cats’s intentions are immediately recognizable from the title page, 
which reads: J. Cats eighty-two years life, from his birth until his death. 
To his fourteen grandchildren, to the benefit of their education. Written in 
verses by himself.231 Apparently, Cats takes pride in the age he has reached 
and thinks his grandchildren will be able to learn some lessons from his 
own life. The didactic purpose of the book ensures that readers have to be 
even more careful than they would usually in terms of assessing the events 
depicted. Perhaps we should be grateful for that – at least we are not 
tempted with such a caveat to read the poem as an account of historical 
facts. However true the facts portrayed may be, they still function here 
within a didactic framework. As the work is both presented to the author’s 
grandchildren and the entire Dutch reading world, it may be assumed that 
Cats was careful in the construction of his own image. As we shall see, 
this does not necessarily mean that he always displays the most positive 
characteristics of his personality; even then his character flaws have their 
function within a specific story and a specific discourse.  

Cats elaborates on the didactic theme in the introduction to the 
poem. Opening with a motto taken from Terence,232 he compares reading 
the lives of others to looking into a mirror, from which virtues and vices 
can be learned in the consequences of their behaviour. Cats describes the 
writing of his own life as a testimony to God’s grace ‘as this story will 
show me how God has prevented me from many accidents and 
incidents’.233 And later: ‘And listen to the mistakes of my youth as well, 
for they can lead you to virtue’.234 The introduction shows us that Cats 
wishes to shape his biography on the model of Christian – and more 

                                                      
231 ‘J. Cats twee-en-tagtig-jaarig leven van zyn geboorte tot zyn dood toe: dienende tot 
naricht aan deszelvs XIV kinds-kinderen, door hem zelvs in vaerzen beschreven.’ Cats, 
Gedachten op slapeloose nachten, [117]. 
232 Inspicere, tanquam in speculum, vitas omnium / Atque ex aliis sumere exemplum, hoc 
facio, / Hoc jubeo, hoc laudi est, hoc vitio datur (Ter. Ad. 3, 3, 61.) Cats, Gedachten op 
slapeloose nachten, 119. 
233 Om dat my dit verhael indachtig maken sal, / Hoe Godt my heeft geleyt door menig 
ongeval. Cats, Gedachten op slapeloose nachten, 119. 
234 Maer hoort oock onder dies de feylen myner jeugt, / Want dat kon evenselfs u leyden tot 
de deugt. Cats, Gedachten op slapeloose nachten, 119. 
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particularly, Calvinist – 
redemption. As there has 
to be a turning point in the 
biography of the Calvinist, 
where the individual has a 
sense of being called or 
brought to Light, in a 
sense as the vocation of St 
Paul before the gates of 
Damascus, he models the 
story of his own life on the 
paradigm of a sinful youth, 
a crisis, and conversion 
and salvation. However, he 
is careful in the depiction 
of his sinful youth and remains evasive about the precise nature of some 
of his amorous experiences during his student years. And although man 
can experience divine grace during his life, he remains a sinner. Cats is 
fully aware of the importance of depicting himself as devout Christian, 
conscious of his sinful nature, even after his conversion, and will not let 
any opportunity pass to depict himself in humble culpability. 

Although these confessions of adolescent sins and a consciousness 
of his own sinful nature may be convincing as upright and true to Cats’s 
vision of himself in this phase of his life, there remain some questions to 
the modern reader. The most obvious is the question of to what use the 
poet repeatedly mentions his own sinfulness and humility. At an 
elementary semantic level this should, of course, mean that the person 
Jacob Cats feels remorse about (aspects of) his bygone life and wishes to 
prevent his grandchildren from the making the same mistakes. This may 
very well be true, or not. However, Cats presents his story as an almost 
typical Calvinist account of salvation. As such, it clearly functions within 
an orthodox, probably even pietistic discourse. In order to obtain a central 
place within this discourse, especially when writing an autobiography, it is 
of key importance to show how well one’s own life correlates with 
Calvinist notions of sin and salvation. The combination of these facts 
creates the paradoxical situation in which, if an author wishes to further 
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interesting to see how Cats himself looks back upon his youth and the 
time when the humanist discourse was still dominant within the Dutch 
Republic and more specifically in the circles of Leiden University.  

Cats’s intentions are immediately recognizable from the title page, 
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231 ‘J. Cats twee-en-tagtig-jaarig leven van zyn geboorte tot zyn dood toe: dienende tot 
naricht aan deszelvs XIV kinds-kinderen, door hem zelvs in vaerzen beschreven.’ Cats, 
Gedachten op slapeloose nachten, [117]. 
232 Inspicere, tanquam in speculum, vitas omnium / Atque ex aliis sumere exemplum, hoc 
facio, / Hoc jubeo, hoc laudi est, hoc vitio datur (Ter. Ad. 3, 3, 61.) Cats, Gedachten op 
slapeloose nachten, 119. 
233 Om dat my dit verhael indachtig maken sal, / Hoe Godt my heeft geleyt door menig 
ongeval. Cats, Gedachten op slapeloose nachten, 119. 
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his career within the Calvinist discourse, he will have to exhibit in his 
writings his humility and a consciousness of man’s sinful nature.  

The second question this work raises in the mind of the modern 
reader is the nature of Cats’s writing about sexuality. Sexuality is a 
central, if not the central, theme in Cats’s poetry. However, where in his 
early poetry Cats was able to write openly about the subject, after his 
migration to the Calvinist discourse he had to find another way to treat 
this subject and he found one in the adulation of marriage and marital love 
and his well-known warnings on extramarital relations. The present work 
in particular gives the reader the impression that Cats had not 
fundamentally changed his subject over the years, but continued writing 
about sexuality, only in a negative light! Cats hardly mentions anything 
about his youth except about his sexual relations, of which he 
consequently only says that these had been comspicious by their absence! 
This is at least strange in a didactic poem for one’s grandchildren. Cats 
could easily have omitted these passages – after all, what grandchild needs 
to learn from his grandfather’s non-existent sexual affairs? However, it is 
my impression that Cats wishes to write about sexuality and leads our 
imagination to the adventures of his youth by denying (rather 
unconvincingly) that they ever existed. Cats wished to treat sexuality and 
had to adapt to the Calvinist discourse. The only way to treat this subject 
properly within this discourse was by denial.  

This is almost immediately evident when Cats starts writing about 
his schooldays. He spends about two pages on his family ties and earliest 
childhood and then complains for about a page about his schoolmaster in 
Zierickzee – according to Cats, the man was more than reasonably proud 
of his pupils who did well after school. But then Cats spends more than a 
page on the schoolmaster’s maid. Apparently, the girl could work well, but 
had had some love affairs after work: ‘She showed many signs of 
common sense in her work, / But had misused her best pledge. / She had 
lived at Court, but had alas been betrayed there, / A thing called virginity 
had fled away from her’.235 In what follows, Cats tells how this girl would 
walk into the boys’ dormitory at night and lay there with the boys, 

                                                      
235 Sy toond’ in haer bedryf veel tekens van verstant, / Maer sy had buytens tydt, 
misbruyckt haer beste pandt. / Sy had in ‘t Hof gewoont, maer was daer laes! bedrogen, / 
Iet dat men maegdom hiet was van haer weggevlogen: Cats, Gedachten op slapeloose 
nachten, 124. 
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apparently only talking and laughing.236 The moral of the story is that 
Cats, in his own words, had absorbed some of the words and images of 
this girl and that these had a lasting influence on him: ‘I still feel regularly 
coming to my senses / What I took in unnoticed from this matter’.237  

In this passage the reader can find all the elements mentioned 
above. First of all, Cats is very outspoken about the influence of sexual 
imagery on young boys. He explicitly warns headmasters and others who 
are responsible for young people to be careful who they hire. He also 
makes very clear that he thinks these events had a lasting influence on 
him. However, this book has not been written as a pedagogical manual for 
teachers and educators. Cats takes ample time to write in a text meant for 
his grandchildren a detailed account of the behaviour and visits of an 
attractive young woman who had been sexually active in a boys’ 
dormitory! And, of course, Cats expressly denies having had any dealings 
with the maid, again in agreement with the characteristics mentioned 
earlier. 

It is impossible to conclude whether or not Cats had had any 
dealings with this girl.238 What is more, that is not what matters here. It is 
peculiar that a young boy apparently knows so much about the not so 
honourable past of a woman significantly older than he was, and that he 
remembers these apparent facts till his 81st year. But what really matters 
here is that Cats wishes to elaborate on this theme in this context. If Cats 
really meant what he wrote, that he felt he had suffered lasting damage 
from these nocturnal intrusions, why does he impose the very same 

                                                      
236 Alleen in losse praat bestont haer vergenoegen: (All her joy was idle talk). Cats, 
Gedachten op slapeloose nachten, 124. 
237 Ick voele menigmael noch in myn zinnen komen / Dat ick van dese stof ter loops heb 
ingenomen: Cats, Gedachten op slapeloose nachten, 124. 
238 Derek Phillips seems not to share my opinion, preferring in his discussion of these 
juvenile passages of Cats’s life to treat them as if they definitely happened. Personally I 
think Cats is too evasive in his words to state this with utter certainty. See  Phillips, Well-
Being in Amsterdam’s Golden Age, 88–89. On the other side is Bostoen: Het verhaal van 
zijn leven is doorspekt met anekdotes over amoureuze verlokkingen waaraan hij als 
leerling van de Latijnse School te Zierikzee en als student te Leiden en te Orléans is 
blootgesteld. Maar bezwijken voor de verleidingen deed de jonge Cats niet. De Vinger 
Gods hield hem steeds op het rechte pad. (‘The story of his life is full of anecdotes about 
amourous seductions to which he was exposed as a pupil in the Latin School of Zierikzee 
and as a student in Leiden and Orleans. However, Cats did not succumb to these 
temptations. The hand of God kept him on the right path’.) Bostoen, “De autobiografie van 
Jacob Cats”, 90–91. 
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236 Alleen in losse praat bestont haer vergenoegen: (All her joy was idle talk). Cats, 
Gedachten op slapeloose nachten, 124. 
237 Ick voele menigmael noch in myn zinnen komen / Dat ick van dese stof ter loops heb 
ingenomen: Cats, Gedachten op slapeloose nachten, 124. 
238 Derek Phillips seems not to share my opinion, preferring in his discussion of these 
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images on the minds of his own grandchildren? For how can a reader not 
wonder whether the young Cats had really had no dealings at all with this 
girl? And after taking in the lively descriptions provided by Cats, how 
would any young person not envision in detail the maid entering the 
dorms? It becomes very tempting to read the text as if Cats is actually 
proud of his earliest close encounters with a girl and tries to convey the 
stealthy pleasure to his readers. Again, I cannot prove that this was 
consciously on Cats’s mind. I cannot even prove that a contemporary 
reader read the text as such. However, it seems clear that Cats wishes to 
write about sexuality in some way and that the only way he could do this 
within the Calvinist discourse is in terms of denial and condemnation. And 
that is exactly what he does throughout the description of his youth in this 
autobiography.239  

In the subsequent pages Cats elaborates on the virtues of the 
master’s wife and about his earliest days at Leiden University. He states 
very clearly that he regrets not having pursued his Greek studies, 
especially after the departure of his teacher Johannes Cornelis Gesselius 
(1550?-1627) to Amersfoort.240 However, before long Cats sails into the 
second love story. Again a maid was the source of all problems: ‘The 
Lady however, as we could see afterwards, / Made at the time a mistake 
and hit badly. / She hired a maid of nice appearances, / And sweet in her 

                                                      
239 I am not the first reader to find Cats’s frank descriptions to his grandchildren 
remarkable; Bostoen cites Busken Huet: ‘De beschrijving van amoureuze aangelegenheden 
werd door negentiende-eeuwers, die geen rekening hielden met het klassieke karakter van 
Cats’ biografie, juist uitvoerig gewraakt. Zo kon Busken Huet schrijven: ’s Dichters eigen 
openhartige bekentenis: Mijn aard was van der jeugd genegen om te mallen, / En ‘t 
vrouwelijk geslacht dat heeft mij wel bevallen -  dit gulle woord van den twee-en-
tachtigjarigen grijsaard is eene voldoende waarschuwing. Geen fatsoenlijk meisje van 
onzen tijd kan een gedicht van Cats ten einde toe lezen; geen onzer opgeschoten knapen 
straffeloos bladeren in de dichterlijke nalatenschap van den vromen Raadpensionaris. 
(The descriptions of the amorous encounters were often extensively criticized by 
nineteenth-century readers, who did not heed the classical character of Cats’s biography. 
Thus Busken Huet could write: ‘The frank confession of the poet: It was my nature from 
my youth to play / And the female sex has always pleased me well – this candour on the 
part of the eighty-two-year-old man is a sufficient warning. No decent girl of our days can 
read a poem by Cats to the end; no lanky lad can leaf unpunished through the poetical 
heritage of this pious Pensionary.’). Bostoen, “De autobiografie van Jacob Cats”, 93. 
240 On Gesselius, see Meertens, Letterkundig leven in Zeeland in de zestiende en de eerste 
helft der zeventiende eeuw, 246 and 382, n. 213 [cited by Ten Berge, Jacob Cats, 37-38]. 
The text can also be accessed at: http://www.dbnl.org/tekst/meer035lett01_01/. 
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face and witty in her habits, / Learned in the French language’.241 Cats 
describes how the boarders enjoyed the company of this girl – they soon 
forgot to study, instead making music instead and apparently having a 
good time in her company. Again Cats makes very clear that he had no 
part in these festivities – he remained a diligent student and would only 
afterwards learn about any intimate acts that had occurred in the house. 
However, the lady of the house soon discovered that her boarders were 
distracted by the pretty maid and sent her away and hired a Medusa 
instead!242 The new maid, angry because the boarders ignore her, tells 
them one day that she met the first maid in the marketplace and that she 
was pregnant: ‘She has, according to her own words, seduced by deceitful 
words, left her best pledge in this honourable house’.243 The Medusa adds 
that the culprit will have to take care of the costs. Cats makes the reader 
believe he had never slept with the girl and only now learned of all that 
had happened.244 He fears that he will be charged maintenance money for 
the as yet unborn child, apparently as the other boys seem more 
experienced in denying responsibility, and seeks advice from a lawyer. In 
his own words, this experience was sufficient to heal him of his desire for 
any further relations with women, at least for the time being. After 

                                                      
241 De Vrouwe evenwel, gelyck men namaels sag, / Misgreep haer op een tyt en deed een 
quade slag. / Sy nam in haeren dienst een Maegd van frisse leden, / En soet in haer gelaet 
en geestig in haer zeden, / Geleert in Fransse tael. […]. Cats, Gedachten op slapeloose 
nachten, 127. 
242 Sy die niet goet en vont dit lang te laten dueren, / Ging sonder lang beraet een ander 
Meysjen hueren, / Een Griet van stueren aert, en leelyck boven dien, / Soo dat in haer 
gelaet niet soets en was te sien. / Dit Meysjen, of veel eer een backkus van Meduyse, / En 
wierd hier niet gebruyckt ten dienste van den huyse, / Noch tot het keuckewerck, maer haer 
weird opgeleyt, / Te staen tot onsen dienst gelyck een Kamer-meyt. (She did not deem it 
right to let this last, / Rented soon another maid, / A moody tart and ugly as well, / Nothing 
enjoyable to see in her face. / This girl, or this head of Medusa, / Was not hired to the 
service of the house, / Nor for the kitchen, but was trained, / To stand at our service as a 
chamber maid.). Cats, Gedachten op slapeloose nachten, 128. 
243 Sy heeft, gelyckse seyt, door schoon en listig praeten, / Hier in dit eerbaer huys haer 
beste pant gelaeten. Cats, Gedachten op slapeloose nachten, 129. 
244 Als Kock en Bottelier bywylen hevig kyven, / Dan word’et openbaer waer vet en boter 
blyven; / Een yder vecht om stryt, en onder dese twist, / Soo komt het schennis uyt dat 
niemant recht en wist. / Nu schoon ick nooit so over myn plichten had vergeten, / Dat my 
van al dit wreck iet mogte zyn geweten, / […] (When the cook and the pantler fight, / It 
becomes clear where grease and butter are; / When all are fighting aloud, / Indecency 
comes out, that no one really knew. / Now I had never disregarded so much of my duties, / 
That I could be blamed in any way for this work /(…)) Cats, Gedachten op slapeloose 
nachten,129. 
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thanking God for his protection in this matter, Cats tells the reader that 
ultimately it turned out that the girl had never been pregnant at all and the 
whole thing had been an invention of the Medusa.  

The passage is interesting, as it seems to suggest more than it really 
says. It is very hard not to read this passage in exactly the opposite way 
from the one in which Cats seems to have intended it to be read. The story 
makes such an unconvincing impression that it seems to tell us that Cats 
did possibly impregnate the girl, learned that others had slept with her as 
well, found a lawyer who put the new maid under persuasive pressure to 
withdraw her accusations, and subsequently walked away. The passage 
again shows us that Cats apparently wished to tell his grandchildren or his 
readers about his sexual activities (‘When we were still students…’), felt 
on the other hand that he could not do so and had to abide by the orthodox 
Calvinist ideas of morality, instead telling the story in terms of denial and 
condemnation. Cats remains vague about the lessons he professes to teach 
in this passage. He does not explicitly warn about contact with girls, 
although he seems to have had enough of that for a while after this 
episode. However, what he does explicitly warn about are clever fellow 
boarders who can burden you with their faults and mischievous neglected 
maids who may set you up with lies. The conclusion of these lessons 
could very well be, at least at face value, that there is no harm in sexual 
contact with a girl of lower standing, as long as they do not get pregnant, 
are not being shared with too many companions, and the affair remains 
indoors. 

Although this is, of course, somewhat exaggerated, I do think it 
reflects something of the prevalent sexual morality of this time, contrary 
to what is sometimes written in scholarly literature. Roberts and 
Groenendijk speak of all-male environments in the seventeenth century 
that offered little or no exposure to women.245 If anything, the passages 
show that there clearly was contact between the sexes, especially of 
different standing. Apparently many boys and young men had 
opportunities to have their first sexual encounters with maids in boarding 
houses. The texts also show that it is important to distinguish between the 
moral ideology preached by the orthodox Calvinist clergy and daily life. 
Reading Cats, it can hardly be concluded that he opposed sexual contact, 
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especially in one’s youth. He is careful to express his own abstinence, but 
in such a circumspect way, that the reader almost cannot suppress the urge 
to fill in the missing scenes. And even when condemning these alleged 
sexual acts (on the part of others), Cats condemns the outcome of the acts, 
the financial responsibility, or the betrayal by others. The maids have, in 
his words, lost their most valuable pledge. But the men only have to be 
careful.  

The situations distilled from Cats’s words would appear to present a 
more likely portrayal of daily life in the seventeenth century than merely 
supposing complete obedience to orthodox Calvinism. It also fits in better 
within the picture that has been described during the course of this book, 
namely that orthodox Calvinism demanded complete control of all aspects 
of a man’s personality. However, it is the seventeenth century in particular 
where this idea of one coherent personality is still in the process of 
evolving. We have witnessed that the Leiden humanists saw no 
problematic incongruence between a religious personality and a pagan 
persona. The notion of a central personality that has to control the 
different aspects of a personality and that these have to respond to one 
overall coherent governing moral system is exactly the process that is 
happening in this period, as has been described by many others as one of 
the primary characteristics of Renaissance man.   

The ambiguity of Cats in matters of premarital sexual relations, 
which may very well reflect a more general opinion of his time, is 
illustrated well by Cats’s account of his student years in France. Jacob 
Cats went to Orleans after the completion of his studies in Leiden to 
receive a doctorate in Roman law and to improve his knowledge of 
French. Apparently he acquired his knowledge of French from local girls 
in particular, although he is very evasive about the precise nature of these 
lessons: ‘I spent much time with the damsels of the town, / Where I had 
good entertainment and free access, / And this was, as it seemed, to be 
able to learn French’.246 Cats remains vague whether he fell in love with 
one special girl or frequented some sort of salon, but he clearly states that 
he spent much time there and felt very sorry when he had to leave: ‘I 
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noticed, when I had to leave, / That I was overcome with sorrow’.247 And 
later: ‘Farewell, then, Orleans, although with sad pain, / There is no other 
option, we have to separate now. / If I have to give a reason for my actions 
[i.e. the sorrow – DK],/ I stayed too long in a single place, / And by my 
prolonged staying grew my acquaintance, / Therefore I did not want to 
leave this place’.248  

Cats is very clear as to the reason why he had to leave: he had 
promised his parents not to marry a foreign girl and apparently this had 
become a prospect: ‘I could have found there at the time, / Someone 
willing to marry me, / But I was told upon my leaving, / Not to return as 
part of a couple’.249 Cats warns his readers not to stay too long in the same 
place when they are abroad – a fresh branch does not easily catch fire. 
Apparently Cats had stayed too long in Orleans and fallen in love with a 
local girl: ‘As is characteristic of the youth, I liked to jest, / And I had a 
weak spot for the female sex, / However I was almost caught before I 
knew, / And lost, alas, much of my precious time’.250 On the other hand, 
he wishes to keep his reputation clean and wants us to know he never 
visited a brothel: ‘To whoring, to jolly unchaste life, / I could not render 
myself. / Not in England, nor in France / Did I ever enter a brothel or visit 
a prostitute’.251 And what seems most important: ‘My body was clean 
when I started my journey, / And I brought my members healthy back 
home’.252 
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It is this last theme in particular that is the focus of Benjamin 
Roberts’s treatment of Cats’s ideas about premarital sex.253 According to 
Roberts, Cats is predominantly concerned about the physical health of the 
young men: ‘For young men in the early seventeenth century, there was 
not a wide margin for error when it came to sexuality, considering the risk 
of contracting a fatal venereal disease. […] The most popular moralist of 
the seventeenth century, Jacob Cats, warned young men about syphilis – 
the most dreaded venereal disease of the era. […] Jacob Cats stood out 
among other contemporary moralists by recognizing the sexual desires of 
young men, but in the end urged them to practice abstinence from the age 
of sexual maturity […] until the age of marriage’.254 I do agree with 
Roberts as far as prostitutes are concerned, but I do not think Cats 
preached complete abstinence. If the passages of Cats’s autobiography are 
indeed intended as a guide book for his grandchildren, it seems that Cats 
advises them to be careful – they should not attract a disease, they should 
be careful about with whom they sleep and make sure no paternity suits 
can follow. Cats is also generally very outspoken about the importance of 
preserving girls’ virginity. However, Cats apparently sees no problem 
when boys have sexual relationships with either foreign girls or girls of a 
lower standing.  

Phillips seems to come to the same conclusion: ‘Jacob Cats, the 
great moralist, seems to have regarded sexual intercourse with a servant as 
part of a young male adolescent’s education – it was one of the ways he 
sowed his wild oats’.255 This was apparently a common experience in the 
seventeenth century: ‘Among married couples, a woman’s sex life was 
supposed to be restricted to what occurred in the marital relationship. At 
the same time, a blind eye was usually turned to a man’s sexual exploits 
outside marriage. This double standard of sexual morality was common 
practice as far as servants were concerned. As elsewhere in early modern 
Europe, sexual involvement with female servants was a widespread social 
phenomenon. Although it usually had no adverse consequences for the 
reputations of a man, it was otherwise for the fair sex’.256  
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Although I do not agree with Phillips that pre- and extramarital 
relationships for a man were not problematic at all, I do think both Phillips 
and Cats show that they were real, it simply happened. Reading Cats’s 
autobiography, these encounters were not strange or unheard of. However, 
Cats does feel compelled to write about these encounters in a circumspect 
way, embedded as they are in lengthy apologies and prayers. The text 
shows how Cats has to juggle with the representation of socially accepted 
phenomena in an orthodox Calvinist context. It is part of the process 
described by Roberts: ‘Through the course of the late sixteenth, 
seventeenth, and early eighteenth centuries, this attitude towards sexuality 
underwent a drastic change as society became more concerned with 
controlling carnal urges. For the early modern period Norbert Elias terms 
the increasing self-regulation of urges, including sexual ones, the 
transition from Fremdzwang (social constraint) to Selbstzwang (self-
constraint). The transition entailed making the controlling of urges an 
internal regulation of conduct based on guilt instead of behavior 
controlled by external regulation and associated with shame’.257 This 
statement seems to be another way of saying what has been stated above, 
namely that within the dominant Calvinist discourse there was a keen 
sense of the necessity of uniting all facets of a personality, including 
literary personae, under the tutelage of one governing principle. All these 
facets had to be brought together, in Greenblatt’s words, under one 
governing Authority.258 

 

3.6 Afterthought: The Nachleben of the Leiden humanist 
discourse 

Leiden University as a stronghold of the humanist discourse as 
envisioned by Janus Dousa had practically ceased to exist. A new 
discourse had taken its place, of which De Dieu, L’Empereur, and Revius 
are important representatives. But what happened to the former humanist 
discourse? Did it disappear altogether? Or did it have some sort of 
afterlife? It is my impression that it did, and especially in the curriculum 
of the Latin schools in Holland and West Frisia. Now that the ideals of 
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humanist learning were no longer cherished at Leiden University, they 
found a new home, or rather, they recovered their old home, in the Latin 
schools. It was through the efforts of Gerardus Joannes Vossius (1577-
1649) in particular that the ideals of the Leiden humanists found their way 
into the curriculum of the Latin schools of Holland and West Frisia. The 
other area is the vernacular poetry, where Heinsius’s and Vossius’s 
interpretations of Aristotelian poetics would have a lasting influence.259 

It had been a long-felt desideratum that increased unity would be 
engendered between the different Latin schools. As a rule, the 
headmasters of these schools themselves set the curriculum and materials 
for their schools, which resulted in varying standards and results on the 
part of the students. The outcome of this incongruence was strongly felt at 
the university and the States College. Various measures had been taken to 
ensure a minimum standard, by way of compulsory reading lists and entry 
exams both at the States College and at the university. Already in 1580 
Prince William of Orange had asked Lipsius and Dousa to provide a 
curriculum for the Latin schools, but it was not until 1624 that a 
committee was formed, consisting of professors from Leiden University 
and representatives of the Dutch Reformed Church, who had been 
entrusted by the States General with the task of writing a curriculum and 
providing textbooks for the Latin schools. It was the task of the academic 
members of the committee in particular to take care of these textbooks.260 

Both Heinsius and Vossius sat on this committee and both would 
contribute significantly to the outcome in 1625 of the ‘Schoolordre’, as 
the curriculum was about to be named. Vossius was actually a theologian; 
being an orphan, the only way he had been able to enter university had 
been for him to obtain a bursary at the States College, where preachers 
and theologians were trained for the Dutch Reformed Church. Vossius was 
an excellent and diligent student and was asked after his studies in 1600 to 
become headmaster of the Latin school in Dordrecht (Dordt). Later, in 
1613, Vossius was called back to Leiden to become regent of the States 
College. During the controversies between the Remonstrants and Counter-
Remonstrants Vossius was very anxious to maintain a moderate stance, at 
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least outwardly. But he also became a close friend of Hugo Grotius, whom 
he admired greatly. He often gave free advice and helped Grotius where 
he could as long as he would not compromise himself. Nonetheless, 
Vossius was dismissed as regent after the Synod of Dordt.  

Having been director at both a Latin school and the States College, 
Vossius had become an excellent judge of the educational system and he 
found it wanting. It is hard to say what Vossius’s influence on the 
committee was. Nonetheless, it is immediately clear that the result of the 
committee’s work was to Vossius’s taste – the ‘Hollandsche schoolordre’ 
(‘The Regulation for the Schools of Holland’) of 1625 would turn out to 
be a road map for humanist learning.261 It is most remarkable that almost 
immediately after Leiden University had been purged and the humanist 
discourse had been replaced by the orthodox Calvinist discourse, this 
same humanist discourse becomes institutionalized in the Latin schools 
through this Schoolordre.262  

The most pressing problem was the use of different grammar books 
in the Latin schools, which made switching from school tricky and 
resulted in incongruence among beginning students at the University. This 
problem was temporarily solved by the committee by prescribing existing 
textbooks, but it was this area in particular to which Vossius would 
dedicate himself in order to solve this problem once and for all. Over the 
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van hun verlangens bewonderen [,…]. (‘Of the theologians, the preachers in particular 
might have hoped for more, but the literary scholars could not have had any better; 
probably also the Humanists, who had died a century before [sic!], would have admired 
this programme as the realization of their deepest wishes [, …]’). 
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following decades, Vossius would publish Latin and Greek grammars that 
would remain a standard for Dutch grammar schools well into the 
nineteenth century.  
 

3.7 Conclusion  

The coup d’état of Maurice and the Synod of Dordt mark the end of 
the peculiar intellectual climate of the Leiden humanists. It is interesting 
to complete the Foucauldian exercise and note which elements disappear, 
which elements appear, and which elements receive a new or different 
place. The first element that certainly disappears is the pagan persona of 
the poet. In the new discourse, the poetical persona has to be an 
expression of Calvinist belief. No more honorary poems are written to 
Bacchus or Aphrodite. The gods of the classical world are treated with 
distrust and have to be read allegorically at best. Revius and the later Cats 
are examples of poetry of this new discourse. Secondly, the pagan world 
has ceased to be the primary source of inspiration. The new generation of 
scholars around Daniel Heinsius presents itself as no longer belonging to 
the same intellectual world as the pagan authors of the Roman world. 
However, knowledge of the classical world is not an element that 
disappears, instead it is being given a new place in the new discourse. 
Rather than being the entrance ticket to the scholarly world, it becomes an 
auxiliary study for better understanding the world of the Bible. This brings 
us straight to the element that enters this discourse: the world of the Bible.  
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Proteus is contrasted with his autobiography. In Proteus, the humanist 
discourse coexists, somewhat forcefully, with the Calvinist discourse. In 

                                                      
263 Baker, “A Foucauldian French Revolution?”, 193. 
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Cats’s autobiography, the topic of Eros has found a new place and is 
treated within the framework of Calvinist values. In the case of Heinsius, 
his knowledge of the classical world and especially classical Greek 
remained unaltered. However, the rehierarchization and transformation 
can be traced in the subjects he chooses to study and the context in which 
they are studied. The new Leiden humanist circle had a profoundly 
Calvinist profile, something that can be learned from the works of 
Ludovicus de Dieu discussed. The discourse of the first decade of the 
seventeenth century had transformed from one clearly oriented towards 
antiquity to one in which biblical phrases and expressions were required 
even in scholarly works.  
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Conclusions 

When I had finished my initial reading for this project and felt I had 
a first grasp of the material at hand, I formulated my research question for 
myself as: can the Synod of Dordt and the coup d’état of Maurice of 
Orange be described as a Foucauldian event, and if so, what advantages 
are there of doing so? I hoped that my approach could contribute to our 
project on Neo-Latin and the vernacular from a broad perspective. I do 
admit that my initial idea was that the use of Latin would fit one side of 
the discursive field and the use of Dutch the opposite side. Of course, I 
was aware that this is a generalization, but I felt it worthwhile exploring 
nonetheless. The conclusion quite naturally has to be that reality is more 
complicated than my scheme had anticipated. For every generalization I 
could think of, at least two examples could be named that would 
contradict my schematic abstractions. I have often thought it was best to 
abandon the whole idea of my initial research question.  

However, every time I returned to the texts that set me on this path 
in the first place, I found that my Foucauldian / Greenblattian 
interpretation still offered good explanations for certain irregularities in 
the works and biographies of my authors. And so I have persisted with my 
interpretation of the changes in the intellectual climate of the Leiden 
humanists as part of an événement. Three items buttressed this idea. The 
first was the article by Baker, already cited, who has, as an intellectual 
exercise, made a brief Foucauldian interpretation of the French 
Revolution. Although he analysed the discursive changes and the 
discursive field from a different point of view, it showed me that it was 
possible to see a coup as an événement. This point was supported by the 
words of Foucault himself in his Ordre du discours, in which he clearly 
states that every discursive tension in the end finds its solution in the 
physical world. However, most convincing for me was the impression 
made by the texts of the authors in my corpus and their biographies – 
whether I compare both introductions of Cats’s Proteus, or Heinsius’s 
early poetry with his hymn to Christ, or read in Nellen’s biography of 
Grotius how he was incapable of understanding his adversaries and often 
misjudged the situation he found himself in, these oppositions often gave 
me the impression that these protagonists lived in different universes and 
spoke different languages, each completely logical and sensible in its own 
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orbit, but entirely wrong and unacceptable in the opponent’s universe. 
Foucault and Greenblatt formulated concepts that helped me explain my 
crude imagination and also to identify and describe developments and 
processes that I had not yet seen.  

Greenblatt’s ideas of a social poetics proved very useful to identify 
the different discourses and to relate individual authors and their works to 
Foucault’s abstract notions of discourses and discursive change. 
According to Greenblatt it is possible to use every historical artifact as 
representation of a given period and to describe that period by means of 
that artifact. It should only be borne in mind that we describe by means of 
these representations small parts of a culture. However, great works of art 
form an exception, as they represent widely shared cultural values. 
Literary works in particular can, according to Greenblatt, be accepted as 
valuable representations of cultural period. They represent these values, as 
the author himself (or herself) was formed by the cultural values of his 
(her) culture. At the same time, authors comment in their literary works on 
their culture. And by doing so, they influence their culture. This way, 
literary works are highly useful to detect discursive changes as they both 
represent and catalyze these processes.  

So the answer to the first part of my original research question is 
that it is possible to describe the coup d’état of Maurice of Orange and the 
Synod of Dordt of 1618-1620 as an événement, a result of a discursive 
change. I have described the tensions in the discursive field in terms of an 
opposition of a humanist discourse and a Calvinist discourse.264 I have 
explained that these terms do not characterize individual beliefs or 
abilities. Many humanists were (orthodox) Calvinists, many Calvinists 
great Latinists. However, as shown in Chapter 1, the humanist discourse 
has as its central authority the classical world, whereas the Calvinist 
discourse refers primarily to the Bible and Calvinist doctrine (Chapter 2).  

Having provided a positive response to the first part of my original 
question, namely whether the Synod of Dordt can be described in 
Foucauldian terms, the second half, what advantages this approach offers, 
remains unanswered. The main advantage of a Foucauldian / 

                                                      
264 I am aware that the names I chose for the two opposing discourses are closely related to 
the part of the discourse I investigated, namely the scholarly / literary field of the Leiden 
humanists. A political historian might well have preferred other names. 
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Greenblattian approach is that it moves the focus from the author to the 
dynamics between history, society, and individual and especially how the 
individual is affected and becomes the scene of historical, social, and 
intellectual developments, evolutions, revolution. To put forward an 
obvious example, it is easy to describe Heinsius’s career and the choices 
he made from a point of view that emphasizes his personal interests. 
Heinsius was an enthusiastic Greek and Latin poet who was able to 
embark upon an academic career with the aid of Scaliger, but changed his 
colours when the situation grew bad and joined the Counter-Remonstrant 
cause to protect his career. However, this line of thought always ends with 
the question: what were Heinsius’s true motives, his true thoughts? If we 
wish to avoid the sin of the intentional fallacy, the author disappears into 
the historical distance. But it is possible to describe the persona of the poet 
and to see it as a representation of certain discourse. A poetical persona is 
moulded in the dynamics of discursive change, it is an individual 
expression of the discursive field. In the case of Heinsius this means that 
he may or may not have behaved in a brave or cowardly fashion, true or 
untrue to his former or new beliefs – his works reflect the tensions in the 
discursive field, his changing persona is an expression of the discursive 
change.  

The same line of thought would help in solving the problem of 
Vossius’s convictions. At the end of his interesting article about the 
religious turmoil of the Twelve Years’ Truce, Rademaker criticizes 
scholars who consider Vossius to be Remonstrant, whereas, according to 
Rademaker, ‘[…] he [Vossius], at the very core of his belief, remained 
true to traditional teaching of the Church, […].’265 The proof Rademaker 
adduces is a letter from Vossius of 1640 and the fact that Vossius never 
joined the Remonstrant Brotherhood. I have my questions about these 
arguments, as by 1640 the Counter-Remonstrants had long prevailed and 
it could be very worthwhile to look at one’s own past from an adjusted 
perspective, and the fact that at the time of the troubles there was not yet a 
Remonstrant Brotherhood, the Remonstrants considered themselves to be 
part of the same Protestant Church as the Counter-Remonstrants, and they 
only wanted to change the rules. What is more, if Vossius was such a 

                                                      
265 Rademaker, “At the Heart of the Twelve Years’ Truce Controversies: Conrad Vorstius, 
Gerardus Vossius and Hugo Grotius”, 487. 
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convinced Counter-Remonstrant, why was he dismissed in 1618? The 
answer, I propose, is first of all that it is impossible to say what Vossius’s 
true belief was. However, we do see him participating in the humanist 
discourse. Whatever his beliefs on predestination (personally I find him 
quite prevaricatory in the letter cited), Vossius clearly had a humanist 
outlook on the world. His whole life would be dedicated to the 
dissemination of knowledge of the classical world. His own contribution 
to solving the conflict is also clearly one belonging to the humanist 
discourse, namely writing a scholarly critical historical text. Just as 
Gomarus singled out Bertius immediately as ‘Orateur’, Vossius was 
recognizable to any member of the Calvinist discourse as representing the 
humanist discourse, whatever his beliefs at the core may have been. I 
could even argue that his letter of 1640 is a representation of the post-
Synod discourse and as such constitutes another representation of the 
changed discourse.  

Apart from these methodological conclusions, my central 
conclusion is, almost redundantly, that there was a particular humanist 
discourse among the Leiden scholars and that it had to change under the 
pressure of the Calvinist discourse. This Leiden humanist discourse was 
unique in two aspects. It was unique in the Dutch context – only at Leiden 
University did a shared enthusiasm exist where the ideals of imitation and 
emulation of the classical (and humanist) examples were collectively and 
constantly put into practice at such a high level. Naturally, much of this 
accomplishment can be accounted for by Dousa, Lipsius, and Scaliger. 
The saying that the Muses found a home at Leiden was used more than 
once (Scaliger and Heinsius) and nicely illustrates both the idealistic and 
the classical and the pagan (i.e. not expressly Christian) character of the 
Leiden humanist enterprise. The other aspect of its uniqueness is the 
specifically Dutch constellation of this humanist discourse. As has been 
said, it shared all the essential characteristics of the international Republic 
of Letters. However, it became conflated with concepts of the liberal 
urban social and intellectual elite of Holland. It became the vehicle for the 
party that believed that the Revolt was more about liberty than religion 
and felt they were best represented by the Provincial States of Holland and 
West Frisia. As the marriage poems by Grotius in particular have shown 
(Chapter 1), the Leiden humanist discourse was also the expression of a 
certain Batavian enthusiasm, a nationalism that tried to imitate and 
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emulate the ancients not only in terms of literature, but also in the craft of 
statesmanship, as can be learned from the various ‘comparisons’ of 
ancient civilizations that were written in these years.266 

In order to participate in this discourse, you had to have an 
exceedingly extensive knowledge of Latin. A central position within this 
discourse could be attained to by knowledge of the classical world and the 
ability to write Latin well, both prose and poetry. As the bucolic 
translations of Heinsius and Scaliger have shown, the use and knowledge 
of Greek was a bonus in this category. Within this discourse, imitation and 
emulation could take place both in Latin and in the vernacular. The ideal 
of using the vernacular to show it has the same possibilities as the 
classical languages can be seen as a special kind of imitation and 
variation. It was, since Italian humanism, a standard part of the 
(international) humanist discourse.  

From the outset, i.e. from the days of Janus Dousa, the humanist 
discourse stood in opposition to an orthodox Calvinist discourse. This 
discourse is well illustrated by the Bedenckinge of Franciscus Gomarus or 
the poetry of Jacobus Revius. It has a clearly identifiable authority in the 
fundamental Calvinist doctrinal scriptures, namely the Institutiones of 
John Calvin, the Belgian Confession, and the Heidelberg Catechism. The 
ideal of this discourse was not to revive the classical past; on the contrary, 
they were strongly opposed to anything remotely pagan. Its ideal was the 
people of Israel, led by their God through the desert. Whereas the 
humanist discourse was primarily institutionalized in universities and 
Latin schools, the Calvinist discourse had its home in the classes of the 
Dutch Reformed Church and the Faculties of Theology except for Leiden. 
Although the humanist discourse was closely connected to the upper class 
of Holland and had managed to determine the atmosphere at Leiden 
University, it was the Calvinist discourse that increasingly made itself felt 
in the second decade of the seventeenth century.  

The second chapter showed how this discursive change affected the 
Leiden humanists (or some of them). The introductions of Cats’s Proteus 
show the two discourses standing alongside one another in the same book. 

                                                      
266 See Eyffinger, “‘How Wondrously Moses Goes Along with The House of Orange!’: 
Hugo Grotius’ ‘De Republica Emendanda’ in the Context of the Dutch Revolt”, especially 
119-120. 
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The works of Heinsius show how a pagan persona gradually became 
unacceptable and how Heinsius responds to this development. In his hymn 
to Christ, Heinsius completely adapted his style to the new discourse. His 
De contemptu mortis moves back a little as it expresses Christian themes 
in a Lucretian / Virgilian imitation. The importance of these works is 
emphasized by the fact that these are the only poems of Heinsius that are 
mentioned by Revius.  

The third chapter described the new discursive field. Some 
elements had disappeared, such as the pagan persona and the enthusiastic 
veneration of the classical world. Some elements were given new places: 
Heinsius and Vossius directed ‘classical’ efforts to the curriculum of the 
Latin schools, the edition of proper textbooks, and the writing of 
grammars that would be used until the twentieth century. One element that 
stayed but that was slightly transformed was the introduction into the 
discourse of the new circle of Leiden scholars. The case of Ludovicus de 
Dieu demonstrated well that the general form remained intact. 
Introduction was by means of a scholarly publication, preferably an 
edition, accompanied by recommendations from an established authority 
in the field and either dedicated to this authority, or the authority was 
thanked profusely in the introduction. However, these actions served now 
as an introduction to a theological discourse (although the Synod had 
explicitly stated that artes scholars had to refrain from theology), by using 
a different referential framework.  

This study has shown how the use of Foucault’s ideas about 
discursive change, modified by Greenblatt’s theories of cultural poetics 
offer an interesting approach to literary texts. As literary texts can be 
regarded as cultural representations, authors appear as (temporal) 
embodiments of their respective literary discourses. The relations and 
tensions between authors, their literary works, their poetical personae and 
their (literary) networks can give interesting insights in often compelling 
forces within discursive fields. In this study, only a small, though 
influential, network has been analyzed. The concepts used are applicable 
in every branch of literary studies. To compare the Leiden situation to the 
Amsterdam literary circles would be an interesting next step. But also the 
relation between the author, his poetical persona and social / religious 
conventions is a terrain that needs more exploration. Both approaches 
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would be valuable supplements to an often biographical approach of 
individual authors and their works.   
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Summary in English 

Clashes of Discourses: Humanists and Calvinists in Seventeenth-Century 
Academic Leiden 
 
This thesis describes how the literary discourse of the Leiden humanists 
gradually changed under growing pressure from orthodox Calvinists 
(Counter-Remonstrants). These changes are described with reference to 
Michael Foucault’s concepts of discours and événement. Maurice of 
Orange’s coup d’état and the Synod of Dordt (1618-1620) are the events 
that constitute the final step in this changing discourse, the materialization 
of the événement in the historical realm. The identification of this 
événement retrospectively enabled the identification of a discursive field 
at Leiden University and a search for tensions within this discourse. 
Division into three chapters seemed sensible: the first chapter describes 
the discourse of the Leiden humanists from the inauguration of Leiden 
University (1575) until the death of Arminius (1609). The second chapter 
describes the growing tensions between Remonstrants and Counter-
Remonstrants, which leave traces in the (literary) works of Leiden 
humanists. Finally, a new discourse emerges after the Synod of Dordt: the 
third chapter describes how elements of the former discourse disappear or 
are rearranged. New concepts receive prominent places within this new 
discursive field, as do new persons.  

The ideas regarding cultural poetics, as Stephen Greenblatt termed 
them in his Renaissance Self-Fashioning, were very useful in the 
identification and description of this discursive change. Three of his 
concepts in particular were of central importance to this thesis. First of all 
the concept that every artefact of a certain culture can be regarded as a 
representation of that culture. It follows from this that a culture can be 
described by any object, as long as we are aware of the fact that we can 
describe only a limited part of this culture. It is categorically impossible to 
make a comprehensive description of any culture. Nonetheless, although 
our description may be fragmentary, and it is, this does not necessarily 
imply that it is untrue. The second concept is that authors who were 
(highly) esteemed in their own time have a higher level of 
representativeness than other authors, persons, or objects. Authors became 
popular because the reading public apparently recognized their own 
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thoughts and feelings in the words of these authors. It follows that texts 
written by widely read authors will be useful for a cultural-historical 
analysis. Finally, Greenblatt gave a concise description of the interaction 
between author and culture in his concept of cultural poetics: an author is 
formed by the culture and cultural values in which he is born and raised. 
These values find their expression in the literary works of the author. 
However, the author not only reproduces the values of his surroundings, 
but also reflects upon them. And by giving expression to these values in 
his works and words, the author exerts a strong influence on his culture, 
confirming many values, questioning others.  
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Chapter 1: The humanist discourse in the Northern Netherlands 
The first chapter describes how Janus Dousa and Jan van Hout in 
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rooted in the humanist discourse. Janus Dousa had been deeply impressed 
by Jean Dorat and the poets of the Pleiade during his peregrinatio in Paris. 
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When Leiden was granted the right to found a university, Janus 
Dousa and Jan van Hout ensured that the artes curriculum was permeated 
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with humanist values. Dousa and his commilitiones wanted the new 
university to be a temple for the Muses. This was amply evident in the 
pageant at the inauguration of Leiden University, where Apollo and the 
Muses were literarily hailed in. However, this vision was not shared by 
all. Many felt that the primary task of the new university was to provide 
well-trained preachers for the Dutch Reformed (Calvinist) Church. This 
group was highly suspicious of the (in their eyes) heathen humanist 
discourse and preferred a Calvinist discourse, in which the text of the 
Bible, the Heidelberg Catechism and the Belgian Confession occupied 
centre stage.  

Notwithstanding this strong opposition, Dousa managed to let his 
vision materialize within the walls of Leiden University and have 
humanism rooted firmly within the university. Dousa was particularly 
bolstered in this effort when he managed to hire the young Justus Lipsius. 
He was an enthusiastic adherent of Dousa’s ideals and contributed 
significantly to the development and consolidation of the humanist 
discourse. His departure for Louvain was a serious setback for the young 
university, which was nevertheless compensated by the arrival of Josephus 
Justus Scaliger at Leiden. He had stipulated that he only had to reside in 
Leiden without any teaching obligations.  

Scaliger did teach small groups of elect students. Both Daniel 
Heinsius and Hugo Grotius belonged to this privileged club of private 
students. Scaliger closely watched the early careers of his favourites and 
helped them to build a sound reputation within the international Republic 
of Letters. Analysis of Heinsius’s and Grotius’s early work demonstrates 
the mechanisms of this process. The first step on this path to the summit 
of the Republic of Letters was to edit a Classical text. The debutant had to 
emendate an existing text and account for his choices in the notes, or 
annotationes. These provided ample scope for a display of knowledge and 
erudition. Liminary poetry showed the close relation between master and 
pupil, which in this case make manifest the fact that both Grotius and 
Heinsius published their texts with Scaliger’s approval. Scaliger’s 
reputation within the Republic of Letters gave his students a head start in 
their careers.  

Dousa, Lipsius, and Scaliger acquired a firm place for the humanist 
discourse within Leiden University. However, Grotius’s marital poetry 
shows how this discourse became connected with a nationalist ideal. At a 
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time when the Dutch Republic was scarcely a unity to speak of, Grotius 
was using imagery in his poems that expressed a common identity. He 
has, for example, the goddess Batavia, as a personification of the 
Republic, speak on its behalf before Jupiter. In the same heavenly 
atmosphere we find Julius Civilis, who had led the Batavians in their 
uprise against the Romans. This way a language was created that 
characterized a local branch of the international humanist discourse, 
where a very specific nationalist vision was linked to the rather elite 
values of the Republic of Letters. It may be understood that this vision 
was primarily shared by a limited group from an educated patrician class 
with close connections to local, provincial, and even national 
administration. It met with scant enthusiasm from orthodox Calvinists.  
 
Chapter 2: Growing tension 
The second chapter discusses the growing influence of the Calvinist 
discourse and the appearance of this tension in the works of Leiden 
humanists. These tensions become particularly manifest at the time of the 
death of Arminius, who had been the leader of the Remonstrants. The 
obituary poems of Heinsius and Grotius seem hardly affected by these 
tensions. However, Grotius’s letter to Heinsius proves that both poets 
were impelled to manoeuver in shallow waters with great care. The 
conflict between Bertius and Gomarus over Bertius’s funeral oration 
clearly shows the opposition. Whereas Bertius is still speaking in general 
terms about Arminius’s life and devotes many words to defending him 
against various sorts of allegations, Gomarus openly attacks Bertius and 
Arminius for their heterodoxy. In his attack, Gomarus frequently refers to 
the maxims of the Calvinist discourse, namely the text of the Bible, the 
Heidelberg Catechism and the Belgian Confession. What is more, he 
accuses Bertius of using oratory tricks, calling him an ‘Orateur’. A term 
that would have been a great compliment within the humanist discourse, 
namely to be regarded as an orator in the Classical sense of the word, was 
one used as a term of abuse in the Calvinist context. As Gomarus puts it, 
rhetoric is misleading, one should speak the Truth in plain words. 

This discursive opposition can also be found in the work of an 
individual poet. In the works of both Heinsius and Jacob Cats, both 
discourses can be found in this period. In the case of Heinsius, his work 
certainly develops from representing a humanist discourse to representing 
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a Calvinist discourse. In the case of Cats this remains a probability as we 
cannot be absolutely sure which parts of his Proteus were written when. It 
is clear, however, that all his later work has a stronger Calvinist flavour 
than the erotic poetry in the Proteus. Heinsius’s development appears in 
his hymns on Bacchus and Christ. Both poems were printed in his 
Nederduytsche poemata (1616), but differ considerably. The hymn to 
Bacchus is a light-hearted humanist poem in which Heinsius displays his 
knowledge about the god of wine, mostly learned from the Dionysiaca by 
Nonnus Panopolitus. Conversely, the hymn to Christ is a devout poem, 
lacking any reference to the humanist tradition. The poems have been 
interpreted variously, especially because Heinsius himself warns the 
reader that any reference to heathen gods should be read allegorically. 
Many readers have consequently read his hymn to Christ as the expression 
of his true beliefs and his other poetry as youthful sin.  

However, it is my conviction that neither poem should be 
disregarded lightly as allegory, youthful sin, or political choice. The hymn 
to Bacchus fits perfectly within the discourse of the Leiden humanists, to 
whom Heinsius belonged. Within the realm of this discourse, imitation of 
Classical examples, including the pagan imagery, was perfectly 
acceptable. Within this discourse, a poet could carve out for himself the 
persona of a Greek or Roman pagan poet. This was standard procedure in 
the imitatio et aemulatio tradition. After all, the humanists wanted to 
revive the best parts of Antiquity, and to surpass it. Grotius, Heinsius, and 
the younger Cats were protagonists of this discourse. However, when the 
tensions in the discursive field grew stronger, general opinion on this 
matter changed. It was increasingly felt that that the poetical persona of 
the poet had to agree with his personal beliefs. The poet’s persona had to 
be an expression of correct Calvinist doctrine, just as his public and 
private behaviour had to be expressions of this doctrine. Vice versa, if a 
persona deviated from Calvinist practice, this was regarded as character 
flaw on the part of the poet himself. 

 
Chapter 3: A New Standard 
The coup d’état of Maurice and the Synod of Dordt in 1618 constitute the 
final materialization of the discursive change. This event had its 
repercussions on the discourse of the Leiden humanists as well. The 
discourse that had been inaugurated by Dousa, Lipsius, and Scaliger could 
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no longer exist. After the Synod, strong emphasis was placed on the study 
of the Bible. Heinsius first writes his Aristarchus Sacer (1627), an 
impressive critique of Nonnus’s paraphrase of St John’s Gospel. Next, he 
devotes himself to a commentary on the New Testament, just as Grotius is 
doing in France at the same time. These cases, as well as the dedicatory 
letters of Ludovicus de Dieu, prove that Heinsius’s research programme 
was adapted to the new discourse and that Heinsius applied his knowledge 
and skills to a different subject. 

The example of Ludovicus de Dieu further shows that certain 
features of the previous discourse remained in place, whilst others were 
replaced with new values. The introduction into a scholarly community by 
means of a critical edition of a canonical text with the approbation of a 
well-known authority within this community remains intact. However, the 
texts that are considered canonical and the community to which the novice 
has to be introduced have changed. This impression is underscored by the 
poet Jacobus Revius, who presents himself as a Renaissance poet yet in 
his poetry can really only be described as representative of a Calvinist 
discourse. Even his only poem that clearly imitates a Greek example has 
been stripped of its pagan content and transposed to a Calvinist key.  

Finally, Cats’ Twee en tachtigjarig leven (1700) shows how certain 
concepts are reallocated in the discursive field, without completely 
disappearing. This is exemplified by Cats’ memoirs about his early erotic 
encounters. He already treated erotic themes in earlier works, and often in 
schoolmasterly fashion. Now, however, his text has been lent an 
unmistakeable deprecatory and admonitory voice. At the same time the 
incidents have been described in such vibrant detail that it may be asked 
whether or not the old poet missed his target. Nonetheless, it is clear the 
poet can no longer endeavour to cast his alleged erotic experiences in a 
favourable light from behind his persona; instead he is forced to do so in a 
voice filled with sorrow and regret. 

 
Conclusions 
The most important conclusion of this thesis is that a cultural / historical 
approach from the perspective of discursive change to the poets of the 
early Golden Age has been valuable within the context of the Leiden 
humanists. Primarily because this approach sidesteps the dangers of an 
overly speculative interpretation of the poets’ personal convictions and 
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beliefs. More important, however, is the fact that this approach has shown 
the enormous impact of discursive changes on individual authors. This 
again seems to be in accordance with Greenblatt’s social poetics, namely 
that poets are influenced by their cultural surroundings, simultaneously 
reflecting and reinforcing some of the values of these surroundings in 
their works. This approach can be used for any literary-historical research. 
The present study constitutes an initial endeavour with the analysis of a 
limited number of highly influential authors. It may be recommended to 
expand this study with similar analyses of historically and geographically 
contiguous networks. A first step could be the analysis of and comparison 
with the Amsterdam literary field. Furthermore, a structural analysis of the 
relationship between author, persona, and contemporary social and 
religious conventions would yield important information for researching 
identity formation. In both fields ample work remains to be done and 
much information could be garnered that would add new perspectives to 
the often biographical approaches of single historical persons and their 
works. Hopefully this thesis has provided an inspiring view of new 
possibilities in these directions. 
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Summary in Dutch 

Discursieve confrontaties: Humanisten en calvinisten in de zeventiende-
eeuwse Leidse academie 
 
Inleiding 
Dit boek beschrijft de veranderingen die het discours van de Leidse 
humanisten ondergaat ten gevolge van de toenemende invloed van het 
discours van de orthodoxe calvinisten (contra-remontstranten). Deze 
veranderingen worden beschreven met behulp van de aan Michel Foucault 
ontleende begrippen van discours en événement. Het événement waar de 
verandering van discours op het fysiek historische niveau uiteindelijk 
zichtbaar wordt, is de staatsgreep van Maurits en de daarop volgende 
Synode van Dordt (1618-1620). Door deze historische gebeurtenissen als 
materialisatie van het événement te identificeren, werd het mogelijk om 
terugkijkend het ontstaan van het discursieve veld rond de Leidse 
universiteit te identificeren en te beschrijven en vandaar op zoek te gaan 
naar de spanningen in dit discours. Dit zorgt voor een logische verdeling 
van het boek in drie hoofdstukken: het eerste hoofdstuk dat het discours 
van de Leidse humanisten beschrijft vanaf de stichting van de Leidse 
universiteit (1575) tot aan de dood van Arminius (1609). In de periode 
daarna worden de oplopende spanningen tussen remonstranten en contra-
remonstranten steeds zichtbaarder en worden ook zichtbaar in het werk 
van de Leidse humanisten. Tot slot ontstaat er na de Synode van Dordt een 
nieuw discours: elementen van het oude discours verdwijnen of krijgen 
een andere plaats, dan wel een andere lading. Daarnaast krijgen nieuwe 
elementen prominentere rollen. Dit geldt zowel voor begrippen als voor 
personen.  

Stephen Greenblatts ideeën over cultural poetics zoals hij die 
beschreven heeft in zijn Renaissance Self-Fashioning hebben geholpen 
deze discours-verandering concreet te maken. Een drietal begrippen van 
Greenblatt zijn van centraal belang voor deze dissertatie. Ten eerste het 
begrip dat elk artefact uit een bepaalde cultuur opgevat kan worden als 
een representatie van die cultuur. Een cultuur kan dus aan de hand van elk 
willekeurig voorwerp beschreven worden. Alleen moeten we ons daarbij 
voortdurend bewust blijven van het feit dat we daarmee slechts een deel 
van die cultuur beschrijven. Het is te allen tijde onmogelijk om een 
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volledig beeld van welke cultuur dan ook te schetsen: ons beeld blijft 
altijd fragmentarisch, maar is daarmee niet noodzakelijk onwaar. Het 
tweede begrip is dat in hun eigen tijd gewaardeerde auteurs een hogere 
mate van representativiteit bezitten dan andere schrijvers, personen, 
objecten. Dit omdat deze schrijvers alleen maar populair konden worden 
doordat ze blijkbaar de gevoelens en gedachten van een groot deel van de 
bevolking wisten te verwoorden. Het lezend publiek herkende blijkbaar 
delen van zichzelf of van zijn of haar omgeving in de geschreven teksten. 
Dat maakt dat teksten van beroemde / populaire auteurs zinvolle 
uitgangspunten voor een cultuurhistorische analyse kunnen zijn. Ten slotte 
heeft Greenblatt de wisselwerking tussen auteur en cultuur bondig 
verwoord in zijn begrip van een culturele poëtica: een auteur wordt 
gevormd door de cultuur waarin hij of zij leeft en opgroeit. Hij of zij 
wordt gevormd door de impliciete en expliciete waarden die in deze 
cultuur leven. Vervolgens reflecteert een auteur op deze waarden in 
zijn/haar literaire werk. Op deze manier geeft de auteur zelf opnieuw 
woorden aan deze waarden, door zijn/haar werk bevestigt de auteur 
bepaalde waarden die in die bepaalde cultuur leven en beïnvloedt daarmee 
al dan niet ongewild die cultuur.  

Door deze drie begrippen van Greenblatt werd het mogelijk om een 
analyse van de veranderingen in het Leids universitaire discursieve veld 
uit te voeren aan de hand van  een aantal destijds hooggewaardeerde 
auteurs en geleerden, met inachtneming van de caveat, dat elk stuk tekst 
weliswaar een representatieve waarde voor een bepaalde cultuur (lees: 
discours) heeft, en het werk van representatieve auteurs des te meer, maar 
dat nog steeds elke beschrijving van een cultuur of een discours 
fragmentarisch is en blijft.  

 
Hoofdstuk 1: Het ontstaan van het humanistisch discours aan de Leidse 
Universiteit. 
Het eerste hoofdstuk beschrijft hoe het humanistisch discours een plaats 
kreeg binnen de nieuw op te richten universiteit in 1575, vooral door de 
inspanningen van Janus Dousa en Jan van Hout. Janus Dousa was tijdens 
zijn studietijd in Parijs diep onder de indruk geraakt van Jean Dorat en de 
Pléiade-dichters. In zekere zin was Dorat de belichaming van de Franse 
variant van het Italiaanse humanisme. Kenmerkend voor dit discours is 
een sterke oriëntatie op met name de Romeinse oudheid, maar met de 
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toename van de kennis van het Grieks werd de gehele klassieke oudheid 
als voorbeeld gezien, vooral voor het eigen literaire scheppen. Dichters 
probeerden volgens het ideaal van de imitatio en emulatio auteurs uit de 
oudheid zo goed mogelijk na te doen qua stijl en taal. Daarnaast 
probeerden zij ook te variëren op hun voorbeelden, bijv. door de keuze 
van onderwerpen, de behandeling van bepaalde thema’s, maar ook door te 
proberen hun voorbeelden in de volkstaal te imiteren. Dit leverde bedoeld 
en onbedoeld een enorme verrijking op van het nationaal literaire arsenaal 
van de verschillende landen en talen, in dit geval het Italiaanse taalgebied 
en Frankrijk. 

Toen Leiden na het Ontzet een universiteit mocht oprichten, 
zorgden Janus Dousa en Jan van Hout ervoor dat het humanistisch 
curriculum ten grondslag kwam te liggen aan de artes-opleiding. Een 
duidelijk ideaal van Dousa en de zijnen was, dat de Muzen hun tempel 
binnen de muren van de Leidse Universiteit zouden vinden. Die visie 
werd niet door iedereen gedeeld. Velen meenden dat de universiteit vooral 
tot doel moest hebben om de preekstoelen in het land gevuld te krijgen 
met goedopgeleide orthodoxe calvinistische predikanten. Zij deelden het 
ideaal van Janus Dousa helemaal niet, integendeel, zij stonden voor een 
discours waarbinnen de tekst van de bijbel, de Heidelbergse Catechismus 
en de Geloofsbeleidenis het centrum vormden.  

Ondanks deze oppositie, lukte het Dousa toch om het humanisme 
een plaats te geven binnen de nieuwe universiteit, met name ook door het 
aantrekken van de jonge geleerde Justus Lipsius. Deze was een groot 
voorstander van Dousa’s idealen en heeft dan ook veel bijgedragen aan 
het ontwikkelen en verstevigen van dit discours. Zijn vertrek was 
weliswaar een grote tegenslag, maar die werd wel enigszins goedgemaakt 
door de komst van de grote geleerde Josephus Justus Scaliger naar Leiden. 
Deze intellectuele gigant had bedongen dat hij zich alleen maar in Leiden 
hoefde te vestigen en verder geen enkele verplichting ten opzichte van de 
universiteit had en dus ook geen colleges hoefde te geven.  

Scaliger gaf wel les aan kleine groepjes uitverkoren studenten. 
Zowel Daniel Heinsius als Hugo de Groot behoorden tot deze intieme 
kring. Scaliger begeleidde deze leerlingen bij het betreden van het pad dat 
zou moeten leiden naar aanzien binnen de Republiek der Letteren. De 
analyse van de vroege werken van Heinsius en Grotius laat zien hoe dit 
proces in zijn werk ging. De eerste stap op dit pad was het verzorgen van 
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toename van de kennis van het Grieks werd de gehele klassieke oudheid 
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duidelijk ideaal van Dousa en de zijnen was, dat de Muzen hun tempel 
binnen de muren van de Leidse Universiteit zouden vinden. Die visie 
werd niet door iedereen gedeeld. Velen meenden dat de universiteit vooral 
tot doel moest hebben om de preekstoelen in het land gevuld te krijgen 
met goedopgeleide orthodoxe calvinistische predikanten. Zij deelden het 
ideaal van Janus Dousa helemaal niet, integendeel, zij stonden voor een 
discours waarbinnen de tekst van de bijbel, de Heidelbergse Catechismus 
en de Geloofsbeleidenis het centrum vormden.  

Ondanks deze oppositie, lukte het Dousa toch om het humanisme 
een plaats te geven binnen de nieuwe universiteit, met name ook door het 
aantrekken van de jonge geleerde Justus Lipsius. Deze was een groot 
voorstander van Dousa’s idealen en heeft dan ook veel bijgedragen aan 
het ontwikkelen en verstevigen van dit discours. Zijn vertrek was 
weliswaar een grote tegenslag, maar die werd wel enigszins goedgemaakt 
door de komst van de grote geleerde Josephus Justus Scaliger naar Leiden. 
Deze intellectuele gigant had bedongen dat hij zich alleen maar in Leiden 
hoefde te vestigen en verder geen enkele verplichting ten opzichte van de 
universiteit had en dus ook geen colleges hoefde te geven.  

Scaliger gaf wel les aan kleine groepjes uitverkoren studenten. 
Zowel Daniel Heinsius als Hugo de Groot behoorden tot deze intieme 
kring. Scaliger begeleidde deze leerlingen bij het betreden van het pad dat 
zou moeten leiden naar aanzien binnen de Republiek der Letteren. De 
analyse van de vroege werken van Heinsius en Grotius laat zien hoe dit 
proces in zijn werk ging. De eerste stap op dit pad was het verzorgen van 
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een kritische editie van een klassieke tekst. In de aantekeningen, of  
annotationes,  kon de debutant zijn kennis ten toon spreiden. 
Drempeldichten en opdrachten lieten duidelijk de relatie tussen pupil en 
meester zien, zodat voor de gehele geleerde wereld zichtbaar was dat in 
dit geval Heinsius en Grotius onder Scaligers toezicht opereerden. De 
naamsbekendheid van Scaliger binnen de Republiek der Letteren gaf zijn 
leerlingen extra startkapitaal.  

Via Dousa, Lipsius en Scaliger had dus het discours van de 
Republiek der Letteren een vaste plaats gekregen binnen de Leidse 
universiteit. Echter, de besproken huwelijksgedichten van Grotius laten 
zien hoe dit humanistisch discours verbonden raakt met een nationaal 
ideaal. Terwijl de Republiek in het eerste decennium van de zeventiende 
eeuw nauwelijks een eenheid genoemd kon worden, creëerde Grotius in 
zijn poëzie beelden die uitdrukking geven aan een gedeelde identiteit. Zo 
spreekt hij meermalen van een godin Batavia, een soort personificatie van 
de Republiek, die voor haar pleit bij Jupiter. In diezelfde hemelse sferen 
vinden we ook Julius Civilis, die de opstand van de Bataven tegen de 
Romeinen had geleid. Op deze manier ontstond er onder de Leidse 
humanisten een eigen variant van het internationale humanistische 
discours, waarbinnen de op zich al elitaire waarden van de Republiek der 
Letteren werden gekoppeld aan een hele specifieke visie op de eigen natie 
en geschiedenis. Het hoeft geen betoog dat deze visie, die gedeeld werd 
door een kleine groep hoogopgeleiden, die ook nog eens nauwe banden 
onderhielden met de Hollandse elite, op weinig bijval kon rekenen van de 
orthodoxe calvinisten.  

 
Hoofdstuk 2: Toenemende spanning tussen humanisten en calvinisten 
Het tweede hoofdstuk laat zien hoe het calvinistische discours steeds meer 
aan invloed wint en ook zichtbaar wordt in het werk van de Leidse 
humanisten. De spanningen komen duidelijk naar voren rond de 
begrafenis van Jacobus Arminius, de leider van de remonstranten. De 
herdenkingsgedichten van Heinsius en Grotius laten hier nog niet zo heel 
veel van zien, pas met de brief van Grotius aan Heinsius blijkt dat er een 
behoorlijke spanning achter het gedicht van Heinsius moet zitten. Echter, 
met het conflict tussen Bertius en Gomarus over de lijkrede die 
eerstgenoemde uitsprak, wordt de oppositie scherp zichtbaar. Terwijl 
Bertius nog een vrij algemene rede houdt over het leven van Arminius en 
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hem vooral verdedigt tegen alle aanvallen op zijn persoon en zijn 
opvattingen, kiest Gomarus voor de frontale aanval. Uit Gomarus’ 
verwijten aan het adres van Bertius spreekt onmiskenbaar het orthodoxe 
calvinistische discours. In dit discours staat de Bijbel centraal, samen met 
de Geloofsbelijdenis en de Heidelbergse Catechismus, dat blijkt duidelijk 
uit Gomarus’ woorden. Maar wat minstens zo veelzeggend is: hij verwijt 
Bertius dat hij een ‘Orateur’ is, een redenaar. Juist wat binnen het 
humanistisch discours een grote deugd was, namelijk om te spreken in het 
openbaar als een antieke retor, geldt binnen het calvinistisch discours als 
laakbaar. De reden blijkt ook wel uit Gomarus’ woorden: retorica is 
mooisprekerij, terwijl het calvinistisch ideaal is om de eenvoudige 
christelijke waarheid te spreken. 

Dezelfde oppositie is ook aanwijsbaar in het werk van één en 
dezelfde dichter. Zowel bij Heinsius als bij Jacob Cats is het mogelijk om 
in deze periode beide discoursen aan te wijzen en is het bij Heinsius zeker 
en bij Cats aannemelijk dat de ontwikkeling loopt van een humanistische 
naar een calvinistische oriëntatie. Bij Heinsius blijkt dat onder meer in  
zijn hymne op Bacchus en zijn hymne op Christus. Beide gedichten zijn in 
dezelfde bundel Nederduytsche poemata (1616) verschenen, maar 
verschillen fors van toon en inhoud. De Bacchushymne is een speels 
humanistisch gedicht waarin Heinsius veel van zijn kennis over de 
wijngod etaleert, veelal opgedaan uit de Dionysiaca van Nonnus 
Panopolitus. De Christushymne is daarentegen een heel vroom gedicht, 
dat niets gemeen heeft met de humanistische traditie. De gedichten zijn 
vaak op verschillende manieren uitgelegd, onder meer doordat Heinsius 
zélf een voorbehoud bij de editie heeft gemaakt, dat het gedicht over 
Bacchus alleen maar allegorie is en dat alle verwijzingen naar antieke 
goden als zodanig gelezen moeten worden. Het gevolg is, dat velen de 
Christushymne als uiting van Heinsius’ ware geloof zien en dat de rest van 
zijn poëzie makkelijk wordt afgedaan als jeugdzonde.  
 Mijn interpretatie is, dat het te gemakkelijk is om het één of het 
ander af te doen als jeugdzonde of als ware opvatting van de dichter. De 
Bacchushymne paste uitstekend binnen het discours van de Leidse 
humanisten, waar Heinsius deel van uitmaakte. Binnen dit discours was 
het gebruikelijk om in de beste imitatio-traditie gedichten te schrijven met 
heidense motieven. Dit discours liet toe dat een contemporaine dichter 
zich een persona aanmat van een klassieke heidense dichter, om zo goed 
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mogelijk in die traditie te schrijven. Dat had nadrukkelijk een plaats 
binnen het humanistisch ideaal om de oudheid in het heden te doen 
herleven, liefst beter en rijker en gevarieerder dan ze in de oudheid zelf 
was geweest. Grotius, Heinsius en de jonge Cats waren exponenten of 
protagonisten van dit discours. Maar met het toenemen van de spanning in 
het discursieve veld, veranderden de opvattingen hierover en werd het 
steeds meer een noodzaak dat de persona van de dichter samenviel met 
wat men veronderstelde dat het ware innerlijke geloof van de dichter was. 
De persona van de dichter moest, net als de publieke en liefst ook private 
persoon, een uitdrukking zijn van de waarden van het orthodoxe 
calvinistische discours.  

 
Hoofdstuk 3: Een nieuwe standaard in het literaire veld 
De spanning die ontstaan is in het discursieve veld, vindt zijn ontlading in 
het événement in de staatsgreep van Maurits en de Synode van Dordt. Ook 
bij de humanisten van de Leidse universiteit verandert het discours 
ingrijpend. Het discours zoals dat was neergezet door Dousa, Lipsius en 
Scaliger bestond niet langer meer op dezelfde manier. Na de Synode 
verschuift de aandacht naar de studie van de Bijbel. Heinsius schrijft eerst 
zijn Aristarchus sacer (1627), een kritiek op Nonnus’ parafrase van het 
evangelie van Johannes. Vervolgens stort hij zich, net als Grotius in 
Frankrijk, op een commentaar op het hele Nieuwe Testament. Hij zet 
daarmee zijn kennis en kunde in op een heel ander gebied. 

Het voorbeeld van Ludovicus de Dieu heeft laten zien dat bepaalde 
gewoontes omtrent het opstarten van een carrière wel blijven bestaan, nl. 
het maken van een kritische editie en de introductie door een gevestigde 
naam, maar dat het referentiële kader wordt ingebed in een duidelijk 
herkenbaar christelijk discours. Dit beeld wordt nog eens bevestigd door 
Jacobus Revius, die zich weliswaar wel presenteert als een renaissance-
dichter, maar zich in zijn poëzie alleen doet kennen als calvinistisch 
dichter. Zelfs het enige gedicht dat duidelijk een imitatie is van een Grieks 
origineel, heeft hij niet in de klassieke heidense trant willen schrijven, 
maar de hele thematiek omgezet naar een christelijke context.  

Cats’ Twee en tachtigjarig leven (1700) laat tenslotte zien hoe 
bepaalde begrippen in een nieuw discours een nieuwe plaats kunnen 
krijgen zonder geheel te verdwijnen: ze krijgen een andere lading en 
andere betekenis. In dit geval is de manier waarop Cats over zijn eigen 
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erotische ervaringen uit zijn jeugd schrijft een goed voorbeeld. Ook in zijn 
jeugdwerk schrijft hij over erotiek en vaak ook op een belerende toon. 
Maar nu heeft zijn tekst een duidelijk afkeurende en waarschuwende 
nuance gekregen. Tegelijkertijd blijft hij er wel uitgebreid over schrijven, 
zó uitgebreid dat je als moderne lezer je afvraagt of de dichter hiermee 
niet zijn doel voorbijschiet. De dichter mag niet meer vanachter zijn 
persona in positieve termen over beleefde erotiek schrijven, maar moet, 
vanuit een persona die in overeenstemming is met, dan wel gevormd is 
door, het calvinistische discours, vol van spijt en berouw schrijven over de 
eigen ervaring.  

 
Conclusie 
De voornaamste conclusie is dat het zinvol is om de dichters van deze 
periode te bekijken in het perspectief van de grote discursieve verandering 
die zich in elk geval in de context van de Leidse humanisten voltrok. Ten 
eerste omdat deze kijkwijze ons kan behoeden voor een al te speculatieve 
interpretatie over het persoonlijke geloof, dan wel de persoonlijke 
opvattingen van de dichter. Maar vooral ook omdat hij laat zien dat het 
werk van deze auteurs sterk beïnvloed is door de spanningen in het 
discours. Dit lijkt weer in overeenstemming te zijn met Greenblatt, nl. dat 
dichters beïnvloed worden door hun culturele omgeving, maar door hun 
werk ook op bepaalde waarden van die cultuur reflecteren en ze door hun 
werk versterken. Maar het theoretisch kader dat ten grondslag ligt aan dit 
onderzoek kan in principe voor elke literair-historische analyse gebruikt 
worden. Deze studie is slechts een eerste proef met de analyse van een 
kleine, maar invloedrijke, groep auteurs. Het verdient de aanbeveling om 
dit onderzoek uit te breiden met soorgelijke analyses van historisch en 
geografisch aanpalende netwerken. Een eerste desideratum zou een 
analyse van en een vergelijking met het Amsterdamse literaire veld 
kunnen zijn. Daarnaast zou op een abstracter niveau onderzoek interessant 
zijn naar de relatie tussen de auteur, zijn dichterlijke persona en de 
maatschappelijk-religieuze conventies van zijn tijd. Er is op beide vlakken 
voldoende onderzoek te doen en beide velden kunnen belangrijke 
aanvullingen bieden bij de vaak individueel biografische benaderingen 
van auteurs en hun werken. Hopelijk heeft deze studie daar een 
stimulerende aanzet toe mogen geven!  
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